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General Toys 

4001. Wade Pottery a large quantity (pallet lot) of collectable Wade Ornaments and Wade Whimsies which includes 
collectable ornaments such as “Pantomime Dame” (1997), “Chuckles the Clown” (1998 the Official International Collectors 
Club), “John” (Peter Pan Collection 2002), “Emily Doll” (1998), “Auld Lang Syne” (A Special Millennium Limited Edition of 2000) 
along with others. As stated there’s a large quantity of Wade Whimsies which includes such little gems as Tortoises, Parrots, 
Saluting Bears and other interesting ones. Also to include in this lot is a small number of Wade Pottery money boxes such as a 
blue pig, Humpty Dumpty and others. This is an extremely large quantity and would suit a reseller, car boot seller, market trader 
or similar and is definitely worth a sort. Please note due to the weight of this lot (1 large pallet) shipping is not available 
therefore collection only. Due to the size of this lot there is vast duplication conditions all generally appear to be Good although 
nothing in this lot has been checked for completeness or nothing has been checked for damage (pottery items - prone to 
damage). Large heavy quantity on 1 full pallet. 

 £30 - £40 

4002. Oxford Diecast, Heller, Mattel and similar a large pallet lot of interesting mixed items comprising of books, puzzles, soft 
toys, diecast toys, plastic model kits, play figures, videos and other interesting items which includes a large quantity of “Rocking 
Rattle Words” a little book for babies who will love to rock and rattle its pages, a large quantity of boxed/carded “Fetch the Vet” 
which is a talking Tom Fetch Beanie, large quantity of Heller a boxed 1/72 scale model plastic kit comprising of a DH89 “Dragon 
Rapide” x2, a boxed Mattel “Generation Girl” Barbie Doll with accessories along with various boxed Oxford Diecast models, 
videos including “The Star Wars Trilogy” Box Set along with a large quantity of soft back books entitled Fred Bassett Bumper 
Book 94 and other interesting items. Please note this pallet lot would definitely suit a car boot seller, market trader or resell and 
is definitely worth a good sort. This lot has vast duplication and nothing in this lot has been checked for completeness or 
correctness and nothing has been tested. Some of these items in this lot would benefit from a further clean possibly due to 
display/storage related and also please note due to the weight and size of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection 
only. Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good with nothing as stated checked for completeness or correctness or 
nothing has been tested. Large quantity on 1 pallet. 

 £30 - £40 

4003. Dinky Toys, Crescent Toys, Matchbox and similar a quantity of unboxed Diecast models comprising mainly of Dinky 
Toys but does include some others and includes a Dinky Toys 253 Daimler Ambulance, a Dinky Toys 162 Ford Zephyr, 
Crescent Toys a 2 litre Grand Prix Cooper-Bristol with racing decals no.2, a Dinky Supertoys no.513 Guy Flatbed Truck, a 
Dinky Toys Morris Oxford along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Fair (please note the majority of these 
toys do have old price sticker labels attached) with the majority being play worn and some having been repainted. Quantity 28. 

 £35 - £40 
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4004. English Fine Bone China a large quantity of Fine Bone China commemorative cups which are designed from the silk 
damask of the white drawing room “Buckingham Palace 1999 - The Royal Collection” and comes in fine detailed gold leaf effect 
ornate patterns and a fine bone China finial handle and also comes in a special Royal Collection presentation box. This is a 
really interesting lot and would definitely suit a car boot seller, market trader or reseller. Please note there is vast duplication in 
this lot (all items in this lot are the same). Conditions of all the cups all generally appear to be Good although none have been 
checked for damage (fine pottery possibly subject to damage) and are all housed in generally Fair presentation boxes (it does 
appear that most of these boxes do suffer from foxing and staining). Large quantity. 

 £30 - £35 

4005. Football related/ Manchester United Collectibles a large quantity of boxed “Manchester United Medals” which are all 
detailed with Manchester United players photographs on the front and on the rear the Manchester United badge and has 
players such as Wayne Rooney, Cristiano Ronaldo, Kieran Richardson and others. These Manchester United medals were 
produced by the Manchester Evening News and came in a set of 20 and were from the official merchandise 2005-2006 medal 
collection and each box which houses these medals are all sealed so therefore nothing in this lot has been checked for 
correctness. This is definitely a nice lot for resale and would suit a car boot seller, market trader or even a Manchester United 
fan. Please note there is vast duplication in this lot as stated. Conditions are all assumed to be Excellent to Near Mint although 
as these boxes are still sealed this cannot be verified. Large quantity. 

 £20 - £30 

4006. Nascar a large quantity of Nascar related flags and possibly smaller flags or napkins or similar and includes a quantity 
of Nascar “Super Cuts Racing” flags with eyelets for mounting and measure approx. 2.5ft x 3.5ft along with a large quantity of 
coloured cotton Nascar “Tide Racing” smaller flags or napkins which would definitely look well on display and would suit a 
Nascar fan or anyone who would want to resell these such as a car boot seller or market trader. Please note there is vast 
duplication in this lot. Conditions all generally range from Good to Excellent with some of the larger flags still factory sealed. 
Large quantity 

 £10 - £15 

4007. A large quantity of pot/porcelain or similar small miniature dolls which are all dressed in unique fashion and with the 
majority appearing to have cloth wings attached to the backs. These dolls are housed in sets of 4 and are all in singular sealed 
bags x 4 dolls. Please note there is vast duplication in this lot and this lot would definitely suit a boot seller or market trader or 
resale. Conditions all generally appear Good in generally Fair to Good outer sealed bags. Large quantity. 

 £10 - £15 

4008. Lledo Days Gone a boxed group of promotional models which may include some harder to find examples to include 
“Lledo Marathon Series” a Single Decker Coach “PanAm Crew Bus”, a 6107 1920 Model T’ Ford Van” Jameson Irish Whisky”, 
6105 a 1920 Model T’ Ford Van “Zebra Grate Polish” a SL46003 (The Rolls Royce and Bentley Collections) a 1930 Bentley 4.5 
litre “Blower” with racing decals no.17 in yellow along with others. Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer window boxes (please note some 
window boxes do have old price tickets attached and some suffer from slight crushing and there may be duplication in this lot). 
Quantity (70) 

 £40 - £50 

4009. Lledo Days Gone a boxed group of promotional models which may include “Lledo Marathon Series” Double Decker 
Bus in blue and cream “London Pride Sightseeing”, DG013088 Ford Model ‘A’ Van “Standard Fireworks”, 4012 a Horse Drawn 
Double Decker Bus “Colman’s Mustard”, 046001 a 4.5 litre Bentley in black with racing decals no.1 (1930) along with others. 
Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in 
generally Good outer window boxes (please some window boxes do have old price tickets attached and some suffer from slight 
crushing and there may be duplication in this lot). Quantity (70) 

 £40 - £50 
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4010. Lledo Days Gone a boxed group of promotional models which may include “Lledo Marathon Series” a Single Decker 
Coach “Gatwick Flightline”, DG063026 a Bedford 30 CWT Van “Weston’s Wagon Wheels”, 41001 a 1928 Karrier E6 Trolley Bus 
“Marks and Spencer”, 17014 a 1932 AEC Regal Single Decker Bus “Sutton’s Coach Company” along with others. Conditions 
do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good 
outer window boxes (please some window boxes do have old price tickets attached and some suffer from slight crushing and 
there may be duplication in this lot). Quantity (70) 

 £40 - £50 

4011. Lledo Days gone & Oxford Diecast a boxed group of promotional models which may also include some harder to find 
examples to include a Lledo Days Gone 31002 A Brewer’s Dray “Taunton Cider”, Lledo Days Gone 32000 a 1907 Rolls Royce 
“Silver Ghost” in silver with burgundy seats, an Oxford Diecast an Open Top Double Decker Bus Model B6 “Fotorama” 
(Exhibition Model) which is no.2478 of 8000 produced, an Oxford Diecast Model no. B51 an Open Top Double Decker Bus 
“HRH Queen Elizabeth and HRH Prince Philip 50th Anniversary” which is no.1133 of 20000 produced along with others. 
Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (please 
note some window boxes do suffer from slight crushing and splitting along with some having old price tickets attached and a 
possibility of duplication). Quantity (70) 

 £40 - £50 

4012. Matchbox “Models of Yesteryear” a boxed group to include maroon window boxes, straw window boxes and 2 x wood 
grain boxes to include Y-7 a 1930 Model ‘A’ Ford Wreck Truck “Barlow Motor Sales”, Y-5 1930 Duesenberg Model ‘J’, Y-21 a 
1927 Ford ‘A’, Y-6 a 1920 Rolls Royce Fire Engine, Y-14 a 1932 Stutz Bearcat along with others. Conditions do all generally 
appear to be Good to Good Plus although some models do appear to be loose inside packaging therefore may have smaller 
delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer window boxes although none have been checked for 
completeness (Please note some window boxes do have old price tickets attached and the majority do suffer from slight 
crushing and split windows and some would benefit from a further clean possibly due to storage). Quantity (48) 

 £40 - £50 

4013. Matchbox a boxed group to include a Matchbox K25 “Super Kings” Snow Plough/Digger, a CY-16 “Matchbox Convoy” 
a Scania Box Truck “Kentucky Fried Chicken”, a CY-18 “Convoy” a Scania Double Container Truck “Beefeater Steakhouses” 
along with others. Also to include in this lot is 5 x unboxed Matchbox models which includes a model A Ford Delivery Van 
“Matthew Walker” x 5 along with a Matchbox Super Kings no.72 & 2 Hovercraft. Conditions of all the boxed models do generally 
appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer window boxes (please note the majority of these window boxes do 
have old price tickets attached) along with the 6 x unboxed do generally appear to be Good. Quantity (22) 

 £30 - £35 

4014. Matchbox a boxed group comprising of “The Dinky Collection” & “Models of Yesteryear” boxed models and special 
edition boxed models comprising of a DY-S10 “The Dinky Collection” Special Edition 1950 Mercedes-Benz Diesel Omnibus 
Type 0-3500, Y-16 1923 Scania-Vabis Post Bus, DY-7 “The Dinky Collection” a 1959 Cadillac Coup De Ville, a DY-1B “The 
Dinky Collection” a 1967 Jaguar E Type Mk 1.5 along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot - please see pics. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness with some 
models appearing to be loose inside the packaging therefore may have smaller delicate piece missing, broken off or loose in 
generally Good outer special presentation boxes/plastic clear display boxes (please note some packaging does appear to have 
old price tickets attached). Quantity (22) 

 £40 - £50 

4015. Matchbox an unboxed group comprising mainly of “Models of Yesteryear” models which includes some rare and harder 
to find examples such as a Y-4 Shand Mason Horse Drawn Fire Engine with white horses, a harder to find Y-5 a Le Mans 
Bentley in British Racing green with rarer grey folding hood, a hard to find Y-8 Sunbeam Motorcycle with Milford Sidecar along 
with a Y-5 a plated Lesney Giftware Bentley along with others. Conditions of all these unboxed all generally appear to be Fair to 
Good. Also to include in this lot is a boxed YY66 “Her Majesty the Queens 40th Anniversary” Gold State Coach which generally 
appear Excellent to Near in generally Good outer box. Quantity 

 £50 - £70 
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4016. Auto Art a boxed TV related model comprising of a James Bond 007 Aston Martin DB5 from the film “Goldfinger”. 
Please note this model is the closed roof version (no sunroof) which appears generally to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally 
Good outer window box Quantity (1) 

 £60 - £70 

4017. Solido, Guiloy, Britains & Vitesse a boxed group of 1/18 and similar Diecast Models comprising of a Guiloy ref 67537 
1/18 scale Aston Martin DB7, a Britain’s Collectibles Triumph TR6 (Classic Car Collection), a Vitesse 1/18 scale Trabant 
(Trabi), a Solido ref 8023 Mini Cooper S (1964) with racing decals 144 & a Solido Special Edition Expo ‘92 S.A. (1986). 
Conditions all generally appear Good to Good Plus in generally Good outer window boxes although some window boxes do 
suffer from sun fading and most would benefit from a further clean with 1 or 2 having old price tickets attached. Quantity (5) 

 £40 - £50 

4018. Bburago & Maisto a boxed group of 1/18 scale and 1/20 scale models comprising of a Bburago 1/20 scale 3020 
Mercedes-Benz 500K Roadster (1936), a Bburago 1/18 scale 3032 Ferrari F40 (987), a Bburago 1/18 scale (Diamonds Series) 
no.3025 a Dodge Viper RT/10 (1992), a Maisto 1/18 scale Special Edition Mercedes Benz 280SE, a Maisto Special Edition 1/18 
scale Mercedes-Benz 190SL (1955) & a Maisto Special Edition 1/18 scale Jaguar Mk II (1959). Conditions do generally appear 
to be Good to Good Plus although 1 or 2 models do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have delicate pieces missing, 
broken off or loose in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note 1 or 2 of these window boxes do suffer from 
severe crushing with 1 window box having the window actually missing and all would benefit from a further clean possibly due 
to previous storage). Quantity (6) 

 £40 - £50 

4019. Tonka (Polistil), Ertl (American Muscle) & Road Legends a boxed group of 1/16 & 1/18 scale Diecast Models 
comprising of a Road Legends 1/18 scale Edsel “Citation” (1958) Open Top in bright pink, a Road Legends 1/18 scale 
Chevrolet “Belair” Police Chief Vehicle (1957), an Ertl (American Muscle) 1/18 scale 1957 Chevy “Belair”, a Tonka (Polistil) 1/18 
scale Lamborghini Countach TG, a Tonka (Polistil) 1/16 scale Porsche 911 Turbo TG & a Tonka (Polistil) 1/16 scale Balilla 
“Spider”. Conditions do generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness in 
generally Good outer window boxes although 1 window box is missing its actual cellophane window and 1 or 2 others do suffer 
from crushing and creasing with 3 models having old price tickets attached and all would benefit from a further clean possibly 
due to previous storage. Quantity (6) 

 £50 - £60 

4020. Bburago a boxed group of 1/18 and 1/22 scale Diecast Models comprising of 3001 a Rolls-Royce “Camarque”, a 1/18 
scale 3011 Ferrari 250 GTO (1962), a 1/18 scale 3006 Jaguar SS 100 (1937), a 3024 Chevrolet Corvette (1957) along with 
others. Conditions do all generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness in generally Fair outer 
window boxes (please note the majority of these boxes/windows do suffer from crushing, splitting and other damage along with 
old price tickets attached and some models do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have smaller delicate pieces 
missing, broken off or loose and all would benefit from a further clean possibly due to previous storage). Quantity (7) 

 £40 - £50 

4021. Bburago, Majorette, Maisto & Myra a boxed group of mainly 1/24 and similar scale models to include a Majorette (Club 
1/24 series) no.4210 Mercedes 500SL “Roadster”, a Myra 1/24 scale Porsche 959, a Bburago 1/24 scale 1524 Chevrolet 
Corvette (1957), a Bburago no.0122 Mercedes-Benz 300 SL (1954), a Bburago 0160 R5 Turbo “Monte Carlo” along with 
others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good although most models do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have 
more smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Fair outer window boxes (please note the majority of 
these boxes/windows do suffer from crushing and splitting along with other damage along with most having old price tickets 
attached with none being checked for completeness). Also to include in this lot is 2 unboxed Bburago models comprising of a 
1/18 scale Jaguar ‘E’ (1961) & a Bugatti ‘Type 55’ (1932) with both generally appear to be Fair to Good but both do appear to 
have smaller delicate pieces broken off i.e. door handle and wind mirror and possibly more. Quantity (15) 

 £50 - £60 
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4022. Maisto/Shell a mixed sportscar group which comprises of Supercar Collection & Sportscar Collection which includes a 
Shell (Classic Sportscar) Porsche 911 Turbo Cabriolet, a Shell (Sportscar Collection) Lamborghini Diablo, a Maisto (Supercar 
Collection) Corvette ZR1, a Maisto (Supercar Collection) Jaguar XJ220 along with others. Please note there is duplication in 
this lot please see pics. Also to include in this lot is 3 larger scale 1/24 models comprising of a Maisto (Supercar Collection) 
McLaren F1 (1993) x 2, a Shell (Sportscar Collection) Jaguar XJ220 (1992). Conditions all generally appear Good Plus to 
Excellent although as stated there is duplication in generally Good outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do 
suffer from crushing). Quantity (55) 

 £40 - £50 

4023. Hornby (Minic Ships) a boxed group of 1/1200 scale Minic Ships which comprises of Fighting Ship Series and Famous 
Liners Series to include no.M744 IJN Yamato (Fighting Ships Series), M742 KM Bismarck (Fighting Ships Series), M745 KM 
Scharnhorst (Fighting Ships Series), M703 RMS Queen Mary (Famous Liners Series), M715 RMS Canberra (Famous Liners 
Series) along with others. Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer Perspex 
window boxes which all come complete with plastic ends (these would benefit from a further clean possibly due to previous 
storage) with some models still inside brown mailer boxes. Quantity (11) 

 £100 - £110 

4024. Corgi Classics a boxed group of commercial Vehicles comprising of buses and fire service which comprises of 97357 
an AEC Pumper “Hertfordshire Fire Brigade” x 2, 97187 The AEC Regal comprising of 1 AEC Regal Single Decker Bus 
“Hanson”, 97735 a Multi Vehicle Set “The Cumbrian Set” which comprises of the Morris J Van and a Bedford O Series Van 
along with others. Conditions do all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although 1 or 2 of these models do appear to have 
been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or 
loose in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (none have been checked for completeness). Quantity (6) 

 £35 - £40 

4025. Corgi & Atlas Editions a boxed group of Eddie Stobart related models comprising of a Corgi 59503 Scania Curtain Side 
Trailer, a Corgi 59502 an ERF Curtain Side Trailer, a Corgi 61203 (Motoring Memories) “Express Haulage Limited Cumbria”, 
Atlas Editions Scania Top Line Curtain Side “Karen Patricia” (H123), an Atlas Editions Volvo FH Fridge Trailer “Emma Jade” 
(H4663) along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot - please see pics. Conditions all generally appear to be 
Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer display packaging/window boxes (please note 1 or 2 of these packages do 
appear to have old price tickets attached). Quantity (13) 

 £30 - £40 

4026. Corgi a boxed “Chitty Chitty Bang Bang” 25th Anniversary model which comes complete with all figures, detachable 
front and rear wings (contained within box) wooden plinth, certificate and paperwork which shows this model to be number 0283 
of a limited edition produced in 1992 contents all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint with the model apparently still 
being sealed (headlights appear to be slightly bent out of shape which is normal for this reissue model) in generally Good Plus 
to Excellent outer plain blue box only (no window box) and comes complete with paperwork and original outer Corgi Originals 
Sealing Sticker to front box lid and Good inner polystyrene packaging. Quantity (1) 

 £80 - £90 

4027. Corgi a boxed “Chitty Chitty Bang Bang” 25th Anniversary Model which comes complete with all figures, detachable 
front and rear wings (contained within box), wooden plinth, certificate and paperwork which shows this to be number 0210 of a 
limited edition produced in 1992. Contents generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although the model itself does appear 
to have been opened (headlamps do appear to be slightly bent out of shape which is normal for this reissue model) in generally 
Good Plus to Excellent outer plain box only (no window box). Please note the colour sealing sticker is missing from box lid. 
Quantity (1) 

 £70 - £80 
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4028. Solido, Corgi & Matchbox a boxed group of military vehicles which comprises mainly of tanks, personnel carriers and 
similar which also includes a multi model gift set to include a Solido Sherman M4 A3 Tank “40th Anniversary 6th June 
1944 - 1984”, a Solido 4494/61 REME WKSP 8th Armoured BDE Half-Track “50th Anniversary of the Liberation of France and 
North Western Europe 1944-1994”, a Solido 6230 (Le Grandes The Famous Battles Collection) a GMC DUKWS 353, a Corgi 
CS90026 a Multi Model Set (A Century of War) ”The Showcase Collection” which comprises of a B Type Bus- Troop Transport, 
a Mark IV Tank-Tank Core, a Fokker DR1 Triplane-Richthofen Circus & a Sopwith Camel-201 Squadron RFC “For King and 
Country Remembering Those Who Fell at The Somme”, a Matchbox (Models of Yesteryear) YS-38 a 1920 Rolls Royce 
Armoured Car along with others. Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been 
checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial presentation boxes/window boxes (please note some of these 
window boxes do appear to suffer from slight crushing along with some packaging having old price tickets attached). Quantity 
(10) 

 £40 - £50 

4029. Atlas Editions & Victoria models (Vitesse Group), New-Ray Models & Cararama and similar a boxed group of military 
models comprising of 6 x Atlas Editions Military Vehicles 5 x Victoria Models (Vitesse Group) Models and others to include an 
Atlas Editions 6690 003 a Multiple Gun Motor Carriage M16, an Atlas Editions 6690 014 a Humber Armoured Car Mark IV, 
Atlas Editions 6690 017 a SDKFZ 251 Wurfrahmen, Victoria Models R029 a Mercedes 170V “Wehrmacht with Camouflage”, 
Victoria Models (Vitesse Group) R033 a Jeep JPA Amphibian “US Army with Camouflage” along with others. Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus mainly outer rigid Perspex cases along with 
some window boxes (please note all 6 Atlas Edition models are still factory sealed). Also to include in this lot Atlas Editions and 
similar a small quantity of clear perspex rigid display cases (unmade) which are perfect for displaying some of these tanks. 
Quantity 

 £50 - £60 

4030. DeAgostini a quantity of bagged/boxed magazines entitled “The Combat Tanks Collection” which includes inside the 
bag a boxed military model to include Issue No.6 a T-34/76 Tank “130th Tank Brigade, 21st Armoured Corps, USSR, 1942”, 
Issue No.8 a Chieftain Mark.5 Tank “British Army of the Reine - United Kingdom, 1975”, Issue No.11 a PZ.KPFW.III Ausf.G 
Tank “21st Panzer Division - Germany 1941” along with others. Please note there is 10 sealed bags containing boxed model 
and magazine and 1 loose boxed model (no magazine with this 1) contents all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in 
generally Good outer sealed bags with models being in Good to Excellent outer rigid Perspex cases. Quantity (11) 

 £40 - £50 

4031. Corgi, Lledo, Cararama, Maisto and similar a boxed group of boxed multi-vehicle sets to include a Corgi 2-vehicle set 
entitled "Transport of the 30's" which comprising of a Bryant & May's Thornycroft and Ford Model T Delivery Vans, Corgi 
(Comic Classics) 2-vehicle set entitled "The Dandy" which comprises of a Bedford CA Van and a Morris J Van and is number 
6459 of 8000 produced, Maisto 4-vehicle set (Power Racer Series), Lledo 3-vehicle gift set "Automobile Association Vans of the 
50's", Lledo 4-vehicle gift set "The Bygone Days of Road Transport - Pickfords", Cararama Five Mini Gift Set, along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer presentation boxes/window 
boxes (please note some of these window boxes do appear to be slightly crushed along with most having old price stickers 
attached).  (14 sets) 

 £30 - £40 

4032. Matchbox & Vivid Imaginations a boxed and carded/blister packed TV Related group which includes a multi-vehicle gift 
set which comprises of a Matchbox carded/blister packed Thunderbird 1 from the TV series "Thunderbirds" with (Pilot: Scott 
Tracy) x 2, Vivid Imaginations carded/blister packed S.P.V. Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle from the TV series Captain Scarlet and 
the Mysterons & Vivid Imaginations 5-model gift set entitled "Spectrum Command Team" (S.I.G...... Spectrum is Green!).  
Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer presentation box/card blister 
packs. (4) 

 £20 - £25 
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4033. Corgi & Bburago a boxed TV Related group which mainly consists of James Bond/007 models, plus one other to 
include Corgi CC06803 Rolls Royce III "Sedance De Ville" from the film "Goldfinger", Corgi CC04306 James Bond/007 Aston 
Martin DB5 from the film "Thunderball", Corgi CC04602 James Bond/007 Gyrocopter "Little Nellie" from the film "You Only Live 
Twice", Corgi CC04309 James Bond/007 Aston Martin DB5 from the film "Casino Royale", along with others.  Also to include in 
this lot is a non James Bond/007 model but still TV related which comprises of a Bburago 5001 Ferrari Testarossa from the TV 
series "Miami Vice".  Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer window boxes 
(please note one or two of these window boxes do suffer from crushing and splitting with the majority having old price stickers 
attached).  (8) 

 £30 - £35 

4034. Britains, Crescent Toys, Corgi & Dinky a boxed group of Royalty/Monarchy related models comprising of a Britains 
6-figure set 7225 entitled "The Queen's Silver Jubilee 1952 to 1977", a Britains more recent issue 6-figure set which comprises 
of Guardsman, Policeman etc, a Dinky Toys 111 "Cinderella's Coach" from the film "The Slipper and the Rose", Crescent Toys 
boxed 1301 "The Royal State Coach", Crescent Toys boxed within a plastic display case and plastic plinth "The Queen's Silver 
Jubilee 1977" & Corgi Set 41 "1902 State Landau" (The Queen's Silver Jubilee 1977) which also comes with brown cardboard 
outer mailer sleeve.  Conditions all generally range from Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer display cases/window 
boxes (please note some of these window boxes do suffer from slight crushing and splitting with one or two models having old 
price stickers attached).  (6) 

 £35 - £40 

4035. Franklin Mint a 1/24 scale Rolls Royce Silver Ghost (1925) which comes complete with display cabinet and sits on a 
blue bays base condition generally appears Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness (please note this model 
is loose inside the display case therefore may have some small delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose) display case does 
generally appear to be Good. 

 £30 - £35 

4036. Corgi, EFE and similar a large quantity of boxed diecast models comprising of mainly commercial vehicles but does 
include other vehicles such as Mini’s, motor cars and similar to include a Corgi no.611 Ford Escort “Royal Mail Data Post” with 
number decals 66, a Corgi Classics 815 1954 Bentley ‘R’ type, Corgi classics no.C859/9 a Thornycroft Van “Asda”, Corgi 
Classics C1238 a Seddon Atkinson container “Cadbury’s Wispa”, a Corgi C19 multi-vehicle Police Set, a Lledo Days Gone 
DG110004 (Trackside) a Scammell Ballast box with drawbar low loader and boat load “Hill of Botley” along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although some models do appear loose inside packaging therefore 
may have small delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note some 
window boxes do have old price tickets attached and some do suffer from crushing). Also to include in this lot is 3 x Corgi 
unboxed models comprising of a Corgi MGA 1600 Mk I and 2 x Corgi Ford Transit Vans “AA” which all appear to be generally 
Good. (Quantity) 

 £40 - £50 

4037. Diapet, Britains, Majorette, Brum, Vanguards and similar a quantity of boxed diecast models to include a Britains 9501 
Massey Ferguson MF 3680 Tractor, a Diapet no.G-131 a 1/40 scale Nissan “Cedric” Hard Top in white, a Solido no.156 Alpha 
Romeo Rally Car with racing decals no.4 “Italiano Super Turismo-1998/Nicola Larini” which comes in special tin presentation 
box and outer cardboard slip sleeve, a Brum (Revival Series) R7 a Sanford Cycle Car (1922),  Vanguards VA06700 Triumph 
Spitfire Mk II in signal red, a Vanguard VA1011 a Ford Anglia in pale blue along with others. Conditions all generally appear to 
be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
packaging (please note some packaging does have old price tickets attached and some do suffer from slight crushing/some 
fading). Also to include in this lot is 1 novelty tinplate and plastic constructed Fire Engine with what looks like Mickey Mouse 
driving it which appears to be generally Good.  (36) 

 £50 - £60 
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4038. Atlas Editions a mixed boxed group comprising of Formula 1 Racing Cars, Emergency Vehicles, Warships and others 
along with paperwork/ephemera relating to most of these models comprising of  4 x boxed warships to include Scharnhorst 
German Warship, Bismarck German Warship along with 2 others, 5 x (Grand Prix Legends of Formula 1) which includes a 
Lotus 78 Ford (1978), a McLaren Honda MP4/5B (1990) along with others, 3 x (Classic Fire Engines) which includes a Leyland 
TLM, a Bedford RLHZ “Green Goddess” & AEC Regent 3 along with other different models. Conditions all generally appear to 
be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
packaging/rigid Perspex cases with some still being factory sealed. This is a really interesting mixed Atlas Editions group.  (28) 

 £50 - £60 

4039. Corgi Classics a boxed group comprising of 7 x (Classic Models Series) 17 x (Classic Vehicles Series) & 4 x (Corgi 
Collectors Classics Series) to include a D710 (Classic Models Series) a Ford Zephyr Saloon, a D736 (Classic Models Series) a 
Triumph TR3A Hard Top, a 98121 (Classic Vehicles Series) a Jaguar E type  Open Top, a 98120 (Classic Vehicles Series) a 
Jaguar E type Soft Top, a C861 (Collectors Classics Series) a 1927 3-litre Bentley, a C863 (Collectors Classics Series) a 1915 
Ford Model T along with others. Conditions all appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for 
correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes (please note some of these window boxes do suffer from slight 
crushing with some having old price tickets attached). Some of these models still have the white outer mailer card slip case. 
Also to include in this lot is 2 x wooden plinths 1 entitled “The Corgi Classic British Sportscar Collection” and the other entitled 
“The Corgi Classic European Sportscar Collection” and both generally appear to be Good in original cardboard outer mailer 
box.  (30) 

 £50 - £60 

4040. Corgi, Gilbow & NewRay a boxed group of mainly Military Aircraft but does include 1 x Liner Steam Ship to include a 
Corgi AA34501 (100 years of Flight Collection) 1/32 scale “The Wright Flyer”, a Corgi (Aviation Archive) AA47110 a 1/144 scale 
Douglas DC “Air France” (Frontier Airliners Series), a NewRay 20203 (Sky Pilot Collection) a Zero Fighter along with others. 
Also as stated included in this lot is a Gilbow E10001 a 1/1750 scale RMS Titanic. Conditions do all generally appear to be 
Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer windows boxes (please note there is slight duplication in this 
lot - please see pics).  (15) 

 £35 - £40 

4041. Atlas Editions (Military Giants of the Sky), Amer.com & similar a large group of mainly Military Aircraft but does include 
a quantity of static plinthed trains/locomotives comprising of 15 x military aircraft models and 6 x railway related models to 
include an Atlas Editions 2 aircraft set “Burma Bridge Busters” comprising of a De Havilland Mosquito FBV1 & Kawasaki KI.61 
Hien, an Atlas Editions B-17F Flying Fortress Bomber “Memphis Belle”, an Atlas Editions B29 Super Fortress “Enola Gay” (The 
Fortress of the Pacific), a carded blister packed Amer.com magazine issue 1938 Class ‘A4’ no.4468 “Mallard” Locomotive, an 
Atlas Editions Pacific Chapelon Nord Locomotive along with others. Conditions all generally appear Good to Good Plus 
although nothing has been checked for completeness and are all in generally Fair outer generic mailer boxes.  (21) an 

 £80 - £90 

4042. Ertl, Britains, EMG Toys and similar a large quantity of bagged/carded/carded blister packed figures and accessories 
along with loose figures and accessories which comprise of military plastic figures, farm related plastic farm and zoo related 
plastic figures, animals and accessories along with other similar items to include a large loose wood construction fort which has 
4 turrets, a large quantity of unboxed loose German, British and similar soldiers, a box a large quantity of loose farm/zoo related 
items such as elephants, polar bears, cows, pigs, farm hands and similar along with other accessories, a boxed Britains Mini 
Set 1151 “Federal Infantry” a bagged group of authentic Alamo action figures by BMC Toys (China), a bagged “The Pirates” 
figure set (Made in China), an Ertl carded/blister packed “Cat Woman” from the TV film “Batman Returns” along with others. 
This is a really interesting lot and well worth a sort. Conditions do all generally range from Fair to Good with nothing in this lot 
being checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer packaging where applicable. (Quantity) 

 £25 - £30 
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4043. Dinky Toys, Tootsietoys, Corgi, Matchbox and similar a small boxed and unboxed military group of plastic and diecast 
collectable models to include a boxed CS90023 Corgi 3 model set “The Battle for Pork Chop Hill - The Forgotten Heroes of 
Korea” (A Century of War Series), a Gonio (Czechoslovakian) a boxed VW-82 Kubelwagen “Tropic” 1/24 scale model, a 
Matchbox “Models of Yesteryear” YS-38 a 1920 Rolls-Royce Armoured Car, a Lledo Days Gone 29000 a 1942 Dodge 4 x 4 
“US Field Ambulance” along with others. Also to include as stated is a group of unboxed loose military diecast which includes a 
Dinky Toys Volkswagen KDF (Battle Lines Series), a Dinky Toys US Jeep, a Tootsie Toys Armoured Car along with others. 
Conditions of all the boxed models do generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness and 1 or 2 do appear to be loose inside packaging therefore may have smaller delicate pieces 
missing or broken off  in generally Good outer packaging (some packaging does have old prices tickets attached) along with 
the loose unboxed diecast do generally appearing to be ranging from Fair to Good with some appearing to have pieces missing, 
broken off or loose.  (15) 

 £30 - £40 

4044. Italeri, Airfix, Lindberg, Hasegawa, Dragon and similar a quantity of boxed military plastic kits and figure sets and 
similar to include an Airfix 1/72 scale (Series 10) a 3 Aircraft Set “Battle of Britain Memorial Flight” which comprises of a 
Lancaster B1/III Bomber, a Spitfire Mk IIA & a Hurricane Mk IIC, a Hasegawa 51620 a 1/72 scale P-51D Mustang “Nose Art 
Part 1”, an Airfix 06501 (54mm) “English Civil Collection” plastic figure kit, a Lindberg no.70874 Pirate Ship “Jolly Roger” (16 
inches long) along with others. Also included as stated plastic boxed military figure sets to include a Dragon 3004 1/35 scale US 
Rangers (World’s Elite Force Series), an ICM 35061 1/35 scale “French Line Infantry” (French-German War - 1870-1871) 
figures along with others. Conditions of contents although the majority still appear to be still bagged generally appear to be 
Good although no contents have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer pictorial boxes 
(please note some boxes do have old price tickets attached and the majority do suffer from crushing, splitting and other 
damage). Also to include along with these plastic kits and also included in this lot is 1 boxed Atlas Editions 2 aircraft military set 
“Battle of Britain 1940” which comprises of a Messerschmitt BF109E-4 & a Super Marine Spitfire Mk I along with a blister 
packed magazine issue (Fabbri) which both generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in Fair outer generic mailer box.  
(13) 

 £40 - £50 

4045. Police Uniform a small quantity of Police Uniform (Cleveland Constabulary) which comprises of 1 “Cocks Combe” 
Helmet which is circa 1980’s along with 2 x peak caps (1 with Traffic Unit Fluorescent cover) and a utility belt with various 
accessories attached. Please note the helmet and 2 caps come complete with insignia badges. Conditions generally appear to 
be Fair to Good.  (Small Quantity) 

 £20 - £30 

4046. Modern Tinplate small quantity of blister packed and loose unboxed clockwork modern issue tinplate models which 
comprises of an unboxed “Hydravion” (1927) Sea Plane along with a carded blister packed “Hydravion” (1927) Sea Plane and 
an unboxed Taxi with driver. (Please note 2 keys with 3 models). Conditions do generally appear to be Good in Good 
packaging where applicable.  (3) 

 £5 - £10 

4047. Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) “Mounties” an interesting quantity of uniform and accessories to include a 
tunic (full dress) a cowboy hat (full dress parade) 2 x a peak caps (dress caps) along with fur hats (winter dress) conditions all 
generally range from Fair to Good but would benefit from a further clean along with 1 of the peak caps does have the metal 
badge insignia loose but still present. Also to include in this lot is a Shabraque “Saddle Cloth”, small amount of paper ephemera 
and paperback books all relating to “The Mounties” and similar. Conditions all generally appear to be Good although the 
majority of this uniform would benefit from a further clean. Also to include in this lot along with the books and ephemera is a 
small number of paper posters which includes posters relating to The Royal Canadian Mounted Police and similar. Conditions 
of the posters and the paper ephemera all generally appear to be Fair to Good.  (qty) 

 £80 - £120 
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4048. WSI Models a boxed 1/50 scale 02-1853 a Volvo FH4 Globetrotter XL 6X2 Twin Steer Plus Semi Low Loader Double 
Ramps 4 axle “Kings Haulage” this model comes complete with numbered certificate which is no.163 of 170 produced which 
generally appears to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
window box (please note this window box does have some slight creasing and some slight tearing).  (1) 

 £80 - £90 

4049. WSI Models a boxed 1/50 scale 02-2459 a Scania S Highline 1 CS20H 6x2 Tag Axle and Reefer Trailer-3 axle “Penfro 
Peche”. This model comes complete with numbered certificate which is no.15 of 175 produced. Condition does generally 
appear to Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer window box 
(please note this box does suffer from slight tearing and slight crushing).  (1) 

 £80 - £90 

4050. WSI Models a boxed 1/50 scale 02-1618 a DAF XF 95 SSC plus with Ballast box “Allelys Heavy Haulage”. This model 
comes complete with numbered certificate which is no.127 of 155 produced. Condition does generally appear to be Good Plus 
to Excellent although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer window box (this window box does 
suffer from slight tearing and slight crushing).   (1) 

 £40 - £50 

4051. Corgi a boxed pair of 1/50 scale commercial sets/models comprising of CC15604 (Hauliers of Renown) a boxed Volvo 
F89 3 Axle Low Loader with Industrial Cable Reel Load which generally appears Good Plus to Excellent although not checked 
for completeness in Good outer pictorial lift off lid box and comes with numbered certificate no.199 of 750 produced along with 
CC12605 a Scammell Crusader with King Trailer and Load which generally appears Good Plus to Excellent although not 
checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box and Good inner polystyrene packaging and comes with 
numbered certificate which is no.2314 of 2700 produced. Please note both of these boxes do suffer from slight scuffing and 
both would benefit from a further clean possibly due to previous storage.   (2) 

 £40 - £50 

4052. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50 scale commercial trucks/trailer models comprising of CC12609 a Scammell Crusader 
Sheeted Flatbed Trailer “Morris Young Ltd”, CC12110 a Renault Premium Slide-O-Flex Trailer “Hingley Transport” & CC12418 
Volvo FH12 Globetrotter Curtain Side “Harry Lawson Ltd”. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent 
although none have been checked for completeness in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note these window 
boxes do suffer from scuffing and slight splitting along with other slight damage with 1 or 2 appear to have old price tickets 
attached and all 3 would benefit from a further clean possibly due to previous storage).   (3) 

 £50 - £60 

4053. Corgi boxed group of 1/50 scale commercial trucks/trailer models comprising of CC12430 (Hauliers of Renown) a 
Volvo FH Globetrotter Skeletal Trailer and Container “N.T. Whitfield Transport”, CC13606 (Hauliers of Renown) a DAF CF 
Fridge Trailer “Drysdale Freight” & CC12816 (Hauliers of Renown) a Scania T Topline Skeletal Trailer & Container “Bulmers 
Logistics”. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in 
generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note these window boxes do suffer from scuffing and slight splitting along 
with other slight damage with 1 or 2 appear to have old price tickets attached and all 3 would benefit from a further clean 
possibly due to previous storage).   (3) 

 £50 - £60 

4054. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50 scale truck trailer/lorry models (rigids) which comprises of CC13613 a DAF CF Curtain 
Side “J. Long & Sons”, CC13517 a Volvo FM Curtain Side “N. Irving Transport” & CC13903 a Ford Alpha Curtain Side Lorry 
“Stan Robinson Ltd”. Please note all 3 models are the Rigids Series. Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer window boxes (please note all 3 window 
boxes do suffer from scuffing and slight splitting along with 1 or 2 having old price tickets attached and all 3 would benefit from 
a further clean possibly due to previous storage).   (3) 

 £40 - £50 
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4055. Corgi a boxed commercial group comprising of truck/trailer models emergency vehicles and similar to include a 
US51403 1/50 scale an International Transtar with Lowboy “Sulley Trucking” which comes with numbered certificate which is 
no.1867 of 2100 produced, 21303 (Whiskey Collection) an AEC Ergomatic with Box Trailer “Bells Scotch Whiskey”, a 55901 
(US Road Transport Series) a Diamond T 620 with Diamond T Load “Diamond T Motor Corporation”, along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and 
1 or 2 of these models do appear to have been repackaged or loose in boxes possibly due to previous display purposes 
therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Fair to Good outer packaging (please note 
some of this packaging does suffer from crushing and splitting along with most having old price tickets attached and most would 
benefit from a further clean possibly due to previous storage).   (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4056. Corgi, Matchbox, Budgie, Maisto and similar a large quantity of boxed diecast and plastic models which also includes 
some TV related items to include a Corgi 04901 a BMW Z3 Roadster-James Bond 007 from the film “Goldeneye”; a Corgi TV 
related 96757 a Morris Minor from the TV series “Lovejoy”, a Budgie no.224 Railway Engine, a Matchbox King Size K-5 Foden 
Tipper Truck in yellow, a Matchbox “Models of Yesteryear” Y-37 a 1929 Garrett Steam Wagon along with others. Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness in generally Fair to Good outer 
packaging.   (lg qty) 

 £50 - £60 

4057. Corgi, Oxford Diecast, Atlas Editions and similar a boxed group of Eddie Stobart related vehicles to include a Corgi 
(Original Omnibus) an OM45312 a DAF Bova Futura Coach, Oxford Diecast 1/76 scale SP043 a Scania Fridge/Curtain Side, a 
Corgi 59506 Scania Curtain Side Trailer, a Corgi 59516 a Volvo Short Wheelbase Lorry with Close Couple Trailer, an Atlas 
Editions Scania Topline Curtain Side “Karen Patricia” (H123) along with others. Please note there is some duplication in this 
lot - please see pics. Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Near Mint although none have been checked for 
completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes/pictorial boxes with 1 or 2 having outer generic white mailer 
boxes (please note some of this packaging does have old price tickets attached and 1 or 2 do suffer from slight crushing).  (19) 

 £40 - £50 

4058. Corgi, Atlas Editions, Lledo Vanguards and similar a group of boxed Eddie Stobart related models to include a Corgi 
Classics 13601 a Foden S21 “Mickey Mouse” with Trailer, a Corgi 59504 a Volvo Curtain Side Trailer, a Corgi 59538 a Renault 
Curtain Side Trailer, a Lledo Vanguards VA06603 Ford Transit Mk I Diesel Van, Atlas Editions Volvo FH Fridge Trailer “Emma 
Jade” H4663 along with others. Please note there is slight duplication in this lot - please see pics. Conditions all generally 
appear to be Good Plus to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
window boxes/pictorial boxes (please note some of these boxes do suffer from slight crushing and 1 or 2 do still have old price 
tickets attached).  (19) 

 £40 - £50 

4059. Lego & Mattel Hot Wheels a small boxed/carded interesting group of models and sets to include a Lego box set 
no.70664 “Ninjago” Masters of Spinjitzu (Battle Set), a Lego box set no.70681 “Ninjago” Spinjitzu Slam, a Lego boxed set 
no.8470 “Races” (Slammer G-Force), a Mattel Hot Wheels carded blister packed “Power Rocket” (Colour Shifters), a Mattel Hot 
Wheels carded blister packed “69 Dodge Charger” along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent in generally Fair to Good outer blister packs/boxes (please note nothing has been checked for completeness of 
correctness in this lot).   (qty) 

 £25 - £30 

4060. Bburago, Polistil, Solido, Corgi, Budgie Toys, Matchbox and similar a group of unboxed diecast and plastic models to 
include a Polistil 1/27 scale Racing Car, a Bburago 1/24 scale Ferrari 250 Le Mans, a Bburago 1/24 scale Mercedes-Benz 
300SL, a Solido 1/43 scale Fiat Abarth Rally Car with racing decals no.5, a Matchbox “Models of Yesteryear” a 1929 4.5 litre 
Bentley in British Racing Green with racing decals no.5, Corgi Juniors “Whizzwheels” a De Tomaso Mangusta along with 
others. Conditions all appear to range from Poor to Good.  (qty) 

 £30 - £35 
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4061. Matchbox an unboxed group comprising of Superfast, Regular Wheels, King Size and similar to include a Matchbox 
Superfast no.45 a BMW 3 litre CSL in orange, a Matchbox King Size no.15 a Merryweather Fire Engine “Kent Fire Brigade”, a 
Matchbox Superfast no.59 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow, a Matchbox Regular Wheels Series no.7 Refuse Truck, a Matchbox 
Superfast no.22 Freeman Intercity Commuter along with others. Conditions do all generally range from Poor to Fair play worn. 
Also to include in this lot a small number of Matchbox Collectors Catalogues to include Collectors Catalogue 1967, 1968, 1975 
and others which all generally appear to be Good although none have been checked.  (qty) 

 £30 - £35 

4062. Matchbox, Dinky, Britains and similar a small group of military models which includes a Dinky Toys 670 Armoured Car, 
a Matchbox 12 Land Rover, a Corgi Juniors Commando V100 Vehicle along with others. Conditions generally appear to range 
from Poor to Fair play worn.   (16) 

 £20 - £25 

4063. Tamiya a large 1/14 scale Radio Controlled Model Car (Tamiya Quick Drive) “Humpbacked Monster Beetle” which 
comes complete with remote control, a 5 hour charge and other accessories. Condition does generally appear Good although 
not tested in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box and Good inner polystyrene packaging. Please note as stated this has 
not been tested and not checked for completeness (would benefit from a further clean). 

 £25 - £30 

4064. Corgi, Lone Star, Morestone and similar a small quantity of unboxed diecast models which include some TV related 
models to include a Corgi James Bond Aston Martin DB5 “007”, a Corgi Batmobile from the TV series “Batman”, a Corgi 
Hillman Hunter Safari Rally Car, a Lone Star “Top Boy” Truck, a Morestone “Noddy’s Car” along with others. Conditions all 
generally appear to range from Poor to Fair play worn with the majority having pieces missing, broken off or loose.  (26) 

 £30 - £35 

4065. Dinky Toys & Crescent Toys an unboxed group of mainly vintage diecast models but does include some more recent 
issue along with 1 original boxed model to include a Dinky Toys Austin Devon, a Dinky Toys Hudson Sedan, Dinky Toys 
Hillman Imp, Dinky Toys Austin Taxi, a Dinky Toys Beechcraft C55 Baron Aircraft, Crescent Toys Mercedes-Benz 2.5 litre 
Grand Prix along with others. Conditions of all these unboxed generally appear to be Poor play worn, repainted etc with some 
models appearing to have pieces missing, broken off or loose. Also to include in this lot as stated is a boxed Dinky Super Toys 
no.561 Blaw Knox Bulldozer which generally appears to be Good to Good Plus in Fair outer original box.   (34) 

 £40 - £50 

4066. Britains, Dinky, Corgi, Matchbox and similar a group of mainly unboxed commercial vehicles which comprises of farm 
related, plant, construction and similar but does also include 1 boxed model to include a Matchbox no.9 Aveling Barford Road 
Roller, a Corgi Toys “Whizzwheels” Land Rover 109’ W.B., a Corgi Juniors Tractor, a Dinky Toys Massey Harris Tractor along 
with others. Also to include in this lot as stated is a boxed Britains Mower Conditioner 635 “John Deere”. Conditions of all the 
unboxed do generally appear to be Poor play worn with some items appearing to have pieces missing, broken off or loose, 
repainted and similar along with the boxed item which generally appears to be Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus outer window 
box.   (31) 

 £35 - £40 

4067. Dinky Toys, Corgi, EFE and similar a bus related group of boxed and unboxed diecast models comprising of a boxed 
Dinky Toys 289 Routemaster Bus, a boxed EFE “Exclusive 1st Editions” 10114 Double Decker Bus “Bradford”, a Corgi boxed 
97813 “The Original Omnibus” a BUT 961T Tram “Brighton Corporation Transport”, a Corgi 97944 “Original Omnibus” a 
Leyland PD2 “Newcastle Corporation and Electricity Undertaking” along with others. Conditions of all the unboxed do generally 
appear to be Fair to Good along with the boxed items do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although not checked 
for completeness in generally Good outer window boxes (please note some of these window boxes do suffer from slight 
crushing and some have old price tickets attached).  (23) unboxed and 6 boxed) 

 £20 - £25 
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4068. The Wizard Vintage Comic Bound Volume Sets (Hard to find). This is a lot comprising of really nice bound volumes 
which contain runs of the vintage comic “The Wizard” which comprises of platinum age comics golden age and similar to 
include a bound volume which includes titles such as “The Wolf of Kabul and The Stone Man”, “The Blind Bowler” & “Jimmy the 
Dodger and others” and has bound volumes dated from 1939, a bound volume comprising of bound comics dating from 1937 
with titles including “The Pony Express”, “The lost 27 Minutes” & “The Front Page Parker and others”, bound volume April to 
September 1946, bound volume July to December 1948, bound volume January to June 1948 & a larger thicker bound volume 
which contains bound comics from 1955. Bound volumes are harder to find and are increasing in value and this is a unique 
opportunity to purchase such items. Contents of the comics in these volumes are generally Good although not checked and are 
all bound in Good outer cardboard bindings (please note some of the white pages at the beginning of each bound volume do 
have notations and numbers written in pencil).   (6) 

 £60 - £70 

4069. Adventure Comic a group of bound volumes which each hold a bound volume run of this vintage British comic and 
includes a bound volume 1947 (January to December issues 1177 - 1214), bound volume 1950, a bound volume 1954 January 
to June, a bound volume 1954 July to December along with a bound volume 1955-56. These bound volumes of such rare and 
old vintage British comics are now becoming more collectable and harder to find. Conditions of the bound comics all generally 
appear to be Good although none have been checked in generally Good outer cardboard coloured bindings.  (5) 

 £50 - £60 

4070. The Hotspur & The Dandy a group of bound volumes of these early vintage comics which includes The Hotspur bound 
volume 1944-1947, The Hotspur bound volume 1949, The Hotspur bound volume 1952, The Hotspur bound volume 1953 & 
The Dandy Comic bound volume January to June 1973. Each one of these bound volumes contains a run of comics from the 
date stated. Early bound volumes of early vintage comics are now becoming harder to find and very collectable. Conditions of 
the internal comics all generally appear to be Good although none have been checked in generally Good outer cardboard 
coloured bindings.   (5) 

 £60 - £70 

4071. The Rover Comic, Boyzone Paper, The Skipper & Young Britain a group of bound volumes containing runs of these 
very collectable and early vintage comics comprising of The Rover bound volume 1947 (January to December 1153-1190), the 
Rover bound volume 1949 (January to December 1230-1279), The Skipper bound volume no.7/1936 (May 16th 
no.298 - September 26th no.317), Young Britain a bound volume (new series 1-6) from no’s.213-232 which are dated from July 
7th 1923 to December 29th 1923 (please note Young Britain was a companion paper to “The Champion”) along with Boyzone 
Paper bound volume 1894 (rare and hard to find). These bound volumes contain runs of these very collectable and harder to 
find vintage comics and are becoming very collectable. Contents of the inner comics all generally appear Good although none 
have been checked in generally Good outer bindings (please note some bindings do suffer from scuffing and other related wear 
and tear due to age).  (5) 

 £50 - £60 

4072. A large quantity of early mainly hardback vintage children’s books which back in the day were all aimed at a young 
female audience and are very interesting books especially in this day and age and are becoming highly collectable and include 
titles such as “The Golden Annual for Girls” 1926, “The Triumph Book for Girls” 1959, “School Friend Annual” 1960, “The 
School Friend Annual” 1953, “The School Girls Own Annual” 1929, “The Champion Book for Girls”, “Girls Chrystal Annual” 1959 
along with others.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good although none have been checked (please note it appears 
that some of these book pages do suffer from foxing etc with some having written details on the opening inside front pages 
along with some do suffer from spine damage) all in all given the condition of these books and the age of these books these are 
still very collectable and are Good reader copies.   (33) 

 £35 - £40 
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4073. Eagle Annual a group of early vintage Eagle Annuals which also includes some more recent Eagle Annuals to include 
The Eagle Annual No.1 (1951) x 2, The Eagle Annual No.3 (1953) x 3, The Eagle Annual No.4, The Eagle Annual No.5, The 
Eagle Annual No.6 (1956) x 2 along with Eagle Annuals No.7 and No.8 and No.10 along with an Eagle Annual entitled Eagle 
Annual 1969. Early Eagle Annuals are fast becoming harder to find and very collectable and this a unique opportunity for 
someone to purchase almost a complete early run. Conditions all generally appear Fair to Good although some do suffer from 
spine damage, scuffing and other age related wear and tear which is normal for annuals of this age. Please note there is 
duplication as stated in this lot.  (13) 

 £40 - £50 

4074. Vintage Comics and Vintage Annuals comprising of a group of Vintage "Radio Fun" Comics comprising of Golden Age, 
Silver Age and similar with dates/years ranging from 1938 through to 1949 and includes copies such as Issue Number 3 "Lure 
of London" October 29th 1938, Number 4 - November 5th 1938, Number 12- December 31st 1938, along with others (54 
comics in total) Please note some of these comics are War Time issues and are harder and scarcer to find therefore fast 
becoming very collectable. Also to include in this lot is 14 x Early Vintage Hardback Annuals "Radio Fun" which includes 
additions such as Radio Fun Annual 1946, Radio Fun Annual 1940, Radio Fun Annual 1954,55,56,57 & similar. Again these are 
vintage early annuals and some are harder to find than others. Conditions of the comics generally appear to be Fair to Good 
although none have been checked, but most do appear to have slight splitting and tearing which is common with comics of this 
age and therefore would be described as Good reader copies, along with conditions of the books all  generally appear be Fair 
to Good with Good full colour front artwork although most of these annuals do suffer from creasing, corner wear, spine damage 
and other similar damage and again is familiar with vintage annuals of this age. (14 Annuals & 54 Comics) (68). 

 £25 - £30 

4075. Vintage Comics and Annuals a group of Platinum Age, Golden Age and Silver Age Early Vintage Film Comics "Film 
Fun" which range in years from very early 1920's through to the 1950's (no complete runs) and includes additions such as 
Number 5 Volume 1 February 14th 1920, Number 316 Volume 6 May 8th 1926, Number 433 Volume 8 May 5th 1928, (no full 
runs) Also as stated to include in this lot is a large quantity of Early Vintage Hardback Film & Cinema Related Books such as 
"The Picture Show Annual" 1927, "Film Fun Annual " 1948, "Boys Cinema Annual" 1932, "Film Fun Annual" 1955, "Film Fun 
Annual "1938, "Super Cinema Annual" 1955 along with others. These are really early vintage comics and annuals and some of 
these are now becoming harder to find and therefore becoming very collectable. Conditions of the comics all appear to be 
generally Fair to Good although most do suffer from age related wear and tear such as small splitting, foxing, spine damage 
and other related damage which is quite normal for comics this age although they are still Fair to Good reader copies and the 
annuals all appear to range from Fair to Good with most suffering from corner wear, spine damage, scuffing and other age 
related wear and tear which again is normal and familiar with vintage annuals of this age but still Fair to Good reader 
copies.(Large Quantity). Due to the weight of this lot shipping is not advisable therefore collection only. 

 £30 - £35 

4076. Vintage Comics "The Hotspur" Large Quantity of Vintage Comics comprising of Golden Age & Silver Age with years 
ranging from early 1933 through to 1950's which includes copies/additions such as Number 2 September 9th 1933, Number 4 
September 23rd 1933, Number 13 November 25th 1933, Number 34 April 21st 1934 along with other very early hard to find 
additions (please note there is no full runs as none of these have been checked) Conditions of all these vintage comics are all 
generally Fair to Good with the usual age related damage, wear and tear such as splitting, damaged spines, foxing, corner wear 
and other damage as stated due to the age of these comics. In this lot there is some harder to find and scarce pre-second world 
war and war time issues and due to paper shortages during the war this now makes these copies difficult to source at times. 
Large quantity (250+). 

 £30 - £40 
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4077. A Large Quantity of Vintage British Comics "The Rover & Adventure Comic" which include Platinum Age, Golden Age, 
Silver Age and similar including comics from years as early as 1921 through to the 1960's and includes copies such as "The 
Rover" Number 28 September 9th 1922, "The Rover" Number 32 October 7th 1922, "The Rover" Number 33 October 14th 
1922, "Adventure" Number 11 November 26th 1921, "Adventure" Number 13 December 10th 1921, "Adventure" Number 26 
March 11th 1922 along with others. (there is no full runs). Please note in this lot there are pre-war second world war and war 
time issues and due to paper shortages during the war this makes some of these comics even scarcer and harder to find. 
Conditions of all these comics all generally range from Fair to Good with all of them suffering from normal age related wear and 
tear for comics of this age such as slight splitting, corner wear, creasing, folds, foxing and other similar. Although conditions as 
stated these are still Fair to Good reader copies. The quantity in this lot is (200+) "Adventure" comics and (200+) "The Rover" 
comics.  

 £30 - £40 

4078. Vintage British Comics “The Wizard” a large quantity comprising of Platinum Age, Golden Age and Silver Age. This lot 
contains some extremely early hard to find and very collectable editions and includes years dating from as far back as 1929 
right through to 1959 (no full runs) and includes such editions as no.324 February 16th 1929, no.444 June 6th 1931, no.512 
September 24th 1932, no.565 September 30th 1933 along with others. Just for example there is approx. 19 x comics from 
1933, 12 comics from 1934, 10 comics from 1935 along with others. Please note in this lot there is wartime issues (2nd World 
War) and given that there was paper shortages during the war this now makes these editions very collectable and harder to 
find. Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good with all comics not being checked. Please note it appears that the majority 
of these comics do suffer from age related wear and tear which is very normal for comics of this age such as spine damage, 
splitting, corner wear, folding, creasing, foxing etc and given the condition of these comics they are still Fair to Good reader 
copies.  (approx. 350) 

 £40 - £50 

4079. Vintage British Comics comprising of titles such as “The Comet Fortnightly”, “Comet Cuts”, “Boyzone Paper”, “The 
Boys Friend”, “Chips”, “Eagle”, “Topical Times”, “The Skipper” along with others and includes early editions comprising of pre 
Platinum Age, Platinum Age and Golden Age and some of these comics date as far back as 1894. This lot contains some 
extremely hard to find and collectable early examples of British comics and includes “The Boyzone Paper” 1894, “British Boys” 
1898, “The Boys Herald” July 1st 1905, “Jester” 1933, “Tiger Times Weekly” 1937, “Puck” 1931, “Boys Magazine” 1927, 
“Sunbeam” 1925 along with others. Please note in this lot there is wartime issues both 1st World War and 2nd World War and 
due to the paper shortages during these wars this now makes these editions extremely hard to find and very collectable. 
Conditions of these comics all generally appear to be ranging from Poor to Good with the majority suffering from age related 
wear and tear which is normal for vintage comics of this age such as spine damage, cracking, splitting, foxing, corner wear, 
discolouration, notations written on fronts in pencil etc. Given the conditions of these comics these are still important reader 
copies.   (200+) 

 £30 - £40 

4080. Vintage British Comics and Vintage British Hardback Books comprising of 2 titles “The Champion” and “Knockout” 
which comprises of a number of “The Champion” and “The Knockout” comics along with the same but in hardback book for 
(annuals) which comprises of comics dating back as far back as 1923 and includes Platinum Age and Golden Age which 
includes “The Champion” March 10th 1923, “The Champion” November 5th 1935, “Knockout Comic” July 5th 1939, “The 
Knockout Comic” February 17th 1940 along with others. Also to include in this lot as stated is a quantity of hardback annuals 
which includes “The Champion Annual for Boys” 1937, 1947,1949, 1950, 1951 and others along with “Knockout Fun Book” 
Annual 1945, 1947, 1948, 1949 along with others. This lot comprises of 34 x “The Champion” comics along with 45 x 
“Knockout” comics and does include some wartime (2nd World War) issues which taking into account the paper shortages 
during the war these are now fast becoming harder to find and very collectable along with 9 x “The Champion Annual for Boys” 
and 11 x “Knockout Fun Book”. Conditions of the comics all generally appear to be Fair to Good with the majority suffering from 
age related wear and tear such as spine damage, splitting, fraying, corner wear, foxing and other slight damage which is normal 
for vintage comics of this age and the books do generally appear to be Fair to Good with the majority suffering from normal 
wear and tear such as corner wear, creasing, spine damage on some and other similar.  (approx.99) 

 £30 - £35 
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4081. Rupert “The Daily Express Annual” a pair of early vintage copies which includes the rare and hard to find “Rupert on 
Coon Island” along with “More Adventures of Rupert” and comprises of as stated a copy of a 1946 Rupert Annual “The New 
Rupert Book” which contains the story “Rupert on Coon Island” which due to the nature of the story and the pictures is now an 
extremely hard to find and very collectable item condition of this book generally appears to be ranging from Poor to Fair with the 
1st inner page noted with a name and address written in pen (This book belongs to) with all the inner pages generally 
appearing to be Good this book also suffers from rusting staples, spine wear, corner creasing, smudging and other damage of a 
book this age. Please note the front cover of this copy is not the original front cover as there has been a different cover from 
different annual sellotaped to the original back cover obviously to make it a complete book. Given the condition this is still a 
hard to find very collectable item and is definitely a reader copy along with a 1947 “More Adventures of Rupert” which includes 
stories such as Rupert and The Black Cat, Rupert and the Top Hat along with others. Conditions of this book is generally Fair to 
Good with rusting staples and the inner page has got a name written in pencil (this book belongs to) but all the other inner 
pages do generally appear Good this book does suffer from spine damage, corner wear, creasing and other damage of a book 
this age. Given the condition of this book this is still a nice reader copy to obtain.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

4082. The Beano and The Dandy a quantity of highly collectable vintage early issue annuals which includes “The Dandy 
Monster Comic” 1944, The Dandy Book 1953, The Dandy Book 1954, 55,50,52, 2 x 1956 and 1957 along with Beano Annuals 
comprising of “The Magic Beano Book” 1949, The Beano Book 1951, The Beano Book 1953, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58 & 1959. A 
unique opportunity to obtain early vintage Beano and Dandy Annuals. Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Fair with the 
majority suffering from age damage such as spine wear, creasing, corner wear, splitting and other age related wear and tear 
which is normal of annuals this age with the majority having (This book belongs to) completed with either pencil or pen. Please 
note some of the annuals do appear to have score marks on front covers. Given the condition of these books as stated it is 
quite unique to find early vintage copies in 1 lot and these would definitely make reader copies.  (18) 

 £30 - £40 

4083. A quantity of vintage hardback children’s annuals comprising of titles such as The Wizard Book for Boys, The Hotspur 
Book for Boys, The Skipper Book for Boys, The Rover, Rupert Stories and others to include “The Bruin Boys Annual” 1934, 
“Lion Annual” 1954, “Tiger Tim’s Annual” 1933, “The Skipper Book” 1947, “The Roy Rogers Adventures no.3” 1959, “The Tip 
Top Book” 1948, “The Rover Book for Boys” 1957 along with others. This is a really interesting lot of early vintage hardback 
annuals and definitely becoming very collectable and worth a look. Conditions all generally appear Fair to Good with the 
majority of these annuals suffering from age related wear and tear such as spine damage, creasing, scuffing, corner wear, 
slight foxing on some pages along with other damage which is very familiar and normal for books of this age. Please note given 
the condition of these books these would still make reader copies. Please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not 
available therefore collection only.   (24) 

 £20 - £30 

4084. A quantity of more recent hardback children’s annuals which also includes some hardback books on the theme of 
comics and comic collecting comprising of 7 x “Eagle Annual” which includes annuals from years such as 1984, 1985, 1987, 88, 
89, 90 & 91 also to include a quantity of “The Broons” & “Oor Wullie” early softback books which includes “Oor Wullie” softback 
annual 1959, “The Broons” annual 1958 along with a quantity of hardback modern more recent books which is The Broons and 
Oor Wullie combined along with other hardback books such as “The Hotspur for Boys” 1979, “Dandy/Beano presents The 
Comics at Christmas Hardback Book”, a hardback comic collecting book entitled “Comics - An Illustrated History” by Alan & 
Laura Clark, another comic collecting hardback book entitled “The International Book of Comics” by Dennis Gifford, a softback 
large format book entitled “Comics at War” which is a look at children’s comics in World War 2 by Dennis Gifford along with 
others. Also to include in this lot is a large thick hardback volume entitled “The History of the Beano” which covers 70 years of 
fun 1938-2008 along with others. Please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only.   
(qty) 

 £20 - £30 
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4085. Vintage Children’s Annuals a large quantity of vintage early edition children’s hardback annuals comprising of titles 
such as “The Skipper Book for Boys”, The Modern Book for Boys, Boys Annual, The Boys Book Heroes, The Boys Own 
Annual,  Pleasure Book for Boys, The Golden Book of Comics along with others similar to include “The Golden Annual for 
Girls” 1928, “The Modern Boys Annual” 1933, “ School Boys Album” 1949, “The Golden Book of Comics”, “The Skipper Book 
for Boys” 1940 along with others. Also to include in this lot is 6 x very early issue “The Boys Own Annuals” which are highly 
collectable and hard to come by now which includes volume 61 1938-1939, volume 61 1938-39 (alternative cover), volume 59 
1936-1937, volume 38 1915-1916 along with others. The is an interesting lot of vintage hardback books and is definitely worth a 
sort. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good with the majority of these suffering the usual age related wear and tear 
such as damaged spines, splitting, corner wear, creasing, page foxing and other damage which is normal for vintage annuals of 
this age. Although the conditions are as stated these would still make reader copies. Please note due to the sheer weight of this 
lot shipping is not available therefore collection only.   (l qty in 3 tubs) 

 £20 - £30 

4086. A quantity of very early vintage issue British comic freebies comprising of small albums and books, sticker books and 
other interesting freebies which were given away free in comics such as The Wizard, The Hotspur and other British titles and 
includes general interests, sports, comedy (small comic books), engineering and other interesting pastimes to include a very 
early album “Flags of the World” which was presented with The Wizard and includes with all the pages complete with the 
stickers which were meant for this album, a small interesting album entitled “The Exploits of the Fighting Mounties - Told in 
Pictures” (Danger Trail Picture Album no.2) which was presented free with the Hotspur, “100 Best Players” photo album 
presented with The Rover, “Adventure Album - Star Footballers of 1924” which was presented free with The Adventure Comic, 
“The 50 Star Players of 1924” given away free with The Adventure Comic, “Mighty Monsters of The Wilds” (Thrill Book no.3) 
which was presented free with “The Rover”, “They Fought for Britain’s Glory” (The Rover Pictures Books) along with others. 
This is a really interesting lot and a quantity like this of early British Comic giveaways does not come up very often and is 
definitely worth a good sort. Conditions do all generally appear to be Poor to Fair with some having front and back covers either 
missing or detached but present along with most suffering from the usual age related wear and tear such as corner creasing, 
slight tears, scuffing, foxing etc.  (qty) 

 £20 - £25 

4087. The Dandy Comic a group of very early hard to find collectable vintage “The Dandy” comics which all appear to be 
wartime (2nd World War) issues which makes these editions even harder to find due to the fact that there was a paper shortage 
during the 2nd World War. This group comprises of no.20 April 16th 1938, no.61 January 28th 1939, no.89 August 12th 1939, 
no.109 December 30th 1939, no.155 November 16th 1940, no.178 April 26th 1941, no.167 February 8th 1941, no.195 August 
1941, no.220 August 8th 1942, no.217 June 27th 1942, no.254 November 27th 1943 & no.280 November 25th 1944.  Early 
Dandy Comics featured such cartoon strips as “Korky the Cat”, “Bamboo Town”, “Keyhole Kate” along with other similar and 
interesting storylines. Conditions all generally appear to be Fair with some appearing to have age related wear and tear such as 
slight tearing, slight spine wear/splitting, foxing, corner wear and other age related wear and tear which is quite normal due to 
the age of these vintage comics. Considering the condition of these comics these are still sought after reader copies. Please 
note not every page in all these comics have been checked. (12) 

 £70 - £80 

4088. The Dandy Comic a group of early issue 1940’s “The Dandy” comics which date from 1945 through to 1947 and 
includes 3 x 1945 issues & 20 x 1947 issues. Conditions of these comics all generally appear to be Fair to Good although not 
checked and all appear to suffer from age related wear and tear such as slight spine splitting, spine damage, corner wear, 
corner creasing/folds, slight foxing and other which is all familiar and normal for comics of this age. Given the condition of these 
comics these are still sought after reader copies. These comics feature characters and storylines such as “Korky the Cat”, 
“Keyhole Kate” “The Cheery Chinks” “Dangerous Duff” along with others. Please note these are very early issues and are highly 
collectable and hard to come by.   (23) 

 £60 - £70 
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4089. The Dandy Comic a quantity of very early vintage “The Dandy” comics and all date from early to late 1946 and includes 
no.319 May 25th 1946, no.327 September 14th 1946, no.326 August 31st 1946 along with others. Very early issue Dandy 
comics are highly sought after and hard to come by and these issues are no exception. These feature some interesting cartoon 
strips and characters such as “Our Gang”, “Desperate Dan”, “Keyhole Kate” along with others. Conditions all generally appear 
to be Fair to Good with some appearing to suffer from age related wear and tear such as slightly split spines, spine damage, 
creasing, corner and edge wear, slight foxing and other similar damage which is normal for vintage comics of this age. Given 
the condition of these comics these are still sought after reader copies.   (28) 

 £50 - £60 

4090. The Dandy Comic a group of vintage early issue “The Dandy” comics which date from mid-1948 through to late 1949 
and comprises of 9 x 1948 issues & 16 x 1949 issues and includes no.375 July 31st 1948, no.373 July 3rd 1948, no.368 April 
24th 1948 along with others. Early vintage Dandy comic issues are becoming harder to find and highly sought after and these 
issues are no exception. Conditions all generally arrange to be Fair to Good with some of these issues suffering age related 
wear and tear such as split spines, spine damage, slight foxing to pages, corner and edge wear along with other similar age 
related wear and tear which is not uncommon for vintage comics of this age. Given the condition of these comics these are still 
highly sought after and would make reader copies. Please note none of these comics have been checked.   (25) 

 £50 - £60 

4091. Dandy Comics a group early issue vintage “The Dandy” comics which date from early 1950 through to early 1952 and 
include issues such as no.462 September 30th 1950, no.443 May 20th 1950, no.469 November 18th 1950 along with others. 
Early vintage Dany comics are highly sought after and hard to find these days and these are no exception. Conditions do 
generally appear to be Fair to Good although some do suffer from age related wear and tear such as spine damage, 
splitting/tearing, corner and edge wear, page foxing and other similar age related wear and tear which is very familiar and 
normal for comics of this age. Given the condition of these comics these will still make reader copies.  (24) 

 £30 - £40 

4092. The Beano a group of early vintage “The Beano” comics which include 2 x early wartime issues (2nd world War) which 
are hard to find due to the paper shortage during the war and comprising of 1 x 1939 issue, 1 x 1940 issue, 1 x 1945 issue & 9 
x 1946 issues and includes no.48 June 24th 1939, no.100 June 22nd 1940, no.266 September 8th 1945, no.297 November 
16th 1946 along with others. Very early Beano issues are highly sought after and hard to come by now and these are no 
exception and include comics strips and comic characters such as “Tin-Can Tommy”, “Polly Wolly Doodle”, “The Magic Lollipop” 
along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Fair with the majority appearing to suffer from age related wear and tear 
such as split/torn spines, corner and edge wear, flaking, page foxing, creasing and other similar age related wear and tear 
which is very familiar with comics of this age. Considering the condition these will still make reader copies.   (12) 

 £35 - £40 

4093. The Beano a quantity of early issue “The Beano” comics which date from early 1947 through to late 1949 and 
comprises of 15 x 1947 issues, 3 x 1948 issues & 14 x 1949 issues and includes no.323 November 29th 1947, no.318 
September 20th 1947, no.321 November 1st 1947 along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Fair with the majority 
suffering from age related wear and tear such as spine splitting/tearing, corner and edge wear, creasing, page foxing, writing on 
some pages and other similar age related wear and tear which is very familiar with comics of this age and is not uncommon. 
Considering the conditions of these comics they will still make reader copies.  (32) 

 £30 - £35 

4094. The Beano a quantity of early vintage “The Beano” copies issues dating from early 1950 through to mid-1958 and 
includes copies such no.438 December 9th 1950, no.405 April 22nd 1950, no.409 May 20th 1950 along with others. Conditions 
all generally appear to be Fair with the majority suffering from age related wear and tear such as page discolouration, spine 
wear such as tearing and splitting, corner and edge wear, foxing, writing on pages and other similar age related wear and tear 
which is very common for comics of its age. Given the condition of these comics these would still make reader copies.  (24) 

 £10 - £15 
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4095. Vinyl Albums a quantity of 12” vinyl albums which also includes some harder to find albums along with box sets 
comprising of Jazz, Blues, Dixieland, Swing , Boogie-woogie along with other genres which also may include some New 
Orleans Jazz to include a tribute to Sandy Brown “McJazz Lives On”, Jack Teagarden “Stars Fell on Alabama” 1940-1957, 
“Jazz Rools OK!!” by Max Collie/Rhythm Aces, “Piano Blues 1927-1933” compilation album which includes artists such as 
Barrelhouse Welch, Rudy Foster, Little Brother Montgomery and others, “Classic Jazz Masters” featuring Freddie Keppard 
1923-1928 along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good in generally Good outer sleeves although none of the 
vinyl has been checked (please note some of these vinyl albums do have reference stickers to the fronts. Also in this lot there is 
a small number of 7” vinyl singles. Please note due to the sheer weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection 
only.   (80+) 

 £10 - £15 

4096. Vinyl Albums a quantity of 12” vinyl albums to include “The Legendary Bix Beiderbecke 1924-1925” (Classic Jazz 
Masters), “New York Jazz Scene 1917-1920” (Classic Jazz Masters) which includes artists such as Frisco Jazz Band, Lopez 
and Hamiltons Kings of Harmony along with others, “New Orleans Memories” featuring Bunk Johnson/Kid Ory/George Lewis, 
“Dixieland Jubilee” a double album, “Low Down Dirty Blues” by Jimmy Yancey along with others. Conditions all generally 
appear to be Good in generally Good outer sleeve although none of the vinyl has been checked (please note some of these 
vinyl albums do have reference stickers to the front. Also in this lot there is a small number of 7” vinyl singles. Please note due 
to the sheer weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only.  (80+) 

 £10 - £15 

4097. Vinyl Albums a quantity of 12” vinyl albums to include “Dixieland That’s All”, “Tub Jug Washboard Bands 1924-1932” 
(Classic Jazz Masters), “Big Bill Broonzy Sings Country Blues”, “His Greatest Years” by Louis Armstrong Volume 3, “The Best 
of British Jazz” compilation album along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good in generally Good outer sleeve 
although none of the vinyl has been checked (please note some of these vinyl albums do have reference stickers to the front. 
Also in this lot there is a small number of 7” vinyl singles. Please note due to the sheer weight of this lot shipping is not available 
therefore collection only.  (80+) 

 £10 - £15 

4098. Vinyl Albums a quantity of 12” vinyl albums to include “Great Jazz Brass” featuring Louis Armstrong, Jack Teagarden, 
Ziggy Elman along with others, “New York to Chicago 1923-1928” featuring King Oliver, Tommy Ladneir, Jimmy Noone along 
with others, “King of The Delta Blues Singers” by Robert Johnson, “Easy to Remember” by Billie Holiday, a 3 album box set 
entitled “The Golden Years” Volume 2 by Billie Holiday, “Hot Jazz, Pop Jazz, Hokum and Hilarity” by Jelly Roll Morton along 
with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good in generally Good outer sleeve although none of the vinyl has been 
checked (please note some of these vinyl albums do have reference stickers to the front. Also in this lot there is a small number 
of 7” vinyl singles. Please note due to the sheer weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only.   (80+) 

 £10 - £15 

4099. Britains Deetail, De Agostini or similar a small quantity of loose unboxed plastic, metal and lead construction figures 
which includes a quantity of Homecast-Slush moulded lead bandsmen figures and includes as stated lead bandsmen, knights, 
fantasy figures and others. Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good. Small quantity of loose unboxed figures. 

 £10 - £15 

4100. Hasbro, Mattel and similar a large quantity of plastic soldier/military figures which includes a large quantity of 
dressed/part dressed Hasbro recent issue Action Man figures which includes an Action Man Judo figure 1995 with white Judo 
top, gold shorts, an Action Man Snowboarding figure with part uniform and complete with snowboard, along with others. Also to 
include in this lot is a quantity of other military plastic figures “HM Forces” circa 2008 along with a large quantity of smaller scale 
plastic toy soldiers which includes American soldiers, British soldiers, with a large number having plastic removable 
accessories. This is a really interesting lot and is definitely worth a sort. Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair to 
Good with accessories/uniforms ranging from Fair to Good.   (lg qty 2 cardboard boxes). 

 £40 - £50 
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4101. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43 and 1/64 scale models to include a VA4006 Ford Anglia Van “B.E.A. (Follow Me)”, 
VA12001 a Volkswagen split-screen Beetle in black, a VA7005 Bedford S type Tanker “Mobilgas” along with others. Conditions 
all generally appear to be Good although none have been checked for completeness in Fair outer boxes (please note all these 
boxes do suffer from scuffing, creasing and other damage).  (8) 

 £30 - £35 

4102. Lledo Vanguards a boxed group of Diecast models which are all presented in rigid clear Perspex cases and outer slip 
sleeves to include VA01300 Austin Mini in spruce green, VA02500 Mini Cooper red with black roof, VA01308 Austin 7 Mini “On 
Fire”, VA02514 Austin Mini Cooper Rally in surf blue along with others. Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer Perspex cases and Fair outer cardboard 
sleeves (please note all of the cardboard sleeves do suffer from creasing, splitting and other damage).  (7) 

 £30 - £35 

4103. Corgi, Dinky, Matchbox and similar large unboxed bus group comprising of Diecast and plastic constructed bus models 
comprising of double decker, single decker, coaches, open top buses and similar to include a Corgi Routemaster “London 
Transport” (The Queens Silver Jubilee - London Celebrations 1977), a Dinky Toys Atlantean Bus in yellow, a Dinky Toys 
Viceroy 37 Coach, a Matchbox Superfast no.17 double decker bus “The Londoner” along with others. Conditions all range from 
Poor to Good with the majority appearing to be play worn.   (lg qty) 

 £25 - £30 

4104. Corgi, Oxford Diecast, Dinky Toys (Norev) and similar a boxed Mini group to include a Corgi 97708 a 3 vehicle set 
“Tour De France Set”, a Corgi CC82232 (Mini 7 Racing Club), a Corgi 98137 Mini in black with wicker basket sides, a Corgi 
97337 Mini Van “Fawley Refinery Fire Department”, a Corgi 93735 a 3 Mini set “Mini Special Editions”, a Dinky Toys (Norev) 
197 Morris Mini Traveller along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Near Mint although none have been 
checked for completeness in generally Fair to Good outer packaging (the majority of packaging does suffer from crushing, 
splitting and other damage).  (qty) 

 £35 - £40 

4105. Dinky Toys, Maisto, Matchbox, Corgi and similar a large quantity of loose unboxed military aircraft, military helicopters, 
civilian aircraft and helicopters and similar which includes a Dinky Toys “Trident Star Fighter”, a Matchbox Alpha Jet, a Maisto 
Supermarine Spitfire along with these models as stated there is large number of diecast military aircraft possibly Corgi Aviation 
Archive and similar which includes Spitfire, Stuka, Hurricanes, Bombers and other similar aircraft. This is a really interesting lot 
and is definitely worth a good sort.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good with the majority of these models 
appearing to have small pieces missing, broken off or loose.  (lg qty in 2 cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

4106. Mattel Hot Wheels and similar a small group of mainly unboxed plastic and diecast motorcycle models which includes 
racing motorcycles, street road racers and similar also to include in this lot is a battery operated motorcycle clock (untested). 
Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair to Good.  (qty) 

 £20 - £25 

4107. Corgi, Atlas Editions, and similar a group of boxed and unboxed bus models to include a Corgi boxed US55031 a 1/50 
scale PCC Street Car “South Eastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority” (Vintage Bus Lines), a Corgi boxed 96989 
Thorneycroft Bus “General”, a Corgi boxed 96994 Thorneycroft Bus “South Wales” along with others. Conditions of the boxed 
models do generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness in generally Fair to Good outer boxes 
along with the conditions of the unboxed models all generally appear to be Poor to Fair play worn.  (qty) 

 £25 - £30 
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4108. Corgi, Majorette, Husky, Mattel Hot Wheels, Matchbox and similar a large quantity of plastic, pot/porcelain and diecast 
Volkswagen Beetle models which comprises of Volkswagen Beetles, Volkswagen Beetle Camper Vans, along with trinkets and 
ornaments/souvenirs to include a Corgi Toys Volkswagen, a Husky Toys Volkswagen Pickup, a Matchbox Superfast Flying 
Bug, a Corgi Juniors “Whizzwheels” Volkswagen N1300 along with others. To include as stated there are souvenirs/pottery 
wear and similar to include a quantity of boxed psychedelic camper van mugs, boxed camper van money banks and others. 
Conditions of this lot all generally range from Poor to Near Mint with nothing being checked for completeness in generally Poor 
to Good outer packaging where applicable. Please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection 
only.  (lg qty) in 3 cardboard boxes) 

 £40 - £50 

4109. Corgi, Maisto, Bburago, Matchbox and similar large quantity of unboxed plastic and diecast mainly rally cars and 
similar to include a mixed scale Maisto Vodafone AMG; Mercedes 2002 (on plastic plinth), Burago Ford Escort RS Cosworth 
(on plastic plinth), Corgi BMW M1, Corgi Jaguar XJR9, Matchbox K-70 "Super Kings" Porsche Turbo, along with others. 
Conditions all appear to be generally Poor to Good with the majority appearing to be play worn. (Large quantity in two 
cardboard boxes). 

 £25 - £30 

4110. Matchbox, Dinky, Siku and similar, large quantity of unboxed diecast and plastic. Plant & Building/Construction vehicles 
to include Dinky Supertoys, Coles Mobile Cranes, Matchbox King Size Hydraulic Excavator, Matchbox King Size Case Tractor, 
Siku Liebherr Dumper Digger, Corgi Toys Rascal Road Roller along with others. Conditions do all range from generally Poor to 
Good with the majority appearing to be play worn and also appear to have smaller pieces missing, broken off or loose. (Qty) 

 £30 - £35 

4111. Corgi Toys, Dinky Toys, Matchbox, Solido and similar - Large quantity of unboxed diecast and plastic Military Vehicles 
to include a Corgi Toys Chieftain Medium Tank, Corgi Juniors Commando Vehicle, Solido Military Land Rover Defender, 
Matchbox "Battle Kings" Recovery Vehicle, Dinky Supertoys 651 Centurion Tank, Dinky Supertoys Thornycroft Mighty Antar 
along with Tank Transporter, Crescent Toys Ammunition Limber along with others -  Conditions generally range from Poor to 
Good with the majority appearing to be play worn. (Large Qty). 

 £40 - £50 

4112. Atlas Editions, Hachette, Siku, Britains ERTL, Dinky, A Dinky Toys Halesowen Farm Trailer  and similar, plastic and 
diecast a quantity of boxed/ blister packed and unboxed farm related vehicles, comprising of tractors, trailers and similar and 
also includes a magazine issue, blister packed models to include a magazine issue Hachette, Guldner G15 (1967 Tractor), a 
magazine issue blister pack Hachette Super Landini (1934) Tractor, Siku Tractor "New Holland" (1983), along with 
others - Conditions all generally range from Poor to Excellent although nothing has been checked for completeness in generally 
Good outer packaging where applicable (QTY in two cardboard boxes). 

 £25 - £30 

4113. Dinky Toys, Matchbox, Corgi and similar a small group of unboxed commercial diecast models comprising of buses, 
trucks, tractors and similar to include a Dinky Supertoys 982 Pullman Car Transporter, Dinky Toys 27C Motocart, Dinky 
Supertoys Foden Flatback Truck with orange flatback and blue chassis and cab, a Corgi Toys Jeep FC-15C, a Dinky Toys 289 
Routemaster Bus along with others. This is a small interesting lot of unboxed diecast commercials and well worth a sort. 
Conditions all generally range from Poor to Fair with the majority appearing to be play worn.  (19) 

 £30 - £40 

4114. Dinky Toys, Corgi Toys, Matchbox, Lledo Days Gone and similar a quantity of diecast plastic unboxed Mini Car models 
which includes Mini Coopers, Mini Hatchbacks and similar to include a Dinky Toys Mini Clubman, a Dinky Toys 199 Austin 7 
Countryman, a Dinky Toys 183 Mini Minor, a Corgi Toys BMC Mini Cooper, a Matchbox Series no.20 Racing Mini with racing 
decals no.29, a Matchbox Superfast no.14 Mini Haha, a Dinky Toys 197 Morris Mini Traveller, a Corgi Toys Morris Mini Cooper 
along with others. Also to include in this lot is a small number of Mini related ornaments such as glass sculptured Minis, Mini 
sculpture out of coal and other interesting items. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good with some being play worn 
along with some having small pieces missing, broken off or loose.  (100+) 

 £35 - £40 
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4115. Corgi, Atlas Editions, Lledo, Oxford Diecast and similar a group of boxed commercial vehicles comprising of vans, 
trucks/trailers, buses and similar which also includes some multi vehicle gift sets to include a Corgi 59516 Volvo Short Wheel 
Base Lorry with Close Couple Trailer “Eddie Stobart”, a Corgi 59566 Renault Premium Box Trailer “Eddie Stobart” (Deluxe), a 
Corgi 469 Routemaster Bus, an Atlas Editions 1/76 scale Volvo FH Fridge Trailer “Emma Jade” (H4663), a Lledo 3 vehicle box 
set “Vehicles of the Swinging 60’s” which comprises of 3 vans “Rington’s Tea”, a Lledo Trackside DG148014 Scammell Scarab 
Flatbed Trailer and Sack Load “Robson’s of Carlisle” along with others. Conditions all do generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Poor to Good outer packaging/window boxes 
(please note some of this packaging and window boxes do suffer from crushing, splitting, tearing and other damage).  (31) 

 £30 - £35 

4116. Maisto, Bburago, UT Models and similar a quantity of mixed scale diecast models which includes 1/18 scale 1/24 scale 
and similar to include a UT Models 22122 1/18 scale Ferrari F550 “Maranello”, a Maisto Special Edition 1/18 scale Nissan 350Z 
“Nismo S-tune”, a Bburago 1/24 scale no.1524 Chevrolet Corvette (1957), a Mira 1/18 scale Buick Century (1955) along with 
others. Also to include in this lot is a small number of boxed snap-on models which includes a 1/24 scale 1957 Chevy Belair 
Convertible and others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although some models appear loose inside 
the packaging therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer window boxes 
(please note nothing in this lot has been checked for completeness and some windows boxes do suffer from crushing).  (10) 

 £50 - £60 

4117. Corgi, Oxford Diecast, Polistil, Atlas Editions and similar a quantity of boxed diecast models which also includes 
aircraft, Formula 1, TV related, multi vehicle gift set and similar to include Welly Diecasting Ltd a TV related 1/24 scale 
DeLorean Time Machine from the film “Back To The Future”, a Polistil SN28 Ford Escort RS2000, a Lledo a 2 aeroplane set 
entitled “Celebrating 100 years of Flight - Cooperative Dairy Trade Commemorative Flight Set”, a Corgi CC10305 (Nine Double 
Nine Series), an AEC Mercury/Merryweather 100ft Turntable Ladder “Hereford and Worcester Fire Brigade”, an Oxford Diecast 
1/72 scale 72DR012 1/72 scale D.H.89 Dragon Rapide G-AHAG “Bryher” (Scillonia Airways) Aircraft, an Atlas Editions (Norev) 
a Mercedes 300 Landaulet (Presidential Cars Series) along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Near 
Mint although none have been checked for completeness in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes/carded blister packs 
(please note some packaging does suffer from crushing and splitting with some window boxes actually missing windows).  (27) 

 £35 - £40 

4118. Matchbox, Hot Wheels, Majorette, Corgi and similar a large quantity of diecast and plastic commercial vehicles 
comprising mainly of trucks/trailer models, tankers and similar to include a Corgi Truck/Trailer “TNT - Global Express”, a Corgi 
Truck/Trailer model “Vauxhall-Masterfit”, a Majorette no.297 1/100 scale Pickup Truck, a Hot Wheels GMC Truck, Corgi Juniors 
“Whizzwheels” Simon Snorkel Fire Engine along with others. Please note there is also Chinese unbranded plastic commercial 
truck/trailer models and similar in this lot. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good play worn with some models 
appearing to have pieces missing, broken off or loose.  (lg qty in 2 cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

4119. A group of open fronted and glass doored wooden display cabinets comprising of 3 x wooden open fronted display 
cabinets measuring approx. 42cm wide x 32cm in height x 6cm in depth and each holding 15 Lledo Days Gone vans , buses 
and similar (please note 1 of these cabinets is damaged on the left hand side i.e. left side snapped in half) along with 3 x 
wooden glass constructed display cabinets with glass fronted opening doors each measuring approx. 34cm in width x 30cm in 
height x 5cm in depth and each come complete with 15 Lledo Days Gone vans, buses and similar. Conditions of the cabinets 
are all generally Fair to Good with the usual scratches, fascia damage and similar along with the conditions of the models are 
generally Good.  (90 models in 6 display cabinets in 2 cardboard boxes) 

 £30 - £35 

4120. Dinky, Welly, Maisto and similar a large quantity of unboxed diecast and plastic models comprising mainly of saloons, 
hatchbacks, vintage classic and similar to include a Bburago 1/43 scale BMW 3 Series Touring, a Maisto 1/42 scale BMW X5, a 
Bburago 1/24 Jaguar XK120 along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot. Conditions all generally range from 
Fair to Good. (qty) 

 £35 - £40 
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4121. Bburago, Corgi, Maisto, Matchbox and similar a large quantity of unboxed diecast and plastic mixed scale including 
small and large scale mainly sportscars which also includes some plastic battery operated sportscars to include a Bburago 1/24 
scale Cobra 427 with racing decals 888 on, Corgi Jaguar XK120 with racing decals 414, a Maisto 1/40 scale Jaguar XJ220, a 
Bburago 1/24 scale Mazda MX5, a Maisto 1/38 scale Corvette ZR1 along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Fair 
to Good play worn with some models appearing to have small pieces missing, broken off or loose. (lg qty in 3 cardboard boxes) 

 £40 - £50 

4122. Matchbox Collectables a pair of boxed Matchbox Collectables (Dinky) comprising of a DYM 38337 a 1939 Peterbilt 
Truck Trailer Model “Campbell’s Soup” along with a DYM 38314 a Freightliner C.O.E. Truck/Trailer “McDonalds” which both 
generally appear to be Good although not checked for completeness in generally Poor outer packaging and Fair inner 
polystyrene packaging.  (2) an 

 £30 - £35 

4123. 12” Vinyl LP’s a quantity to include rock, pop, easy listening, compilations, classical and similar to include 
Tyrannosaurus Rex “A Beard of Stars” which is on the original Red 1970’s Regal Zonophone Label and comes complete with 
inner lyric sheet, a double album by “The Grateful Dead” which Is self-titled “Grateful Dead”, a Genesis “A Nursery Cryme” 
which is on the Pink Charisma Label circa 1971 along with others. Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good although 
none of this vinyl has been checked for surface wear, scratches and similar in generally Poor to Good outer sleeves. Please 
note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only.  (70+ in plastic tubs) 

 £15 - £20 

4124. 12” Vinyl LP’s a quantity to include rock, pop, easy listening, compilations, classical and similar to include Pink Floyd 
double album entitled “A Nice Pair/The Piper at the Gates of Dawn & A Nice Pair/A Saucerful of Secrets” which is on the 
Harvest Label 1968 and comes complete with original inner sleeves, Generis double album “A Trick of the Tail” which is on the 
Charisma Label 1976 with original inner sleeve, The Eagles “Their Greatest Hits 1971-1975” on the Asylum Records label 1976 
along with others.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good although none of this vinyl has been checked for surface 
wear, scratches and similar in generally Poor to Good outer sleeves. Please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not 
available therefore collection only.  (70+ In plastic tubs) 

 £15 - £20 

4125. 12” Vinyl LP’s a quantity to include rock, pop, easy listening, compilations, classical and similar to include T-Rex “Ride 
A White Swan” Greatest Hits album, Pink Floyd single album with gatefold sleeve “Atom Heart Mother” on the Harvest/EMI label 
1970, Stevie Wonder double album “Songs in the Key of Life” along with others. Conditions all generally range from Fair to 
Good although none of this vinyl has been checked for surface wear, scratches and similar in generally Poor to Good outer 
sleeves. Please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only.  (70+ In plastic tubs) 

 £15 - £20 

4126. A large quantity of 12” Vinyl LP Box Sets which includes easy listening, classical, orchestral, big band and similar to 
include Glenn Miller “Glenn Miller Magic” 5 LP Box Set, Jim Reeves “The Immortal Jim Reeves” 6 LP Box Set, along with 
others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good although no vinyl has been checked for scratches, surface wear and similar 
in generally Fair to Good outer boxes. Please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only.  
(20 box sets in 2 plastic tubs) 

 £15 - £20 

4127. 7” Vinyl a large quantity of 7” vinyl singles which includes pop, rock and similar to include David Bowie 
“Starman/Suffragette City”, Jive Bunny and the MasterMixers “Swing the Mood”, Martika “Toy Soldier”, Alice Cooper “Elected” 
along with others. Please note some of these singles have generic sleeves and some have picture sleeves conditions all 
generally appear to be Fair to Good although no vinyl’s have been checked for scratches, surface wear or similar in generally 
Fair to Good outer sleeves where applicable. Please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore 
collection only.   (lg qty in 1 large tub) 

 £10 - £15 
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4128. Matchbox “Models of Yesteryear” a retailers counter car display stand which is made to display models Y-1 through to 
Y-16. Condition of this stand is generally Fair to Good although the underneath folding sides and uprights with locking tabs do 
appear to be sellotaped together with some creasing and splitting at the back and underneath and slight splitting to the front. 
Although condition as stated this is still a Good example and would still display well with a further clean 

 £30 - £40 

4129. Matchbox, Dinky & Fisher Price a small group of boxed diecast and play toys comprising of a Fisher Price boxed 
no.141 “Play Family Mini Bus”, Dinky Toys a boxed 297 Silver Jubilee Bus in silver (The Queens Silver Jubilee 1977) 
“Woolworths Welcomes the World”, a Dinky Toys 291 Atlantean City Bus “Kenning Car, Van and Truck Hire”, a Matchbox MB53 
Flareside Truck along with others. Conditions do generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in generally Good outer window 
boxes/pictorial boxes. (6) 

 £15 - £20 

4130. Wiking (Germany) a large quantity of unboxed loose plastic commercial vehicles and cars comprising of tankers, 
trucks/trailers and similar to include an articulated truck/trailer “Michelin”, a refrigerated boxed truck “Westfleisch”, a covered 
flatbed truck “Mercedes-Benz”, a tanker “Esso” along with a small amount of Wiking cars to include a Mercedes 450SE, a 
Mercedes 200, an Opel Kapitan along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot - please see pics. Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good to Good Plus. (qty 80+) 

 £50 - £60 

4131. Corgi, Matchbox & Thomas Salter Hobbies and similar a mixed boxed and unboxed group of play sets comprising of a 
boxed Corgi Rockets “Triple Loop Speed Circuit”, a boxed Corgi Rockets “Action Speed Set” which both have contents 
generally appearing to be Good although not checked for completeness of correctness in generally Fair to Good outer pictorial 
boxes (boxes suffering from splitting, crushing, scuffing etc) along with a boxed Matchbox Superfast SF-1 Speed Set which 
comprises of a number of yellow plastic track which generally appears to be Good in generally a Fair to Good outer box with 2 x 
boxed Thomas Salter Hobbies “Stonework” Sets along with a boxed Linkalight Moulding Compound Pack which all generally 
appear to be Good although nothing again has been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer 
boxes. Also to include in this lot is an unboxed incomplete plastic Corgi “Magic Roundabout” Set base along with a boxed Chad 
Valley “For Love or Money” ABC Television game which is unchecked for completeness but generally appears to be Good in 
generally Fair to Good outer pictorial box along with an unboxed wooden construction garage with attached forecourt and ramp 
for roof parking “Adding to the Service Station” which measures approx. 50cm x 38cm by approx. 10cm in height and is made 
by A Barton & Co which generally appears Fair and does require and would benefit from a further clean. A very interesting lot.  
(qty) 

 £30 - £35 

4132. Matchbox a group of boxed sets comprising of 2 x M-2 Motorway Sets which generally have contents appearing to be 
generally Good although both do appear incomplete and missing cars (untested) with both having straight track, curved track, 
hand controllers and other accessories with both in generally Fair to Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes and Fair inner 
polystyrene packaging along with 3 x Matchbox M-3 Switch A Track Sets with contents generally appearing Good although all 3 
sets appear incomplete and all are missing the cars but do include accessories such as straight and  curved blue and yellow 
plastic track along with other accessories in generally Fair outer pictorial boxes and Fair inner polystyrene packaging (Please 
note all these boxes in this lot are stained and sun faded but would still benefit from a further clean and none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness).  (5 boxed sets) 

 £35 - £40 

4133. A quantity of hardback and softback books and maps relating to local interest, travel and similar to include a softback 
book “Around Penrith” by Frank Boyd a historical look at Penrith in old photographs, a softback book “The Streets of London” by 
Benny Green which depicts moments in time from London streets, a hardback book “Kingston Past” by June Sampson which is 
a documentation in photography of historic Kingston, a softback book “Around Esher” by Neil White (British in Old Photograph 
Series), a softback book “Around Carlisle” by Elizabeth Nelson (Britain in Old Photograph Series) along with others. This is an 
extremely interesting lot and is definitely worth a sort and would suit anybody interested in local history or UK history in general. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Good although not checked. Please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not 
available therefore collection only. (qty in 1 large tub) 

 £10 - £15 
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4134. Small quantity of mainly hardback books all relating to steam vehicles, age of steam, transport and similar which 
includes “The Long Haul” a hardback book by Michael Seth-Smith which is a social history of the British commercial vehicle 
industry, a hardback book “Kaleidoscope of Steam Wagons” by R.H. Whitehead, a hardback book “Age of Steam” by Fred 
Dibnah and David Hall which accompanies the BBC TV Series, a hardback book “The rise of Road Transport 1919-1939” by 
Charles Dunbar, a hardback book “A Road Transport Heritage-Volume 2” by Bob Tuck along with others. Also to include in this 
lot is a small number of travel transport ephemera books and automobilia collecting books. This is a small but interesting lot and 
is definitely worth a sort. Conditions all generally appear to be Good although not checked. Please note due to the weight of this 
lot shipping is not available therefore collection only. (small qty x 15) 

 £5 - £10 

4135. Small quantity of hardback and softback books which are all mainly military and include a hardback book “The Berlin 
Bunker” by James P. O’Donnell, a hardback book “Tank Commanders-Knights of the Modern Age” by George Forty, a 
hardback book “Bravery in Battle” stories from the front line by David Eshell, a hardback book “German Paratroops in World 
War 2” by Volkmar Kuhn, a hardback book “Illusive Victory” The Arab-Israeli Wars 1947-1974 by Colonel T.N. Dupuy along with 
others. Also to include in this lot is softback and hardback books which is mainly on the subject of aircraft and includes 3 x 
collectable observers books and similar which includes a hardback The Observers Book of Aircraft (1970 Edition) by William 
Green, a hardback The Observers Book of Aircraft (1972 Edition) by William Green & a hardback book The Observers Book of 
Aircraft (1974 Edition) by William Green along with other aircraft related books. Conditions all generally appear to be Fair to 
Good although none have been checked. Please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection 
only. (qty) 

 £5 - £10 

4136. A large quantity of mainly hardback books which are all mainly maritime books comprising of military ships/warships 
and similar along with a small quantity of Titanic historic books to include a hardback book “World War II Warships” by David & 
Hugh Lyon, a hardback book “The Battleship Dreadnought” (Anatomy of the Ship) by John Roberts, a hardback book “The 
Discovery of the Bismarck”  by Robert D. Ballard, a hardback book “All the Worlds Fighting Ships 1922-1946” by Conway’s 
Publishing, a hardback book “The Battle Cruiser Hood” by John Roberts (Anatomy of the Ship) along with others. Also to 
include as stated in this lot is a small number of Titanic related books and similar which include a softback book “The Discovery 
of the Titanic” by Doctor Robert D. Ballard, a large format hardback book “Titanic An Illustrated History” along with others. Also 
to include in this lot is a hardback book “Exploring The Lusitania” by Robert D. Ballard along with others.   Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good although none of been checked. Please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available 
therefore collection only. (qty in 1 large tub) 

 £15 - £20 

4137. Maisto a small group x 3 of boxed models (Harley Davison Motorcycles/H-D Custom Series) comprising of 3 x 1/27 
scale Jeep models “Wrangler Rubicon” which appears to be 2 in green army style with star on bonnet and black wheels with 
orange rims (duplication) and 1 in black and bright orange and black wheels (all 3 Jeeps do have roll cages). Conditions do 
generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes although these window boxes do 
suffer from crushing. (3) 

 £20 - £25 

4138. Corgi a group of boxed TV related and similar diecast models which comprises of a Corgi 96011 Mr Bean's Mini from 
the TV series "Mr Bean", 96657 A James Bond 007 Aston Martin DP5 from the film "Goldeneye", 96758 A Morris Minor from the 
TV series "Some Mother's Do 'Ave 'Em", 96757 Morris Minor from the TV series "Lovejoy" along with a 35006 AEC 
Routemaster "Liverpool Corporation" (The Beatles Collection) - Conditions of the contents all generally appear to be Good Plus 
to Excellent in generally Good outer window boxes/flip up lid boxes (please note all these boxes would benefit from a further 
clean possibly due to previous storage along with one or two window boxes do suffer from slight crushing and also one or two 
of these models do have old price stickers attached). Quantity (5). 

 £30 - £35 
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4139. Corgi "Chipperfield Circus" A boxed group to include 97885 Scammell Highwayman Trailer and Caravan, 97889 AEC 
Cage Truck and Trailer, 97957 ERF 8-Wheel Rigid Truck, 97886 Scammell Highwayman with Crane, along with 
others - Conditions all appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although some do appear to have been repackaged possible due to 
previous display purposes therefore may have some smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose, in generally Good to 
Good Plus outer pictorial lift of lid boxes (please note some of these boxes do suffer from sun fading and none have been 
checked for completeness).  (13) 

 £90 - £100 

4140. Corgi "The Showman's Range" A boxed group to include 16502 Scammell Highwayman Ballast with Closed Pole 
Trailer and Caravan Set "Pat Collins", 16501 Scammell Highwayman Ballast with Closed Pole Trailer and Caravan Set "Carters 
Steam Fair", 06601 Morris Advance Publicity Van Set "Carters Steam Fair", 27801 Atkinson Open Pole Truck Set "Anderton & 
Rowlands", along with others - Conditions all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for 
completeness with some models appearing to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes therefore may 
have some smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid boxes 
(please note some boxes do suffer from sun fading).  (9) 

 £70 - £80 

4141. Corgi - A Boxed Brewery Related group of Commercial Models comprising of Tankers, Lorries and similar to include 
26701 AEC MKV Mammoth Major Tanker "Guinness",  16301 (The Brewery Collection) Scammell Highwayman Tanker Set 
"Guinness", 24302 (The Brewery Collection) Leyland Cylindrical Tanker Set "Double Diamond", 97319 ERF Cylindrical Tanker 
"Bass Worthington", 23202 (Premium Edition Brewery Series) Bedford TK Platform Lorry with Crates "Whitbread" along with 
others -  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness with 
some appearing to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes therefore may have smaller delicate 
pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer pictorial boxes/window boxes (please note some boxes do suffer 
from sun fading and some do have old price stickers attached).  (11) 

 £60 - £70 

4142. Corgi - A Group Of Boxed Premium Edition Series 150 Scale Commercial Models (Public Transport Series) comprising 
of 34802 Leyland Leopard/Weymann "Sheffield Corporation Transport" x 2, 35009 AEC Routemaster "Blackpool Transport" x 2, 
33101 Dennis Lancet Coach "Smith's of Reading" along with 33301 Bristol LL6B/ Duple Coach "Southern National". Please 
note there is duplication as stated. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been 
checked for completeness in generally Good outer special Green premium lift off lid boxes with Good outer paper wrap around 
sleeves (please note all these boxes do have old price stickers attached and one or two of the wrap around sleeves do suffer 
from slight splitting).  (6) 

 £30 - £40 

4143. Corgi- A Boxed Group of Steam Related Models comprising of 10 x "Vintage Glorious Steam Series" ,1 x Millennium 
Collection and 1 x Dibnahs Choice and includes 80103 (Vintage Glorious Steam Series), Fowler B6 'Super Lion' Showmans 
Engine (King Carnival II) "John Fowler & Co", 80101 (Vintage Glorious Steam Series) Fowler B6 Showmans Locomotive 'The 
Lion' "Anderton & Rowland", 80201 (Vintage Glorious Steam Series) Foden Steam Wagon "Tate & Lyle" along with others. Also 
as stated to include in this lot is a CC20202 "Dibnahs Choice Series" Foden Dropside Wagon and Trailer "Openshaw Brewery" 
& 80107 (Millennium Collection) Fowler B6 'Super Lion' Showmans Engine - Conditions all appear to be generally Good Plus to 
Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid boxes/ 
special presentation boxes (please note the majority of these boxes do have old price stickers attached and one or two do 
suffer from slight sun fading).  (12) 

 £70 - £80 

4144. Corgi - A Boxed Group of Commercial Vehicles comprising of all "Building Britain Series" and includes 29104 Guy 
Invincible 8-Wheel Platform Lorry, Bogie and Beam Load "Tarmac", 14501 Foden S21 Closed Tipper "Blue Circle Cement", 
12302 (Premium Edition) Foden FG 8-Wheel Platform Lorry "Eastwoods", 18404 (Premium Edition) Bedford O Artic Dropside 
"H.E.Musgrove & Sons Ltd" along with others -  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none 
have been checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid boxes/presentation boxes with 
Good outer paper wrap around slip sleeves where applicable (please note all of these boxes do have old price stickers 
attached).  (6) 

 £40 - £50 
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4145. Corgi A boxed bus and Tram group to include 35008 (The Connoisseur Collection) in a AEC Routemaster "RMF60 
Stagecoach", 35101 (The Connoisseur Collection) and AEC Routemaster (open top) "London Transport", 43508 (Original 
Omnibus) Blackpool Balloon Tram "Walls", 35007H AEC Routemaster "Hamleys" (Hamleys Limited Edition), 36708 (Tramway 
Classics) fully closed Tram "London Transport" along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus 
Excellent although one or two of these models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes 
therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer window boxes/pictorial boxes 
(please note most of these boxes have old price stickers attached and some do appear to suffer from crushing and none have 
been checked for completeness).  (9) 

 £35 - £40 

4146. Corgi a boxed bus group comprising of open top, single decker and a multi vehicle set to include 97871 a Karrier W 
utility trolley bus "Bradford City Transport", 97079 a two vehicle set "70th Anniversary Premier Omnibus Set” which comprises 
of a Bedford OB & Leyland Tiger, a 33501 Leyland Atlantean open top bus set "Guide Friday", 98467 yellow Coach 743 "Public 
Service New Jersey" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in generally Good outer 
pictorial boxes (please note the majority of these models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display 
purposes therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose with some of the packaging appearing to be 
sun-faded and most having old price stickers attached).  (10) 

 £50 - £60 

4147. Corgi Classics boxed group of Commercial vehicles comprising of tankers, rigids, fire service and similar to include 
97840 Scammell Highwayman Tanker "Shellmex/BP" x 2, 97971 Foden 8-wheel rigid "Robson's of Carlisle", 97360 AEC Pump 
Escape "Rotherham Fire Brigade", 21802 AEC Fire Engine "Hong Kong Support Vehicle" along with others.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer 
pictorial boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from sun fading with some having old price stickers attached). (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4148. Corgi Classics in boxed group of Commercial vehicles to include a 97897 Scammell Highwayman and trailer "Billy 
Smarts Circus", 97366 Atkinson 8-wheel rigid with trailer and loader "Tennant", 97369 AEC truck and trailer "Eddie Stobbart", 
09802 ERF 8-wheel rigid "August 1995 - a milestone in the history of Corgi" x 2 along with others.  Conditions do all generally 
appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial 
boxes/window boxes (please note one or two of these boxes do suffer from sun fading along with most having old price stickers 
attached and nothing has been checked for completeness).  (9) 

 £40 - £50 

4149. Corgi a boxed group of Commercial vehicles which includes 2 X (Guy Invincible Series), 2 X (Albion 100 Years Series), 
3 X (British Road Services Series) along with others to include 16602 (Premium Edition/Showman's Collection) Scammell 
Highwayman Ballast and Dodgem Trailer "Jennings", 10103 "Fleets of Renowned" (Premium Edition) ERF V 8-wheel drop-side 
lorry "Ken Thomas LTD", 29101 (Guy Invincible Series) Guy Invincible 8-wheel platform lorry with canvas (Blue Circle Cement), 
26201 (Albion 100 Years 1899 - 1999 Series) Albion Caledonian platform lorry and sacks "T.W. Davidson Jnr", 09803 (British 
Road Services Series) ARF 8-wheel platform lorry with pallet load "BRS" along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear 
to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness and some models may have been 
repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose 
in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note most of these boxes do have old price stickers attached and most would 
benefit from a further clean). (9) 

 £40 - £50 

4150. Corgi Classics a boxed group of Commercial vehicles to include a 55201 Diamond T Ballast (x 2) with 24-wheel girder 
trailer and steel casting load "Pickfords Commemorative Set", 16401 Scammell Highwayman and 33ft trailer set "Siddle C. 
Cook Ltd", 27601 Atkinson 8-wheel truck and trailer with load set "F.B. Atkins", 27201 Atkinson Elliptical tanker set "Fina fuel 
oils" along with others.  Please note some of these models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to previous 
display purposes therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose.  Conditions all generally appear to 
be Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness.  In generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please 
note some of these boxes do suffer from sun fading with some having old price stickers attached and most suffer from 
crushing).  (10) 

 £40 - £50 
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4151. Corgi, Solido, Lledo Vanguards and similar.  A quantity of mainly boxed but does include some unboxed die cast 
models which includes a Solido (Age D'Or), Citroen Fourgon "EXPO 92-Sevilla", Lledo Vanguards VA 14001 Austin 7 minivan 
"Royal Mail", Corgi 15005 (British Railway Series) Scammell Scarab "British Railways", 99801 Morris J van "Walls Ice cream" 
along with others.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to Excellent although no packaged model has been checked for 
completeness.  In generally Fair to Good outer mainly window boxes (please note most of these window boxes do suffer from 
sun fading, crushing and other slight damage with most having old price stickers attached). (qty) 

 £35 - £40 

4152. Dinky Toys (Atlas & Norev issues) a boxed sealed group to include 1421 "Speedwheels Super Rapide" Opel GT 1900 
(Noveau Roulement), 1416 Renault 6 in White, 523 Simca 1500, 1411 Alpine Renault A310 along with others. Conditions are 
all assumed to be Mint as these are all still factory sealed in generally Good Plus to Excellent outer pictorial boxes.  (9) 

 £40 - £50 

4153. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" A Boxed Group of 1/76th Scale Buses (long boxes) to include 38001 Alexander Y-Type 
Bristol RE "Eastern Scottish", 30303 Routemaster Prototype RM2 "London Transport", 16535 Leyland MCW Atlantean 
"Merseyside PTE" along with others - Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer 
window boxes, (please note some of these window boxes do suffer from crushing, creasing etc)  (18) 

 £50 - £60 

4154. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" A Boxed Bus and Commercial/Truck Group to include 22003 (Grocery Series) Bedford 
TK Artic "VG Foodstores", 21902 (Brewery Series) Bedford TK Flatbed "Courage", 15632A AEC RM Routemaster (50th 
Anniversary) "Arriva" along with others - Conditions are all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good 
outer window boxes (please note some of these window boxes do suffer from slight crushing and creasing along with some 
suffering from sun fading).  (18) 

 £50 - £60 

4155. Corgi "Original Omnibus" A boxed bus group to include OM45116 MCW Metrobus Mk II "Lincolnshire Road Car 
Company", 42714 (Bus operators in Britain) A Van Hool Alizee "Eurolines"' OM41204 Wright Bus Eclipse Gemini "Harrogate & 
District" along with others - Conditions do all appear to be generally Good to Good Plus although some models do appear loose 
inside boxes therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer rigid perspex 
cases and Good outer cardboard slip cases where applicable (please note some of these cases do suffer from scratching and 
scuffing along with one or two case tops are detached from bases).  (16) 

 £50 - £60 

4156. Corgi "Original Omnibus" a boxed group to include 43901 A Guy Arab Utility Bus "Oxford Motor Services", 41601 A 
Guy Breakdown Tender "Bournemouth Corporation Transport Department", 43407 (Bus Operators in Britain) Plaxton Beaver 2 
"Arriva Medway Towns" along with others - Conditions all generally appear to be Good although some do appear loose inside 
the packaging and may therefore have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in Good outer rigid perspex cases 
and Fair to Good outer cardboard, slip cases where applicable (please note some of these rigid perspex cases suffer from 
scuffing and scratching with some having been detached from bases.  (13) 

 £40 - £50 

4157. Vanguards- A Boxed Group of 1/43rd Scale Models to include VA1002 Ford Anglia in white/maroon, VA27000 Rover 
2000 in red, VA06800 Hillman Minx IIIA in Ember red and cream, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be 
Good although none have been checked for completeness and are all in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note 
some of these boxes do suffer from scuffing and slight crushing).  (8) 

 £35 - £40 
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4158. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/64th and 1/43rd scale mainly Commercial vehicles to include VA20000 1/64th scale 
Leyland Comet Tanker "Power", VA7000 1/64th scale Bedford ‘S' Type Tanker "Regent", VA4000 1/43rd scale Ford Anglia Van 
"Royal Mail", along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for 
completeness and are all in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some of these boxes do suffer from scuffing and 
slight sun fading).  (8) 

 £35 - £40 

4159. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd and 1/64th scale models with some packaged in rigid perspex cases and window 
boxes to include VA04905 (Jaguar Collection) Jaguar E-type in Cotswold blue, VA05300 (Triumph Collection) Triumph 
Dolomite Sprint in yellow and black, VA06304 (Hidden Treasures Series) Morris Marina Blaze, VA06609 (Hidden Treasures 
Series) Ford Transit Mk1 in white, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good although some models do 
appear loose inside packaging therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer 
rigid perspex cases/window boxes/pictorial boxes (please note some of these boxes do suffer from tearing, scuffing and 
crushing).  (8) 

 £35 - £40 

4160. Corgi GS48 "Jean Richard Pinder" Circus Gift Set to include Land Rover, Mobile Booking Office, Human Cannon, 2 x 
Trailers and other various accessories and carded Diorama.  Conditions do generally appear to be generally Good to Good 
Plus in generally Fair outer striped window box.  Although the condition of the boxes stated Fair this will still display well but 
would benefit from a further clean possibly due to storage. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

4161. Corgi boxed group of 1/50th scale "Heavy Haulage" models and sets comprising of 31009 Diamond T Ballast (x 2) 
24-wheeled Girder Trailer with Boiler load and Scammell Highwayman Ballast "Wynns" which comes with a numbered 
certificate which is 3068 of 4000 produced, 31007 Diamond T Ballast with Girder Trailer and Locomotive load "Annis & Co Ltd" 
along with a 17903 Scammell Contractor "Wynns".  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although none 
have been checked for completeness in generally Fair to Good outer pictorial boxes (please note these boxes do suffer from 
scuffing, corner wear, slight crushing along with sun fading).  (3) 

 £40 - £50 

4162. Corgi Classics and similar a group of Brewery Related Commercial vehicles comprising of Truck/Trailer, Tankers and 
similar which comprises of 5 x "The Brewery Collection" and others to include 09801 (The Brewery Collection) ERF Delivery 
Truck Set "John Smiths", 27701 (The Brewery Collection) Seddon Atkinson Horse Transporter Set "Whitbread", 59563 
(Guinness Past and Present) Renault Premium Curtainside & Leyland Comet Flatbed with load "Guinness", 59529 ERF 
Curtainside "Guinness" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although none have been 
checked for completeness and they are all in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes/window boxes (please note 
some of these models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes therefore may have 
smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4163. Corgi & Atlas Editions a boxed group of "Eddie Stobart" related models which also includes a multi-vehicle set 
comprising of Corgi (Hauliers of Renown) 1/50th scale CC9203 set which comprises of "Edward Stobart 1954 to 2011 
Commemorative Set" which comprises of a Scania 4 Series with Curtainside Trailer & Scania III 'Julia' which comes with a 
numbered certificate which is 0950 of 2000 produced (please note the booklet "The Edward Stobart Story" is missing), a Corgi 
1/50th scale 75601 Renault Premium Curtainside, Corgi TY86705 Volvo Skeletal Trailer, Atlas Editions Volvo FH Fridge Trailer 
"Emma Jade" (H4663), Atlas Editions Atkinson Borderer Flatbed, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good to 
Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness in generally Fair to Good outer presentation boxes/window 
boxes and similar (please note some of these boxes do suffer from crushing, creasing and other damage).  (13) 

 £50 - £60 
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4164. Corgi & Atlas Editions a boxed group of Circus Related models/sets to include a Corgi 27602 (The Showmans Range) 
Atkinson 8-wheel Rigid Truck and Trailer with loads set "Billy Crowe & Sons", Corgi 14101 (Showmans Range) Foden S21 
8-wheel Dodgem Truck with Trailer "Tuby's", Corgi 97885 (Chipperfields Circus) Scammell Highwayman Trailer and Caravan, 
Atlas Editions (The Greatest Show on Earth Series) an AEC Mammoth and load "Harris's" along with others.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer 
pictorial boxes (please note one or two of these boxes do suffer from sun fading along with some models do appear to have 
been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or 
loose).  (7) 

 £40 - £50 

4165. Corgi Classics a boxed group of Commercial vehicles comprising mainly of vans, cab over vans, cab over tankers and 
similar to include 97140 AEC 508 forward control 5 tonne cab over "S.R. Express Parcel Services", 926 Thornycroft van 
"double diamond", 854 1929 Thornycroft van "Lincolnshire Ambulance Service", C864/1 Ford model T "Staley Sales 
Corporation" along with others.  Please note there may be duplication in this Lot - please see pictures.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although some models do appear to be loose inside packaging therefore may have 
some smaller delicate pieces missing/broken or loose.  In generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note nothing in 
this Lot has been checked for completeness and some window boxes do suffer from crushing, splitting etc. along with most 
price stickers attached). (27) 

 £40 - £50 

4166. Corgi Classics a boxed group of Commercial Vehicles comprising of vans, delivery vans, cab-overs and similar to 
include C897/3 an AEC 508 forward control 5 tonne cab-over "LMS Express Parcels Traffic", C867 Thornycroft van "Thomas 
Wethered & Sons Ltd/The Brewery-Marlow", 97140 AEC 508 forward control 5 tonne cab-over "S.R. Express Parcel Services", 
D889/1 Renault truck "Stella Artois" along with others.  Please note there may be duplication in this Lot, please see pictures.  
Conditions do generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although nothing has been checked for completeness.  In generally 
Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note some models do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have smaller 
delicate pieces missing, broken or fallen loose.  Along with most window boxes, do suffer from crushing and splitting and other 
storage related damage with most having old price stickers attached). (27) 

 £40 - £50 

4167. Corgi Classics a boxed group of Commercial Vehicles comprising of vans, delivery vans, cabovers and similar to 
include 929 Thornycroft van "Gamleys", 97152 Windsor Thornycroft van "Her Majesty the Queen's 40th Anniversary", C906/3 
Mack truck "White Rock Sparkling Mineral Water", C945/6 AEC 508 forward control 5 ton cabover "Redline-Glico along with 
others.  Please note there may be duplication in this Lot, please see pictures.  Conditions do generally appear to be Good to 
Good Plus although nothing has been checked for completeness.  In generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note 
some models do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken or fallen loose.  
Along with most window boxes, do suffer from crushing and splitting and other storage related damage with most having old 
price stickers attached). (27) 

 £40 - £50 

4168. Corgi Classics Boxed Bus Group comprising mainly of double deckers and open top double decker buses to include 
97233 Leyland Atlantean open top "Devon General", 97231 Leyland Atlantean "Kingston-Upon-Hull City Transport", 97310 Guy 
Arab "Southampton City Transport", 97829 Daimler CW Utility bus "Douglas Corporation" along with others.  Conditions do all 
generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although it does appear that some of these models have been repackaged possibly 
due to previous display purposes, therefore, may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken or fallen loose.  In generally 
Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid boxes (please note none of these models have been checked for completeness and 
some boxes do suffer from scuffing and smudging etc. (8) 

 £40 - £50 
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4169. Corgi Classics (Commercials from Corgi) a boxed bus group comprising mainly of double deckers and single decker 
buses to include 97199 Guy Arab "Birkenhead Corporation Transport" (The Birkenhead), 97198 Guy Arab double decker 
"Southdown" (The Southdown), 97070 a 2 vehicle set comprising of one AEC Regal and one Bedford OB Coach "The buses of 
Silver Service", 96990 a 2 vehicle set comprising of one AEC bus and one AEC Regal "The AEC Bus Set" along with others.  
Conditions do generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although it does appear some models have been repackaged, 
therefore, may have some smaller delicate pieces missing, broken or fall loose and none have been checked for completeness.  
In generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes (please note one or two of these boxes do suffer from creasing, scuffing 
and other slight damage).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4170. Corgi Classics a boxed bus Group comprising of double decker and single decker buses and similar to include 97178 a 
Burlingham Seagull Coach "Coliseum Coaches", 97363 Leyland Tiger Cub "Edinburgh Corporation", 97342 Burlingham Seagull 
coach "West Coach Motor Services", 97020 AEC Regal "Wye Valley Motors" along with others.  Conditions do all generally 
appear to be Good to Good Plus although some of these models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to previous 
display purposes, therefore, may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose and none have been checked for 
completeness.  All in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some of these boxes do suffer from scuffing, 
scratching, slight crushing and other similar damage. (10) 

 £40 - £50 

4171. Corgi Classics a boxed bus group which includes open top double deckers, single deckers and similar to include 98465 
(Vintage Buses USA Series), Yellow Coach 743 "Burlington Trailways", 97810 Weymann single decker bus "Leicester City 
Transport", 98464 (Vintage Buses USA Series), Yellow Coach 743 "Burlington Trailways" along with others.  Conditions do all 
generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness and some models appear to 
have been repackaged possibly due to previous storage purposes, therefore, may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken 
off or loose and all in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from scuffing, creasing, slight 
crushing etc. with some having old price stickers attached and most would benefit from a further clean). (10) 

 £40 - £50 

4172. Corgi a boxed bus group which also includes a multi vehicle gift set to include 35301 (The Connoisseur Collection) a 
Bedford Val Set "Yelloways", 97068 four vehicle gift set "Routemasters in Exile" (The North), 97180 AEC Regal " Grey-Green 
Coaches", 91912 Plaxton Coach (The Plaxton) "East Kent" (75 Years 1916-1991) along with others.  Conditions do all 
generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although some models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to previous 
display purposes, therefore, may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose and none have been checked for 
completeness and are all in generally Fair to Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from scuffing and 
crushing and most would benefit from a further clean).  (14) 

 £40 - £50 

4173. Corgi Classics boxed group of Commercial vehicles comprising of tankers, flatbeds, vans and similar to include 97367 
Scammell Highwayman and Tanker Trailer "Pointer", 97840 Scammell Highwayman Tanker "Shell Mex/BP", 71403 (Heritage 
Collection) Renault Faineant Fourgon "Calberson", 97942 ERF flatbed with chains/barrels "Flowers Keg Bitter" along with 
others.  Conditions do all generally tend to be Good Plus Excellent although none have been checked for completeness and 
some do appear repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes, therefore, may have smaller delicate pieces missing, 
broken off or loose and are all in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from scuffing, corner 
wear with some having old price stickers attached and most would benefit from a further clean). (9) 

 £40 - £50 
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4174. Corgi Classics boxed group of Commercial vehicles which also includes some multi vehicle  commercial sets to 
include a 97755 multi vehicle set "The Whitbread" which comprises of an AEC Cabover and Thornycroft Beer Truck (250th 
Anniversary), 97752 multi vehicle gift set "The Ruddles" which comprises of a Bedford O Series and Thornycroft  Beer Truck, 
CC11411 (On The Move Series) Bedford TK Luton Van "Pickfords", 97091 Bedford Pantechnicon "Luckings - Theatrical 
Removers" along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this Lot, please see pictures.  Conditions do generally 
appear to be Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness or correctness.  Some do appear to 
have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes, therefore, may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken 
off or loose. All in generally Good outer pictorial boxes although some boxes suffer from slight crushing, scuffing and other 
storage related damage and all would benefit from a further clean with some having old price sticker removal marks on. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

4175. Corgi a boxed group of mainly 1:50 scale commercial vehicles comprising of "Marques of Distinction Series", "Famous 
Hauliers Around Britain" and others to include CC10603 (Marques of Distinction) a Leyland Octopus platform lorry "Edward 
Derbyshire", CC10506 (Marques of Distinction) an ERF KV 8-wheel dropside lorry "Rileys Transport", 14001 (Famous Hauliers 
around Britain) Foden S21 6-wheel dropside lorry "Beresford Transport", 10102 (Famous Hauliers Around Britain) ERF V 
8-wheel dropside lorry with reels "Gwynne Bowen" along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good to Good 
Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness with some models appearing to have 
been repackaged due to previous display purposes, therefore, may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose.  
In generally Good outer pictorial boxes/bubble pack window boxes (please note the bubble pack boxes do suffer from sun 
fading with some packaging having old prices stickers attached).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4176. Corgi Classics a boxed group of Commercial Vehicles which includes 21301 an AEC Box Trailer Set “Ferrymasters", 
21401 AEC Refrigerated Box Trailer Set "Walls Ice Cream", 23001 (The British Road Services Collection) a Ford 
Transcontinental Box Trailer "British Road Services/Midlands BRS", 24501 a Leyland 8-wheel Rigid Truck with Loads Set "J&A 
Smith of Maddiston" along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness with some models appearing to have been repackaged possibly due to previous 
display purposes therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken or fallen loose and are all in generally Fair to 
Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some of these boxes do suffer from crushing, tearing, corner wear and other 
age/storage related wear and tear with one or two still having old price stickers attached and most would benefit from a further 
clean). (12) 

 £50 - £60 

4177. Corgi Classics a boxed group of Commercial Vehicles which includes 25101 (The British Road Services Collection) a 
Leyland 4-Wheel Flatbed and Container Set "British Road Services", 24501 a Leyland 8-wheel Rigid Truck with Load Set "J&A 
Smith of Maddiston", 21201 AEC Truck Set "Mackintosh's", 97371 a Bedford O Series Van "Cameron Brewery" along with 
others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness with some models appearing to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes therefore may 
have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken or fallen loose and are all in generally Fair to Good outer pictorial boxes (please 
note some of these boxes do suffer from crushing, tearing, corner wear and other age/storage related wear and tear with one or 
two still having old price stickers attached and most would benefit from a further clean). (12) 

 £40 - £50 

4178. Corgi a Boxed Commercials' "Series" Group comprising of 9 x "Golden Oldies Series" & 4 x "Archive Corgi Series" 
which includes 30306 (archive Corgi) a Thames Trailer Box Van "Lucozade", 11101 (archive Corgi) ERF KV Box Lorry 
"Moorhouses Jam", 20202 (archive Corgi) Bedford S Tanker "Milk", 30303 (Golden Oldies) Bedford S "Spratt's", 19302 (Golden 
Oldies) Bedford S "Weetabix" along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although 
some do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes, therefore, none have been checked for 
completeness and may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken, fallen loose.  In generally Good to Good Plus outer 
pictorial boxes.  (13) 

 £40 - £50 
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4179. Corgi a Boxed Group of 1:50 Scale Commercial Vehicles comprising of CC13617 (Hauliers of Renown) DAF CF 
Curtainsider "John Truswell & Sons", 55303 (Heritage Collection) Diamond T980 Transporter "Bourgey Montreuil", 55301 (US 
Road Transport) Diamond T980 & 24-wheel Girder Trailer with Generator Load "Allied" & CC15307 (Hauliers of Renown) 
Scania 141 Low Loader Trailer "G.C.S. Johnsons Ltd".  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness.  Generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note one or 
two of these boxes do suffer from slight sun fading along with slight creasing and crushing etc.). (4) 

 £50 - £60 

4180. Corgi a Boxed Group of mainly 1:50 Scale Commercial Vehicles but does include 1 x 1:76 Scale Commercial Vehicle 
comprising of CC13507 (Hauliers of Renown) Volvo FM Curtainside "R.F. Fielding", CC13216 DAF XF Cab Curtainside 
"Wreford's Transport", CC11904 ERF EC Powder Tanker "Redland", CC13613 DAF CF Curtainside "Longs of Leeds" along 
with a 1:76 Scale CC18102 (Road Scene Series) Scania R Series Topline Fridge "Scott Trawlers".  Conditions do all generally 
appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness.  In generally Good outer mainly 
window boxes (please note one or two of these boxes do have old price stickers attached and they suffer from slight corner 
wear, creasing etc.). (5) 

 £50 - £60 

4181. Corgi Boxed Commercial Group which comprises of (Premium 2000 Editions) and includes CC11605 Leyland (Lad) 
Comet Low Loader and Load "British Road Service's", 29501 Guy Warrior 6-wheel Dropside Lorry "Post Office Supplies Depot", 
CC11604 (Fuelling The Fifties Series) Leyland Octopus (Lad) Tanker "Castrol Industrial Oil" & CC10702 Scammell 
Highwayman Tanker "Manbre & Garton".  Conditions of these models do generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although 
one or two do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes, therefore, may have smaller delicate 
pieces missing, broken or fallen loose.  In generally Fair to Good outer (green) boxes with Fair to Good outer paper slip 
sleeves (please note all these boxes would benefit from a further clean possibly due to previous storage.  Along with most 
suffering from scratching, scuffing etc.).  (4) 

 £35 - £40 

4182. Corgi a Boxed Group of 1:50 Scale Commercial Vehicles comprising of 5 x Steam related Commercial Vehicles and 2 
x Diorama Sets to include CC11601 (Cafe Connection Series) Leyland (Lad) Octopus Sheeted Platform Lorry "Andrew Wishart 
& Sons Ltd" which comes complete with Silverlink Roadhouse Diorama, CC10801 (Cafe Connection Series) Foden S21 Tipper 
with Gravel Load "Moreton C Cullimore & Sons Ltd" which comes complete with the Towers Cafe Diorama along with as stated 
5 x Steam related Commercial Vehicles which comprises of 4 x Vintage Glorious Steam Series and 1 x Dibnah's Choice and 
includes 80201 (Vintage Glory of Steam) Foden Steam Wagon "Tate & Lyle", 80006 (Vintage Glory of Steam) Sentinel DG4 
Steam Wagon with barrels "McMullen Brewery", 22402 (Vintage Glory of Steam) Bedford TK Low Loader and Garrett Tractor 
"Princess Royal", 80002 (Vintage Glory of Steam) Sentinel Platform Wagon with Trailer and Sacks "Paul Bros Ltd" & CC20001 
Dibnah's Choice) Sentinel Dropside Wagon, Trailer and Load "Tarmac".  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent although none have been checked for completeness.  In generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some of 
these models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes, therefore, may have smaller 
pieces missing, broken or fallen loose along with some packaging does have old price stickers attached and most suffer from 
scuffing, scratching etc.). (7) 

 £40 - £50 

4183. Corgi a Boxed Group of 1:50 Scale Commercial Vehicle Special Edition Sets (Passage of Time - Celebrating 70 years 
of The Famous Leyland Clocks Series) comprising of 26403 AEC MKV Mammoth Major Platform Lorry with Wool Bale Load 
and Shap Memorial "Henry Long" x 2, 24503 Leyland Octopus Platform Lorry with Vats and Capetown Clock "Walter 
Southworth", 09804 ERF V8 Wheel Platform Lorry with Generator Load and Hook Clock "W Holden" & 26601 AEC MKV 
Mammoth Major 8 wheel Tipper with Coal Load and Lea Clock.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent 
although none have been checked for completeness.  In generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note these do suffer from 
scuffing, edge/corner wear, slight crushing and all would benefit from a further clean possibly due to storage). (5) 

 £50 - £60 
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4184. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" Boxed Group which are all in the earlier yellow/pink-yellow/purple window boxes and 
includes a Y-11 1938 Lagonda Drophead Coupe (not the rare purple issue), Y-16 1928 Mercedes SS Coupe, Y-15 1930 
Packard Victoria along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness.  In generally Fair - Good outer window boxes (please note most of the window boxes do suffer 
from crushing and splitting with some having price stickers or prices written on them).  (26) 

 £40 - £50 

4185. Matchbox a Boxed pair of Lesney Veteran Car Giftware Sets which includes a Y5 Bentley which is mounted on a 
chrome plated Matchbox/Match Holder (missing plastic interior) along with Y14 Maxwell Roadster which is a chrome plated 
model seated on a stainless steel ashtray base with bright red parts.  Conditions do generally appear to be Good although they 
do appear incomplete.  In generally Fair outer boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

4186. Matchbox a Boxed Group comprising of Matchbox Collectibles, Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, Matchbox the Dinky 
Collection and similar to include a Matchbox Collectibles YPP07 (Power of the Press) 1937 GMC Van "The Australian", 
Matchbox "The Dinky Collection" DY-S10 1950 Mercedes-Benz diesel omnibus type 0-3500 "Reiseburo Ruoff", Matchbox 
Collectibles "Models of Yesteryear" YYM35810 1956 Mack B-95 Pumper, Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" YS-43 1905 Bush 
Self Propelled Fire Engine along with others.  Conditions all generally range from Good to Excellent although not have been 
checked for completeness.  In generally Good outer boxes with Good inner polystyrene packaging where applicable.  (10) 

 £40 - £50 

4187. Matchbox a Mixed Boxed Group which includes Matchbox Models of Yesteryear and similar to include a Matchbox 
"Models of Yesteryear" Y-32 1917 Yorkshire Type WA Wagon "Samuel Smith", Y-3 (Straw box) 1912 Ford Model T "British 
Petroleum Co. Ltd", Y-26 Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" Y-26 (Maroon Box) 1918 Crossley Beer Lorry "Gonzalez Byass", 
Matchbox "Super Kings" K154 Police Car in white with green bonnet and doors "Polizei" along with others.  Also to include in 
this Lot is a 5 Model “Models of Yesteryear" Gift Set.  Conditions all generally range from Good to Excellent although none 
have been checked for completeness or correctness.  In generally Fair to Good outer mainly window boxes (please note most 
of these window boxes do suffer from crushing, splitting with most having old price stickers attached).  (26) 

 £35 - £40 

4188. Dinky Toys (Atlas/Norev Editions) a boxed Group to include 555 "Ford Thunderbird", 184 Volvo 122S, 412 Austin 
Wagon, 920 Camion Couvert Guy "Heinz 57 Varieties" (pieces broken off, some present), 182 Porsche 356 A Coupe along with 
others.  Also to include in this Lot is a Boxed Road Sign Set "Panneaux De Signalisation Routiere".  Conditions all generally 
Good Plus to Excellent (except for as stated 920).  In generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging with some still factory 
sealed (please note nothing in this Lot has been checked for completeness or correctness).  (13) 

 £40 - £50 

4189. Corgi & Cararama a Boxed Group of 1:50 scale Truck Models comprising of 6 x Corgi Truck Models including Truckfest 
etc. and to include a Corgi CC13232 (Truckfest) DAF XF Supercab "Beamish Transport”, Corgi CC13245 (Truckfest) DAF XF 
"JR Adams", Corgi CC13772 (Hauliers of Renown) Scania R Topline "Joe Sharp", Corgi CC12820 (Truckfest 25) Scania T 
Topline "Coles Transport" along with others.  Also to include with this Lot, 2 x Cararama 1:50 Scale Trucks which comprises of 
"Pollack" & "H.E.Payne".  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked 
for completeness.  In generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes/window boxes along with Good outer cardboard slip 
sleeves where applicable (please note some boxes do have old price stickers attached and one or two do suffer from sun 
fading).  (8) 

 £50 - £60 
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4190. Creative Master Northcord & Corgi which comprises a Boxed Bus Group which are all housed in clear rigid perspex 
cases and cardboard outer slip sleeves which comprises of KMB, City Bus and similar to include a Creative Master Northcord 
UK Bus 2014 a Trident President Bodied Double Decker Bus "Arriva" (575 Wigan), Creative Master Northcord UK Bus 1006 an  
Alexander ALX 400 Bodied Dennis Trident "East Yorkshire", Corgi KMB (Kowloon Motorbus) OM 44801 - Victory MK2 Series 
1982 - 1999, Corgi City Bus 44504 a Duple Metsec Trident Double Decker Bus "City Bus" (969) along with others.  Conditions 
do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint.  In generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases with Good outer 
cardboard slip sleeves (please note some cases do suffer from sun fading and also some outer slip sleeves do have some old 
price stickers attached), (7) 

 £50 - £60 

4191. Corgi a Boxed Group of Multi Vehicle Gift Sets and Special Presentation Issues to include a CC25206 Opentop Tram 
"Queen Elizabeth II Golden Jubilee 1952 - 2002", CP 99116 Multi Vehicle Gift Set "Royal Mail Gift Set", Q57/1 2 Vehicle Gift 
Set "Northern Collection" which comprises of a Pantechnicon Van "Slumberland Beds" and an OB Coach "Standerwick-Ribble 
Motors", D4/1 a 2 Vehicle Set "Transport of the Early 50's", C88 a 2 Vehicle Set "Transport Through the Ages" along with 
others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness with 
some sets appearing to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes, therefore, may have smaller delicate 
pieces missing, broken or fallen loose.  In generally Fair to Good outer pictorial boxes with some benefiting from a further 
clean. (19) 

 £35 - £40 

4192. Lledo, EFE, Majorette and similar a Boxed Group of Multi Vehicle Sets and Special Edition Gift Sets to include a 
Majorette 3 Vehicle Set "Cadbury's Collection", EFE "Exclusive 1st Editions" 2 Vehicle Set "80th Anniversary of Southdown" 
(The fourth Model Collector Gift Set), EFE "Exclusive 1st Editions" 3 Vehicle Set "The Taylor Woodrow Story" (Volume IV), EFE 
"Exclusive 1st Editions" a 3 Vehicle Set "The Tate & Lyle Story" (Volume I), Lledo Days Gone 3 Vehicle Gift Set "The Rolls 
Royce Collection" which is a Special 24 Carat Gold Plated Limited Edition of 7500 Sets and all 3 cars are mounted on a 
wooden plinth along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness with some sets appearing to have been repackaged possibly due to display purposes, therefore, may have smaller 
delicate pieces missing, broken or fallen loose.  In generally Fair to Good outer packaging (please note most of these 
packages do suffer from crushing, scuffing and storage/age related wear and tear.  (19) 

 £35 - £40 

4193. Corgi, Solido & Siku a Boxed Commercial Vehicle/Plant and similar to include a Siku 3723 Telescopic Crane, Solido 
3500 (Toner Gam III), DAF Citerne Truck/Trailer "Shell", Corgi CC07804 Transit Van "MacFarlane Express Services", Corgi 
59559 ERF Curtainside "CS Ellis Ltd" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good to Good Plus although none 
have been checked for completeness or correctness with some models appearing to have been repackaged and loose in boxes 
possibly due to previous display purposes, therefore, may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken or fallen loose.  In 
generally Good outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer from slight crushing).  (19) 

 £40 - £50 

4194. Corgi, Winross and similar a Group of Boxed Commercial Vehicles which also includes Emergency Vehicles, Trackside 
Series and similar.  To include a Corgi 97320 (C1143/2) an Aerial Ladder Truck "American LaFrance" Fire Engine, Corgi 
(Trackside) DG198008 Scammell Contractor, Trailer and Tender Load "A.L.E", Corgi (Trackside) DG198007 Scammell 
Contractor, Trailer and Machinery Load "Econofreight", Greenlight Collectibles an Indy Car Team Transporter (Indy Car Series), 
Winross Truck/Trailer Model "Roadway" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be generally Good to Good Plus 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness with some models appearing to be repackaged/loose in 
boxes possibly due to previous display purposes, therefore, may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken or fallen loose.  
In generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer from crushing and slight sun fading).   
(26) 

 £35 - £40 
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4195. Corgi Classics a Boxed Bus related Group comprising of Single Decker, OB Coaches, Opentop, Double Decker, 
Trams, Trolley Buses and Similar to include 96709 Fully Closed Tram "The Queen Mother's Century - 1900 - 2000", C949/6 
Bedford Type OB Coach "CC", C884 Thornycroft Opentop Bus "Tired Or Thirsty - Beer Is Best", 91852 Metro Bus Double 
Decker "Stevensons for Holidays", C769/8 Volvo Bus "Parrys Coastline Holidays" along with others.  Conditions all generally 
appear to be Good although some models do appear loose inside packaging and some appear to have been repackaged 
possibly due to previous display purposes, therefore, may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken or fallen loose.  In 
generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (crushing and old price stickers) please note the majority of these would benefit 
from a further clean.  (31) 

 £30 - £40 

4196. Corgi, Lonestar, Norev (Plastigam) and similar a Boxed Bus Group to include Norev (Plastigam) 98 Autobus (Ligne 
73), Lonestar Routemaster Bus "See London By Bus", Corgi 1:50 Scale CC25907 AEC Routemaster "London Transport" (Last 
Routemaster Series), Corgi 33501 Leyland Atlantean Opentop Bus Set "Guide Friday", 35001 AEC Routemaster Bus RM5 Set 
"London Transport" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness.  Some of these models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display 
purposes with some appearing to be loose inside packaging, therefore, may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken or 
fallen loose.  In generally Poor to Good outer pictorial boxes/window boxes (please note all the window boxes do suffer from 
crushing and splitting along with most packaging suffering from crushing, scuffing and other age related wear and tear.  (23) 

 £35 - £40 

4197. Corgi a Boxed Group to include Cars, Commercial Vehicles, Emergency Vehicles and similar to include CS90065 (Fire 
Hero's Series) Land Rover "City of Bath Fire Brigade", CS90058 (Fire Hero's Series) 1966 Fire Pumper "Baltimore Fire 
Department", 97697 "Leicestershire Police Set", 08005 (Classic Police) Morris Minor and Minivan "Stockport Borough Police 
Set" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good although none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness with some models appearing to be loose inside packaging and some also appear to have been repackaged 
possibly due to previous display purposes, therefore, may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken or fallen loose.  In 
generally Fair to Good outer packaging (please note the majority of this packaging would benefit from a further clean and some 
suffer from crushing and other damage along with old price stickers attached.  (qty) 

 £35 - £40 

4198. Lledo, Atlas Editions, Cararama and similar a Boxed Group of Diecast Models which also includes Commercials, 
Emergency Vehicles and similar to include Atlas Editions (Classic Sports Cars) BMW 507, Atlas Editions (Classic British Sports 
Cars) an Aston Martin DB5, Atlas Editions ERF LV Platform Trailer "Lynda/Eddie Stobbart Ltd", Lledo Days Gone DG006162 
Model T Ford "England's Glory" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good with some Near Mint although 
none have been checked for completeness or correctness with some models appearing to be loose inside 
packaging/repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes, therefore, may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken 
or fallen loose.  In generally Fair to Good outer rigid perspex cases/window boxes and similar (please note the majority of 
these would benefit from a further clean with some packaging having old price stickers attached and some suffering from 
crushing etc.).  (qty) 

 £30 - £35 

4199. Corgi, Solido, Vitesse and similar a quantity of Boxed/Carded /Blister Packed Diecast Models which also includes 
Commercial vehicles to include a Solido (Signature Series) 1937 Packard Sedan "Humphrey Bogart", Brum R58 (Oro Series) 
Lancia Aprilia (1936-1948), Vitesse 038 Buick Roadmaster (2 doors - 1958), Vitesse 460 Ford Fairlane (1956), Corgi 00201 
Racing Car in green (Legend's of Speed), Corgi 385 Mercedes-Benz 190E along with others. Conditions all generally appear to 
be ranging from Fair to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness.  Some models loose 
inside packaging and some appearing to have been repackaged possibly due to previous display purposes, therefore, may 
have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken or fallen loose.  In generally Fair to Good outer packaging although some 
packaging does suffer from crushing with some having old price stickers attached and most would benefit from a further clean.  
(qty) 

 £30 - £40 
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4200. Corgi, Oxford Diecast and similar a group of Boxed and Unboxed Diecast Models including Military related, 
Commercial Vehicle's, Emergency Vehicles and similar to include a Corgi US51601 (Part of The Forgotten Hero's 
Series - Adversaries) 1:50 Scale T34/84 Tank - North Korean 109th Tank Regiment "Korean War Series 1", CS90115 (Fighting 
Machines) Land Rover British Army, Oxford Diecast TRUCK05 Special Edition Land Rover Series I "Howdens Joinery Co", 
96855 Morris 1000 Van "Wiltshire Police", along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a small quantity of unboxed 
Commercial vehicles which includes a Corgi Toys Land Rover 109 'W.B', along with a quantity of Truck/Trailer models.  
Conditions of all the boxed do generally appear to be Good in generally Fair to Good outer packaging with the unboxed all 
appearing to be generally ranging from Fair to Good play worn. (Qty) 

 £30 - £35 

4201. Corgi a boxed/carded TV Related group comprising of 05506 3-piece Mini Set "The Italian Job", CC99111 Ford Capri 
and Reliant Regal Super Van Set from the TV series "Only Fools and Horses", CC06001 Blues Mobile with Jake and Elwood 
from the film "The Blues Brothers" along with a carded blister packed TY87801 Chitty Chitty Bang Bang from the film "Chitty 
Chitty Bang Bang".  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer window boxes/blister 
pack (would benefit from a further clean).  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

4202. Corgi, Minichamps & Magazine Issue a boxed/carded James Bond 007 group to include a Minichamps (The Bond 
Collection) Jaguar XKR Roadster (as driven by Zao), Corgi CC04306 Aston Martin DB5 from the film "Thunderball", 05101 
BMW 750i from the film "Tomorrow Never Dies", 2 x blister packed carded Aston Martin DBS models from the film "Casino 
Royale", along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a CC99106 4-piece Film Canister Set "The Definitive Bond Film 
Canister".  Conditions of all these models do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked 
for completeness in generally Good outer packaging (all packaging would benefit from a further clean possibly due to previous 
storage).  (11) 

 £50 - £60 

4203. NZG & Corgi an interesting boxed pair to include NZG Truck Mounted Concrete Pump which generally appears to be 
Fair with lift broken off in Good outer original box, along with a Corgi 806 Mercedes-Benz 300 SL which appears to be Good in 
Poor all be it rarer red promotion box. (2) 

 £15 - £20 

4204. Corgi & Matchbox a boxed harder to find issue group to include Matchbox K-11 (Super Kings) DAF Car Transporter, 
Matchbox K-9 (Super Kings) Fire Tender "Denver Fire Department", Corgi 41 1902 State Landau "Silver Jubilee 1977", Corgi 
279 Rolls-Royce Corniche, Corgi 280 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow & Corgi Toys 58 Beast Carrier.  Conditions do generally 
appear Good Plus to Excellent in generally Poor to Good outer packaging/window boxes (please note some window boxes do 
suffer and crushing and all would benefit from a further clean. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

4205. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models which includes VA4000 Ford Anglia Van "Royal Mail", VA1002 Ford 
Anglia in white/maroon, VA5004 Triumph Herald (Gaydon 1996) in rigid perspex case, along with others.  Conditions do 
generally appear Good to Good Plus in generally Good outer pictorial boxes. (7) 

 £30 - £35 

4206. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models which includes VA8009 Bedford 'S' Van "Police Control Van", 
VA07900 (European Vanguards) "Police Control Van", VA07900 (European Vanguards) Porsche 356 Soft Top in metallic aqua 
marine, VA07000 Sunbeam Alpine Mk2 in Carnival red (no packaging in this box and appears loose with loose parts), VA07800 
Mercedes-Benz 300 SL Roadster in light blue/cream, along with others.  Conditions apart from what has been stated all 
generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in generally Good outer pictorial boxes. (7) 

 £30 - £35 
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4207. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43rd scale models (all in clear plastic cases) to include a VA09803 Vauxhall Cavalier 
Mk2 CD in Orient Blue, VA09301 MG ZT in Trophy Yellow, VA09202 Rover 75 in Black Pearl, along with others.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Fair to Good with the majority of these models all appearing loose inside the packaging and some 
having loose items possibly due to previous display purposes in generally Good outer rigid perspex cases and Good cardboard 
outer cases (please note as stated all of these models do appear loose inside the packaging and all appear to have loose 
pieces inside packaging which could also be broken off).  (7) 

 £25 - £30 

4208. Lledo Days Gone a boxed group to include DG67010 1953 Ford 3-ton Articulated Truck "Service Britains Best Washing 
Machine", 21048 1928 Chevrolet Van "La Vache Qui Rit", DG88003 1931 Sentinel Steam Wagon "Fremlins" along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to 
Good outer window boxes (please note some of these window boxes do appear to suffer from crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

4209. Lledo Days Gone a boxed group to include DG80004 1937 Scammell Tractor "Royal Mail", DG87000 1951 MAN Van 
"Holsten Bier", DG85001 1912 Renault Van "Michelin" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good although none 
have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note some of these 
window boxes do appear to suffer from crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

4210. Lledo Days Gone a boxed group to include 12020 1934 Dennis Fire Engine (Lledo Collectors Club Sixth Gold Edition), 
DG077001 1937 Scammell Tanker "ICI Chemicals", 20024 1930 Model 'A' Ford Stake Truck "Ashland Oil" along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to 
Good outer window boxes (please note some of these window boxes do appear to suffer from crushing).  (75) 

 £40 - £50 

4211. Lledo Days Gone/Lledo Collectables a boxed group of diecast models which also may hold some harder to find 
examples and also contains some multi-vehicle gift sets, along with a small number in rigid perspex cases to include a Lledo 
Collectables DG006167 Ford Model T Van "Golden Jubilee 1952 to 2002", Lledo Collectables DG50032 Bullnose Morris Van 
"Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother 4th August 2000", DG089000 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud in white/maroon, 
73009 1955 VW Transporter Van "Days Gone Club Spring 1996", along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be 
Good although some models do appear loose inside the rigid perspex cases therefore may have smaller delicate pieces 
missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer window boxes/rigid perspex cases with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves 
where applicable.  Please note nothing in this lot has been checked for completeness or correctness. (51) 

 £35 - £40 

4212. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" and similar a boxed group which also includes a small number of unboxed to include 
a Matchbox Models of Yesteryear Y28-C 1907 Unic Taxi, Y-26 1918 Crossley Beer Lorry "Carlsberg", Y-4 1930 Model J 
Duesenberg, Y-16 1928 Mercedes SS, along with others.  Also to include in this lot is some unboxed Matchbox Models of 
Yesteryear and similar with some loose models having been boxed in generic perspex cases which have nothing to do with 
Matchbox at all.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to Excellent although most models inside packaging do appear to be 
loose and may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please 
note most of these window boxes do suffer from slight crushing) with the unboxed generally appearing to be Poor to Good . 
(Qty) 

 £40 - £50 
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4213. Matchbox "The Dinky Collection" a boxed group to include DY028/B 1969 Triumph Stag, DY-12B 1955 Mercedes Benz 
300 SL Gullwing, DY036-A 1960 Jaguar XK150 Drophead Coupe, along with others.  Also to include in this lot is 4 x loose 
although boxed in generic clear perspex boxes (not Matchbox boxes) which included DY15 1952 Austin 10CWT Van "Dinky 
Toys", DY6 1950 Ford E83W Van "Radio Times" along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear Good although none 
have been checked for completeness and most are loose inside packaging therefore they may have smaller delicate pieces 
missing, broken off or loose in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note most of these window boxes do suffer 
from slight crushing etc).  (20) 

 £25 - £30 

4214. Oxford Diecast boxed group to include FDE007 (Oxford Commercials) 1/43 scale Van (Christmas 2008 Collectors 
Club); SP0101 Mini (50th Anniversary) along with others - conditions all generally appear Good to Good Plus although none 
have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes/clear perspex cases 
(please note there are only five models which are housed in clear perspex cases).  Some models do appear loose inside cases 
and therefore may have small delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose. (18) 

 £40 - £50 

4215. Corgi & Atlas Editions boxed group of Eddie Stobart related models to include Corgi 59503 Scania Curtainside Trailer; 
Corgi 59502 ERF Curtainside Trailer; Corgi 59516 Volvo Short Wheel Based Lorry with Close Couple Trailer; Atlas Editions 
Topline Curtainsider "Karen Patricia" (H123); Atlas Editions AEC Ergomatic 6-wheel Tipper along with others.  Please note 
there is duplication within this lot - see photo.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Excellent although none have 
been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging/window boxes (please note 
one or two of the window boxes do suffer from crushing and splitting). (17) 

 £35 - £40 

4216. Corgi "Original Omnibus" boxed group to include 42709 Van Hool Alize "Eavesway Travel"; 40201 Leyland Leopard 
"Birmingham & Midland Motor Omnibus Limited"; 44001 (Blackpool) Brush Railcoach "Original Livery"; 97095 Multi-Vehicle Set 
"Lancashire Holiday Set"; 45001 Multi-Vehicle Set "Dorset Delights" along with others.  Please note many of these models do 
appear to be loose inside of rigid perspex cases and therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose 
along with some have missing/loose bases.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good (although as stated may have parts 
missing etc.) in generally Fair to Good window boxes/rigid perspex cases. Some models are also missing display cards. (23) 

 £40 - £50 

4217. Corgi Classics and similar group of boxed Commercial Vehicles and Gift Sets along with 3 x "The Beatles Collection" 
models to include 22301 (The Beatles Collection) AEC 4-wheel Flatbed Lorry with Billboards; 05606 (The Beatles Collection) 
Bedford CA Graffiti Van complete with handpainted white metal figures; 58003 (The Beatles Collection) Newspaper Taxi and 
Figure (Rita Meter Maid & Meter); 3-vehicle Gift Set "Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II - Commemorating 60th Anniversary of the 
Coronation Of/1953-2013"; 97370 AEC 4-wheel Flatbed with Barrels "Federation Brewery" along with others.  Please note 
some of these models do appear to be repackaged and therefore may have small delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose 
and also appears that some packaging is missing from inside boxes so models are loose.  Conditions all generally appear 
Good to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial 
packaging. (10) 

 £35 - £40 

4218. Corgi, Atlas Editions, Lledo and similar group of boxed and unboxed diecast vehicles including vans, cars, 
trucks/trailers and similar to include Corgi 07414 Land Rover "RAC"; Atlas Editions (Classic Sports Cars) Toyota 2000GT; Atlas 
Editions (Classic British Sports Cars) Aston Martin DB5 along with others.  Also included is a small quantity of unboxed Corgi 
diecast models along with small number of Texaco promotional items including 1940 Ford Fire Chief Car, Convertible Pace Car, 
Oil Delivery Pick-Up Truck and others.  Condition of boxed models all appear to be generally Good although one or two are 
loose inside plastic cases and therefore may have some small pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Fair to Good 
outer packaging where applicable.  Unboxed models all generally appear to be Fair to Good and no models have been 
checked for completeness or correctness. (qty) 

 £35 - £40 
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4219. Lledo Days Gone & Oxford Diecast unboxed group of loose diecast models which includes vans, delivery trucks, 
removal vans, emergency vehicles and similar to include Oxford Diecast Green Goddess Fire Engine; Oxford Diecast Removals 
Van (Christmas 2012); Oxford Diecast Ford Thames Van (Christmas Collectors Club 2011); Lledo Days Gone Tanker Van 
"Shell Fuel Oil"; Lledo Days Gone Horsedrawn Open Top Bus "Madame Tussauds" along with others.  A nice interesting lot. 
Conditions all generally appear Fair to Good, play worn and some models appearing to have pieces missing, broken off or 
loose. (approx.140) 

 £35 - £40 

4220. Corgi, Solido & Dinky Toys (Atlas Editions) a boxed group comprising of cars, buses, commercial vehicles, emergency 
vehicles and similar to include a 91839 a Metro Bus “Badger Line”, a 04424 1/36 scale 1994 RAC Rally Mini “British Gas”, a 
471 Silver Jubilee Bus “London Transport”, a 97320 (C1143/2) an Aerial Ladder Truck “American La France Fire Brigade”, a 
Dinky Toys (Atlas Editions) a 39A Packard Eight Sedan, a Dinky Toys (Atlas Editions) 197 Morris Mini Traveller along with 
others. Conditions all generally appear to be ranging from Good to Excellent although a lot of these models do appear to be 
loose inside packaging (not fastened in) so therefore they may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and all are in 
generally Fair to Good outer window boxes/rigid Perspex cases. (Please note nothing in this lot has been checked for 
completeness or correctness and some packaging does suffer from crushing etc).  (48) 

 £50 - £60 

4221. Lledo, Bburago, Cararama and similar a quantity of boxed and unboxed diecast models which also includes some multi 
vehicle gift sets to include a Bburago 1/43 scale Porsche 928 GR.A “Apple Computer”, a Bburago 1/43 scale BMW M Roadster, 
a Lledo Jordanian Special Limited Edition Diecast model “Thrust SSC Supersonic Car”, Cararama 1/43 scale Austin Cambridge 
A60 along with others. Also included in this lot is a small quantity of Cararama multi vehicle gift sets. Conditions of all the boxed 
models generally appear to be Good to Excellent with nothing checked for completeness or correctness and all are in generally 
Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note some of these window boxes do suffer from tearing, crushing along with some 
having the old price tickets attached) along with the unboxed models generally appearing to be Fair to Good play worn.   (qty) 

 £35 - £40 

4222. Corgi a boxed TV related group comprising of 5 x James Bond 007 models and 2 others to include 04403 Mr Beans 
Mini from the TV series “Mr Bean”, 01801 a Jaguar Mk 2 from the famous film “Buster”, 96657 007 James Bond Aston Martin 
DB5 from the film “Goldeneye”, 92978 James Bond 007 a Ferrari 355 from the film “Goldeneye”, 04701 007 James Bond Lotus 
Esprit Turbo from the film “For Your Eyes Only”, CC06401 007 James Bond Renault II from the film “A View to a Kill” & 
TY07501 James Bond Aston Vanquish from the film “Die another Day”. Condition of models themselves all generally appear to 
be Good although these models are loose inside boxes and some boxes do not have packaging inside therefore these models 
may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer window boxes which all would benefit 
from a further clean.  (7) 

 £30 - £35 

4223. Corgi a boxed bus group to include CC25906 AEC Routemaster “London Transport”, 97213 Leyland Tiger “Red and 
White Services Limited”, 97018 a Weymann Single Decker Bus “Dundee Corporation” along with others. Conditions do 
generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good to Good 
Plus outer pictorial boxes/window boxes.   (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4224. Corgi and similar a boxed group comprising of commercial vehicles such as tankers, flatbeds, buses etc along with 1 
car model to include Corgi 35302 (The Beatles Collection) a Bedford Val Magical Mystery Tour Bus, a 97372 Atkinson 
Cylindrical Tanker “Mackeson”, 97334 Atkinson 8 wheeled rigid with crates “Lucozade”, a 98123 Porsche 356 Open Top along 
with others. Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for 
completeness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes/window boxes (please note some of these boxes do have old price sticker 
removal marks).  (7) 

 £40 - £50 
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4225. Vanguards a boxed group which also includes a multi vehicle set to include a VA06518 Rover P63500 “VIP Platinum 
Edition” (loose inside packaging), VA06308 Morris Marina 1300 in limeflower, VA04400 Austin Cambridge in cumulus grey and 
white along with others. Also to include as stated a multi vehicle 1/43 set CL1002 “The Ford Classic and Capri Set”. Conditions 
of all the models unless otherwise stated are generally Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness in 
generally Good outer rigid Perspex display cases/pictorial lift off lid boxes along with Fair to Good outer cardboard slip cases 
where applicable please note all of the packaging in this lot do have old price stickers and or reference stickers attached 
somewhere either inside or outside and all would benefit from a further clean possibly due to previous storage.   (7) 

 £40 - £50 

4226. Vanguards a boxed Police Vehicle group which are all 1/43 scale and includes a VA27007 a Rover 2000 “West 
Midlands Police”, VA04101 Lotus Cortina Mk II “Hampshire Constabulary”, a VA8009 Bedford ‘S’ type Van “Police Control Van”, 
VA06602 Ford Transit Van Mk I “Lancashire Accident Unit”, VA17005 Austin A35 Van “Wilshire Constabulary” along with 
others. Conditions of all the models all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for 
completeness and are all in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some boxes do have old price sticker removal 
marks along with price stickers attached). This is a really nice police vehicle group.   (12) 

 £70 - £80 

4227. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43 scale models to include a VA27003 Rover 2000 in willow green (The 1st Production 
Rover 2000), a VA5005 Triumph Herald in grey, VA53000 Triumph Dolomite Sprint in yellow/black along with others. Conditions 
all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes (please note 1 or 2 of 
these models do have old price tickets attached and or price sticker removal marks).   (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4228. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43 scale models to include a VA27000 a Rover 2000 in red, VA05601 Austin 1300 
Estate in El paso beige, VA26000 Hillman Imp in red along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near 
Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes (please note 1 or 2 of these models do have old price tickets attached 
and or price sticker removal marks).   (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4229. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43 scale models comprising mainly of vans to include VA14002 Austin Minivan 
“Automobile Association”, VA40007 Ford Anglia Van “London Transport”, VA30007 Austin A40 Van “Bulmer’s Cider” along with 
others. Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness in 
generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some boxes do have old price tickets attached and some boxes do suffer 
from slight scuffing). (9) 

 £40 - £50 

4230. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43 scale models which includes a VA21003 a Ford 100E in ambassador blue, VA06403 
Vauxhall PA Cresta in maroon and silver grey, VA1002 Ford Anglia in white/maroon along with others. Conditions all generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes 
please note some boxes do have old price tickets attached along with some have old price sticker removal marks and slight 
scuffing).   (9) 

 £40 - £50 

4231. Vanguards a boxed of 1/43 scale models to include VA21000 Ford 100E in Conway yellow, a VA04106 Ford Cortina 
Mk II (Super) in dragoon red, VA07000 Sunbeam Alpine Mk II in carnival red along with others. Conditions do generally appear 
to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes 
(please note some boxes do have old price tickets attached and some do suffer from slight scuffing with 1 or 2 having slight 
tears). (8) 

 £40 - £50 
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4232. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43 scale van models to include VA11006 Morris Minor Van “Royal Mail”, VA4002 Ford 
Anglia Van “Hotpoint”, VA11007 Morris Minor Van “BMC Service” along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be 
Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness and are all in generally Good outer pictorial boxes 
(please note some of these boxes do have old price stickers attached and 1 or 2 do suffer from slight scuffing).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4233. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43 scale van models to include VA4007 Ford Anglia Van “London Transport”, VA11002 
Morris Minor Van “Ovaltine”, VA17002 Austin A35 Van “Barkers of Kensington” along with others. Conditions do generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes 
(please note 1 or 2 of these boxes do have old price stickers/shop stickers attached and 1 or 2 of these boxes do suffer from 
slight scuffing).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4234. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/64 scale commercial vehicles comprising of tankers, dropsides, vans and similar to 
include VA7005 Bedford ‘S’ Type Tanker “Mobilgas”, VA6000 Ford Thames Trader Van “Martini”, VA6004 Ford Thames Trader 
Van “Lucozade” along with others. Conditions do all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been 
checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some boxes do have old price tickets attached 
and some suffer from slight scuffing).  (9) 

 £40 - £50 

4235. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43 scale models to include VA2000 Volkswagen Cabriolet in red, VA23000 Austin A35 
in green, VA5000 Triumph Herald in red along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent 
although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes although some boxes do appear to 
have old price tickets attached and some do suffer from scuffing).   (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4236. Vanguards a boxed group of 1/43 scale models which includes VA19002 Rover P4 in black, VA07101 Morris Minor 
Convertible in almond green, VA5007 Triumph Herald in red/white along with others. Conditions do generally appear to be 
Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please 
some boxes do have old price tickets attached some do suffer from scuffing). (9) 

 £40 - £50 

4237. Airfix a boxed 1/72 scale model A12050 which comprises of a BAE Nimrod which all generally appears to be unbuilt 
and still bagged in generally Good pictorial lift off lid box. (1) 

 £15 - £20 

4238. Lledo, Corgi and similar a boxed group of diecast models which comprises of Mobil Promotional Models, Shell Classic 
Sportscar Promotional Models, Shell Sportscar Promotional Models and similar to include a Porsche 959 (Shell Classic 
Sportscar Collection), Aston Martin Virage (Shell Sportscar Collection), a Corgi Mobil Promotional Model Mercedes 190E 2.3 
16, a Corgi Mobil Promotional Model a Mercedes Benz W154 along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot 
please see pics. Conditions all generally appear to be Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness 
and some models do appear loose inside packaging therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in 
generally Fair to Good outer window boxes with most windows boxes suffering from sun fading and crushing. (37) 

 £20 - £25 
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4239. Corgi & HM Hobbymaster a boxed group of military aircraft comprising of a Corgi AA28401 “Aviation Archive” 1/48 
scale English Electric Lightning F.6 which appears generally to be Good although appears to have been repackaged possibly 
due to display purposes therefore may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Fair to Good outer 
pictorial box (box lid does suffer from corner crushing and splitting etc) along with 2 x Corgi Victor/Vulcan Military Aircraft which 
are housed in plastic trays in 1 plain box and both generally appear Good although again both appear to have been repackaged 
therefore may again have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in Fair outer plain box & a HM Hobbymaster 1/48 
scale HA8001 (Airpower Series) Hawker Fury 1 which generally appears to be Good although has been repackaged therefore 
again may have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in Good outer pictorial box. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

4240. Airfix, Heller & Frog a boxed group of military kits comprising of a Heller 1/400 scale Battleship “Tirpitz” with contents 
appearing to be unbuilt and mainly still bagged in Good outer pictorial box, Airfix 1/24 scale Hawker Hurricane Mk1 Fighter 
Plane with contents although loose with the majority still on sprues and appears unbuilt in generally Fair to Good outer pictorial 
lift off lid box along with a Frog 1/72 scale Boeing B-47E Strato-Jet with contents appearing to be unbuilt and all still bagged in 
generally Fair outer pictorial lift off lid box. Please none of the contents in these lots have been checked for completeness or 
correctness. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

4241. A boxed radio controlled lot comprises of a Tamiya 1/10 scale Toyota Celica GT-4 “97 Monte-Carlo” which appears to 
be unmade with accessory parts and plastic parts still bagged and also appears to have an unpainted body shell and comes 
with a boxed Acoms Techniplus-A Digital Proportional Radio Control System and a boxed Radio Controlled Taiyo Suzuki Vitara 
which comes complete with accessories and battery operated radio control unit. Conditions all generally appear Good although 
nothing has been checked for completeness or correctness and nothing in this lot has been tested and all come in generally 
Good outer pictorial box (3 units) 

 £40 - £50 

4242. A boxed diecast models which includes a Danbury Mint 1934 Hispano-Suiza J12 which appears to be Good to Good 
Plus although not checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer mailer box and Good inner polystyrene 
along with a Revell 08913 1/18 scale (metal series) Audi Avus Quattro which generally appears Good to Good Plus in generally 
Good outer window box. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

4243. A Danbury Mint boxed 1/400 scale “The R.M.S. Titanic” which comes with numbered certificate which is 0044 (Titanic 
departed Southampton on Wednesday April 10th 1912 at noon). (Please note this is a rare hard to find Danbury model but does 
require attention especially to the rigging and masts etc). Condition does generally appear to be Fair to Good but as stated 
does require attention in generally Good outer white mailer box and Good inner polystyrene packaging.  A quite unique rare 
item. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

4244. Corgi (Aviation Archive) a boxed 1/32 scale AA34603 (World War 2-Attack By Night) which comprises of a DH 
Mosquito B IX-MI907, Hs-B, no.109 squadron late 1944 which generally appears to be Good to Good Plus although may have 
been repackaged at some point possibly due to previous display purposes and has not been checked for completeness in 
generally Good outer pictorial box and Good inner polystyrene packaging (please note box does have old price ticket attached 
and box lid does suffer from slight scuffing and it also appears that a part of the fuselage appears to be loose although present. 
(1) 

 £60 - £70 

4245. Corgi (Aviation Archive) a boxed AA32601 1/72 scale Avro Lancaster B.1 Bomber/467 squadron which generally 
appears to be Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box and 
Good inner polystyrene packaging (please note box lid does suffer from scuffs and a tear/indentation. (1) 

 £60 - £70 
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4246. Corgi (Aviation Archive) a boxed 1/72 scale AA37204 Hanley Page Halifax B.III LV 607 “Friday The 13th”, no.158 
squadron, RAF Lisset, Yorks, 1944-1945. Condition does generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although not checked 
for completeness and does come with numbered certificate which is 0256 of 2001 produced in generally Good to Good Plus 
outer pictorial lift off lid box and Good to Good Plus inner plastic packaging. (1) 

 £60 - £70 

4247. Corgi (Aviation Archive) a boxed 1/32 scale US35503 (Flightline Collection) which comprises of a Hurricane Mk1 
P2923-no.85 squadron, Flg.Off. A.G. Lewis, Castle Camps which also comes with 3 1/32 scale hand painted metal figures. 
Contents although not checked for completeness do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent with most parts still being 
wrapped in tissue in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid box with Good inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £70 - £80 

4248. Corgi (Aviation Archive) a boxed 1/32 scale US33906 (Flightline Collection) comprising of Spitfire Mk1A-Flight 
Sergeant George “Grumpy” Unwin, no.19 squadron which comes complete with 4 1/32 scale hand painted metal figures. 
Condition although not checked for completeness does generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent with most parts still being 
wrapped in tissue in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid box and Good inner polystyrene packaging. (1) 

 £70 - £80 

4249. Corgi (Aviation Archive) a boxed 1/72 scale AA34801 (World War II-Attack By Night) comprising of a Vickers 
Wellington Mk1.A no.9 squadron, RAF Honnington, December 1939. Conditions although not checked for completeness do 
look to be generally Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box and Good inner polystyrene 
packaging. (1) 

 £50 - £60 

4250. Corgi a boxed pair of 1/72 scale (Aviation Archive) military aircraft comprising of AA38401 a Bristol Blenheim IV-no.82 
squadron, RAF 1942 (As restored to air worthy condition by the Aircraft Restoration Company at Ducksford, Cambs and 
currently being re-restored) along with AA38404 a Bristol Blenheim Mk1, 211 squadron RAF, Paramythia Greece, 1940. 
Conditions although not checked for completeness do appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus 
outer pictorial lift off lid boxes and Good inner polystyrene packaging. (2) 

 £70 - £80 

4251. Matchbox, Corgi, Dinky, Tonka and others a unboxed group to include Dinky Toys 564 Elevator Loader empty box, 
Matchbox Rola-matics 28 Stoat, Matchbox Superfast 53 CJ8 Jeep, Mira Ford Fiesta plus others. Conditions range from Fair to 
Excellent. (QTY) 

 £35 - £45 

4252. A unboxed Noddy & Postman Pat group to include Noddy Soft toys, Corgi vehicles, Childrens toys and others. Also 
Postman Pat red vans in different scales, other Postman Pat vehicles such as trains, trucks and others. Conditions generally 
range from Good to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £10 - £20 

4253. Corgi, Lledo, Matchbox and others a mainly boxed group to include boxed Matchbox 71 Jeep Pick-Up & 17 The 
Londoner, boxed Corgi Ferrari 308 GTS & Jaguar XJS, 4x boxed Lledo's, boxed The Mechanical Marvel Gyroscope, Farnham 
Maltings 13/09/92 badge, 1977 Paddington Bear & Play Me 415 Anfibio Schwimmwagen. Conditions generally appear Good to 
Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (12) 

 £30 - £40 
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4254. Corgi, Exclusive First Editions (EFE) & Atlas Editions a boxed bus group to include 98462 Yellow Coach 743 
"Greyhound Lines", 97900 AEC Reliance "Devon General", 20609 Plaxton Pointer Dennis Dart "Plymouth Citybus", 97635 
General Motors 4502 "Los Angeles Motor Coach" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Mint boxes. (12) 

 £40 - £50 

4255. Vanguards, Rio, Autoart & Detail Cars a boxed group to include VA11206 Austin A40 Farina Ocean Blue, 245 BMW 
502 Coupe, 53711 Jaguar XK8 Cabrio (Phoenix Red), R6 Mercedes Benz 190 SL (Open) plus others similar. Conditions 
generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4256. Autoart, Sunstar, Bburago & Maisto a unboxed 1/18 scale or similar group to include Autoart VW New Beetle Cabriolet, 
Sunstar Jaguar XK 140 & Triumph Spitfire MKIV, Bburago Mini Cooper 2001, Rolls-Royce Camargue & Jaguar E Type 1961, 
Maisto Jaguar S Type, Jaguar Mark II 1959 & Morgan Aero-8. Conditions generally appear Good to Excellent. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

4257. Maisto, Bburago, Solido, Road Signature & Foxtons a boxed 1/18 scale group to include Maisto Chrysler PT Cruiser, 
Bburago Jaguar E Cabriolet, Road Signature 1947 MG TC Midget, Foxtons Mini Cooper plus others similar. Conditions 
generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £70 

4258. Matchbox a boxed Y13 1918 Crossley RAF Tender group to include 3 with chrome 12 spoke wheels and the other 7 
with chrome 24 spoke wheels also 1 with pale tan cab tilt and 1 with brown seats. Conditions generally appear Excellent to 
Near Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £25 - £35 

4259. Oxford Diecast & Lledo a boxed group to include Unigate 3 piece set, DG044040 Scammell 6 Wheeler "Carters 
Seeds", DG013093 Model A Van "Cockburns" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally 
Good to Near Mint boxes. (75) 

 £40 - £50 

4260. Corgi, Oxford Diecast, Maisto, Atlas Editions and similar a boxed group to include CC06202 Morris J Ambulance 
"Nottingham City Ambulance Service", STOB036 Eddie Stobart Volvo FH Walking Floor Trailer, 21401 AEC Refrigerated Box 
Trailer Set "Wall's", 77000 Modern Jets "Air Force One" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (23) 

 £50 - £70 

) 

4261. Bburago, Maisto & Guiloy a boxed group to include 3011 Ferrari 250 GTO (1962), 3007 Ferrari 250 Testa Rossa 
(1957), 3033 Ferrari 250 Le Mans (1965), 3035 Bugatti EB 110 (1991), 3016 Jaguar E Cabriolet (1961), Maisto Lamborghini SE 
& Guiloy 67503 Prototype F1. Conditions generally appear Good to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (7) 

 £40 - £50 

4262. Bburago & Majorette a boxed group to include 3025 Dodge Viper RT/10 (1992), 3050 Porsche 911 Carrera (1993), 
3040 Porsche 911 Carrera Cabriolet (1994), 3020 Mercedes Benz 500K Roadster (1936), 3369 BMW M Roadster (1996), 3065 
Dodge Viper RT/10 (1993) & 4201 Porsche 944 Turbo. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to 
Excellent boxes. (7) 

 £40 - £50 
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4263. A train related group to include 4x coal crafted trains including 46100 Royal Scot, LMS Black Five 5157 and similar, 4x 
Lima PW Spencer Coal Trucks, 3x Hornby Railways Coaches, Majorette Camper Van, Woolworths Truck Trailer. Conditions 
generally appear Good to Excellent. (13) 

 £20 - £30 

4264. A board game, Jigsaw and game related group to include Miniature Bagatelle, Merit Tile Craft, The Amazing Magic 
Robot, Frustration, Trains & Engines Jigsaw, a vintage Magic Etch A Sketch Screen, Philmar Beautiful Britain Jigsaw plus 
others. All games unchecked for completeness. Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus 
boxes. (23) 

 £20 - £40 

4265. A Franklin Mint group to include 1938 Alvis 4.3 Litre, 1907 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost, 1967 Volkswagen Beetle, 1930 
Duesenberg J Derham Tourester (1 Wheel Detached But Present), 1912 Packard Victoria & 1935 Mercedes Benz 770 K 
Grosser. This lot comes with 5 empty boxes however they are unchecked to match boxes but are assumed to match. 
Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint with generally Good to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £80 - £100 

4266. Maisto, Bburago, Road Signature and similar a 1/18 scale group to include boxed Road Signature 1947 MG TC 
Midget, boxed Maisto Mercedes-Benz 500 K Type Special Roadster, unboxed Polistil Alfa Romeo TG4, 3014 Alfa Romeo 8C 
2300 Monza (1931) loose model with box, 3520 Mercedes-Benz 500K Roadster (1936) loose model with box, 3002 Mercedes 
Benz SSKL (1931) loose model with box, unboxed Mercedes Benz SSK 1928 & unboxed Alfa Romeo 2300 Spider (1932). 
Conditions generally appear Fair to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £60 

4267. Atlas Editions a boxed Classic Coaches Collection group to include 4642129 Volvo B616, 4642128 Scania Vabis DII, 
4642117 Van Hool 306 plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint 
boxes. (26 + 1 unboxed model) 

 £50 - £70 

4268. Atlas Editions a boxed Jaguar group to include 4641123 Jaguar XJ6 Series 1, 4641129 Jaguar XJR12, 4641114 
Jaguar MKX plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (19 + 1 
unboxed model) 

 £60 - £80 

4269. Corgi a boxed & unboxed group to include 97327 Atkinson 8 Wheel Rigid With Load "Eddie Stobart" model is loose 
with box, boxed CC06803 Rolls Royce III Sedance De Ville "James Bond Goldfinger", 42505 Bedford OB With Quarterlights 
"Malta" model is loose with box plus others similar. All but 2 empty boxes appear to match models. Conditions generally appear 
Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (18) 

 £40 - £50 

4270. Matchbox a boxed and unboxed group to include boxed KS187/SA-M Jack Daniels Kenworth W900 and Trailer, boxed 
Y16 1923 Scania-Valis Post Bus, boxed DY-10 Mercedes Benz Omnibus, boxed MB38 Ford Model A plus others similar. Only 
5 models have matching boxes. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (15) 

 £30 - £40 

4271. Atlas, Norev, Rio & Brumm a boxed and unboxed group to include 2x Brumm loose models with boxes, 3x Rio loose 
models 1 with a box, Atlas Editons/Norev Classic Sports Cars group to include 9x loose models with boxes, 6x loose models 
and 11x empty boxes. Conditions generally appear Good to Mint with generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (31) 

 £40 - £50 
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4272. Atlas Editions, Signature Models, Solido, Lledo and others a boxed/unboxed and empty box group to include boxed 
models such as Signature Models Fire Engine, Atlas Editions Tram & Volvo FH Fridge Trailer "Eddie Stobart", Solido models 
such as Single Deck Bus and others. Unboxed models including Universal Hobbies, Lledos, Signature Models and others. 
Empty boxes include Minichamps, Lledos and others. Conditions generally appear Good to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent 
boxes. (QTY) 

 £30 - £50 

4273. Corgi, GE Fabbri a mainly boxed TV & Film related group to include 5x GE Fabbri James Bond magazine issue 
models, Corgi 04206 James Bond Aston Martin DB5, Corgi CC87502 The A Team Van with B A Baracus Figure, also in lot are 
Lord Of The Rings & Harry Potter photos and posters. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Excellent boxes. (18) 

 £50 - £70 

4274. Dinky, Atlas Editions, Solido, Lledo & Oxford Diecast a boxed group to include Atlas Editions Classic British Sports 
Cars Aston Martin x4, Dinky 111 Cinderella's Coach, Solido 4431 Ford N-York Times & 15x Lledo and oxford Diecast models. 
Conditions generally appear Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (16) 

 £30 - £40 

4275. A mixed group to include 2x tins full of marbles, 2x Airfix US Cavalry sets, Loose Meccano Construction 0279 set in 
bags without box however does come with instructions. Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint with generally Good 
boxes. (QTY) 

 £10 - £15 

4276. Corgi, Dinky, Morestone and others a mainly unboxed group to include a boxed Corgi OOC 97855 Bristol L5G United 
Automobile Services LTD, Corgi juniors Tom & Jerry models, Morestone Noddy Car plus others. Conditions appear generally 
Fair to Mint in Good box. (8) 

 £25 - £35 

4277. A mainly children's toys group to include TV & Film plastic figures such as Mario figures and accessories, Pokemon 
figures, Plastic Farm with animals, Dolls and accessories, McDonald's toys, plastic Trucks and cars plus others. Conditions 
generally appear Good to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £20 - £40 

4278. Lego a plastic bagged group to include 40196 Shell Tanker, 40193 Ferrari 512 S, 40191 Ferrari F12 Berlinetta, 40195 
Shell Station, 40194 Finish Line & Podium. All bags are unopened. Conditions appear generally Mint. (5) 

 £20 - £30 

4279. Corgi a boxed group to include The Exclusive collection models, Corgi The Ellen Smith Tours AEC Regal, 97702 
Classic Jaguar Collection set, 4x boxed Mini Limited Edition models plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint 
to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (17) 

 £50 - £70 

4280. Corgi, Maisto, EFE and similar a boxed group to include 3x Yelloways Harrington Cavalier, 6x Maisto Supercar 
Collection Models, Corgi Super Electronics Ferrari F40, Maisto 1/18 scale Range Rover Sport plus others similar. Conditions 
generally appear Good to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (16) 

 £40 - £50 

4281. Matchbox a boxed group to include CY16 Scania Box Truck, CY5 Peterbilt Covered Truck, MB37 Ford Escort XR3i 
Cabriolet, DY-9 1949 Land Rover, Castlehouse CH4 G.W.R. Parcel Lorry c.1918, Castlehouse CH1 1914 Birmingham Police 
Ambulance, Castlehouse CH2 "Bell's Scotch Whisky" Delivery Van c.1930. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good to Excellent boxes. (7) 

 £40 - £50 
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4282. Matchbox Debo Toys "The Perfect Toy" re-issue large scale Lesney Horse Drawn Rag & Bone Merchants Cart - yellow 
cart with red wheels, metallic graphite grey horse, tan driver, mid-grey crate, complete with six pieces of bare metal junk. This 
model also comes with leaflet. Conditions generally appear Near Mint in generally Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

4283. Debo Toys The Perfect Toy large scale Horsedrawn Milk Cart (copy of the original early Lesney Toy) in orange with 
white letters "Pasteurised Milk" with brown horse and white driver with 6 x white crates, conditions appear generally Near Mint 
in generally Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

4284. Lledo a boxed group to include 6061 1920 Model T Ford Van "Fairy Soap", 6103 Model T Ford Van "Lucas", 18010 
1936 Packard "Nat West Bank", 32004 1907 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost Red Rolls Royce plus others similar. Conditions 
generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (71) 

 £40 - £50 

4285. Lledo a boxed group to include 30006 1939 Chevrolet Panel Van "Brooke Bond Tea", 029002 1942 Dodge 4x4 
"Texaco", 29001 1942 Dodge 4x4 "Royal Air Force", 29000 1942 Dodge 4x4 U.S Field Ambulance plus others similar. 
Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (71) 

 £40 - £50 

4286. Lledo a boxed group to include 26006 1934 Chevrolet Bottle Van "Tizer", 30001 1939 Chevy "Fry's Choc", 21013 1934 
Chevrolet Van "Benettons", 15022 1932 AEC Regent Double Deck Bus "Hamleys" plus others similar. Conditions generally 
appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (71) 

 £40 - £50 

4287. Lledo a boxed group to include POV1 Model T Ford Royal Mail Van, 36002 1936 Chevrolet Pick-Up "Avon Tyres", 
POV4 Scammell Post Office 6 Wheel Van 1935, 45001 1907 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost Coupe Red plus others similar. 
Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (71) 

 £40 - £50 

4288. Lledo a boxed group to include 28024 1934 Mac Canvas Back Truck Club winter 1992, 13008 1934 Model A Ford Van 
"G.P.O.", 30002 1939 Chevrolet Panel Van "Liptons", 24003 1932 Rolls Royce Playboy Red plus others similar. Conditions 
generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (70) 

 £40 - £50 

4289. Lledo a boxed Horse powered group to include Horse Drawn Trams, Horse Drawn Milk Floats, Horse Drawn Delivery 
Vans, Horse Drawn Omnibus's, Shand Mason Horse Drawn Fire Engines & Horse Drawn Removal Vans. Conditions appear 
generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (54) 

 £40 - £50 

4290. Lledo a boxed group to include Half Cab Single Decker Bus "XIII Commonwealth Games Scotland 1986", Chevrolet 
1934 Bottle Truck "Corona", Dodge 4x4 1942 "John Bull Tyres" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to 
Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (57) 

 £40 - £50 

4291. Lledo a boxed Model T Ford Tanker "Zerolene", Rolls-Royce 1931 Phantom II "HM Queen Elizabeth II HRH Prince 
Philip", Rolls-Royce 1931 Phantom II in gold & white, Albion Single Decker Coach "Oakridge School" School Bus plus others 
similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (57) 

 £40 - £50 
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4292. Lledo a boxed group to include Model T Ford Van "Ovaltine", Model T Ford Van "Aeroplane Jelly Co", Rolls-Royce 
1931 Phantom II in maroon, 1934 Model A Ford Woody Wagon "Chocolates by Bella" plus others similar. Conditions generally 
appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (46) 

 £30 - £40 

4293. Lledo a boxed group to include Albion Single Decker Coach "Southern Vectis Golden Jubilee 1934-1984", Half Cab 
Single Decker Bus "Hamleys World of Toys", Dennis 1934 Parcels Van "Trebor Extra Strong Peppermints", Dennis 1934 Fire 
Engine "Luckhurst County" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint 
boxes. (46) 

 £30 - £40 

4294. Lledo a boxed Canadian provincial Series group to include 1870 Prince Edward Island, 1870 Northwest Territories, 
1949 New Foundland, 1867 New Brunswick plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. 
(14) 

 £25 - £35 

4295. Lledo a boxed Castlehouse & Limited Edition group to include AEC Renown Double Deck Bus "Birmingham City 
Police", Birmingham Police Horse Box 1940, Coventry City Police Ambulance 1930 plus others similar. Conditions generally 
appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (23) 

 £50 - £60 

4296. Lledo a boxed set group to include The Royal Air Force Ground Crew Support Set, Essex Constabulary set, The Home 
Front Collection 1940-1941, Hotel Luggage Labels Of The 1930's plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to 
Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (37) 

 £50 - £70 

4297. Lledo a boxed K.H. Norton Peter Lloyd Code 3 Models to include a Horse and Cart "Great Eastern Railway Co", Ford 
Model T Van "Edward Pelger", Sartor Pipe Shop Truck, Monster Bottle Truck plus others similar. Conditions generally appear 
Excellent to Mint in generally Excellent Perspex Cases. (18) 

 £60 - £80 

4298. Lledo a boxed group to include Fantastic Set "o" Wheels x8, 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989 & 1990 Toy Fairs models and 
others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (22) 

 £30 - £40 

4299. Lledo a boxed paperwork & calendar group to include Models Of Days Gone complied by Ray Dowding & Peter Lloyd 
booklets, Lledo Calendars including 1992, Lledo Leaflets, Days Gone Collector Booklets plus others similar. Conditions appear 
generally Good to Mint. (QTY) 

 £15 - £20 

4300. Dinky a boxed group to include 165 Ford Capri Mk.1 with Speedwheels in metallic blue with yellow interior, 289 
Routemaster Bus "Esso Safety Grip Tyres & 157 BMW 2000 Tilux in Blue and White with Red interior come with inner card 
stand and instruction manual. Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent with generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

4301. Corgi & Dinky a unboxed group to include Ford Capri in purple, Volvo P.1800 "The Saint", Chevrolet Corvette Sting 
Ray, Rolls Royce Phantom V, Jaguar Mark X Saloon, Ford Consul Classic & Lincoln Continental. Conditions generally appear 
Good to Good Plus. (7) 

 £40 - £50 
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4302. Corgi, Matchbox, Vanguards & Atlas Editions a boxed group to include VA19000 Rover P4 in Maroon Rover, DY-1 
1968 Jaguar E Type MK 1 1/2, VA07402 Triumph Herald Convertible Conifer, 96410 Mercedes 300 Open top plus others 
similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. Also in this lot are 6x Rover P4 
Magazines including Rover P4 Drivers Guilds. (17) 

 £50 - £60 

4303. Commodore a boxed group to include Commodore C64 Playful Intelligence Set, Commodore Shadow Of The Beast & 
Robocop games, Big Box 2 30 Game in 1 Set, Commodore Manuals, Quick Start Controller & unboxed Commodore 
Datassette. All are unchecked for working order. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £60 

4304. A Nintendo Game Boy group to include a unboxed Nintendo Console, Charger, boxed Super Mario Land game, 
unboxed Tetris game & Light Magic cover. All are unchecked for working order. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint 
with generally Excellent box. (5) 

 £20 - £30 

4305. Nintendo a boxed gaming group to include a Super Nintendo Entertainment System Super Mario All Stars Set with 
manuals, Games such as Donkey Kong Country 3 Dixie Kong's Double Trouble, Super Swiv, Mystic Quest Legend & Tetris & 
Dr Mario (2 games in 1), 2 boxed controllers. All are unchecked for working order. Conditions generally appear Good to Mint in 
generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £30 - £50 

4306. A boxed PlayStation group to include a PlayStation Console with Controller, Gamestar Dual Force Analog Joypad and 
games such as Alien Trilogy, Bust-A-Move 2, Extreme Ghostbusters The Ultimate Invasion, Rayman, Soulblade, Shadowman & 
Spider-Man. All are unchecked for working order. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near 
Mint boxes/cases. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

4307. Dublo Dinky a unboxed group to include 066 Bedford Flat Truck in grey including smooth wheels & silver trim, 2x 
Commer Van in blue, 2x 064 Austin Open Back Truck in green with silver trim & smooth grey plastic wheels plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Fair to Good. (9) 

 £35 - £45 

4308. A mixed group to include 5x unboxed diecast planes, unboxed Matchbox Showmans Engine, unboxed Britains 
miniature Horse And Cart, Hornby Meccano Fire Shed, Plane Hangar plus others. Conditions generally appear Fair to 
Excellent. (QTY) 

 £20 - £30 

4309. A mixed group to include Faller Car System 1633 1/87 Scale Start-Set, Corgi D731 MGA Open Top (Model Without 
Outer Box), Keil Kraft Edinburgh Standard Tram Kit & 5x unboxed diecast aircraft. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in 
generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (8) 

 £20 - £30 

4310. Dragon & Syma a boxed group to include Dragon 1/35 scale Palm-Top R/C Armour Jeep Willys & Syma Radio 
controlled Chinook Cargo Helicopter. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £20 - £30 
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4311. A Subbuteo group to include boxed football teams such as Brazil, Argentina and others (Some teams have been 
repainted and are not in their correct boxes, boxed TV Tower, unboxed goals, balls, figures and others similar. Conditions 
generally appear Poor to Good Plus. (QTY) 

 £20 - £30 

4312. Corgi & Dinky a unboxed group to include Corgi & Corgi Juniors Supermobile, Corgi Juniors Batmobile, Dinky Happy 
Cab Taxi, Corgi Juniors US Van "Superman" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Poor to Good. (QTY) 

 £30 - £50 

4313. Matchbox a unboxed group to include 39 Rolamatics Clipper, 45 Superfast BMW 3.0 CSL, K-19 Super Kings Security 
Truck, K-2001 Adventure 2000 Raider Command plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Poor to Good. (QTY) 

 £30 - £40 

4314. Tonka, Hot Wheels, Majorette and others a unboxed group to include a Tonka Fire Engine, Majorette Porsche 924 & 
Renault Turbo, unboxed TV & Film figures. Also in this lot are 6 Late 1970s Hot Wheels models. Conditions appear generally 
Poor to Good. (QTY) 

 £30 - £40 

4315. A video gaming related group to include boxed Interton Electronic Video Computer VC4000 and games, boxed 
Playtime Cassette Games Player, unboxed Brick Game 118 in 1 plus others. All are unchecked for working order. Conditions 
generally appear Good to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (11) 

 £20 - £40 

4316. A mixed group to include MB Games Simon & Crystal Maze games, Aeroplane Monthly Magazine dates from May 
1973 to October 1979, 2x Extra Loud Super Caps (80 Shots), Lledo Glasgow Garden Festival 1988 plus others. Conditions 
appear generally Good to Near Mint. (QTY) 

 £20 - £40 

4317. a mixed group to include a boxed Merit Planet Gun, 4x Aero Modeller Magazines including 1941 Christmas issue. 
Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent in generally Fair box. (5) 

 £15 - £25 

4318. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA08700 Vauxhall Viva SL Pinewood Green, VA05403 Morris Oxford VI Hong 
Kong Taxi, VA38003 1959 Kenya Corporation Safari Rally Vauxhall Victor F-Series MKI plus others similar. Conditions appear 
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

4319. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA08500 Wolseley Six Cosmic Blue Metallic, VA38000 Vauxhall Victor Gypsy 
Red, VA06800 Hillman Minx IIIA Ember Red & Cream plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

4320. Vanguards a boxed police group to include VA600001 Ford Zephyr 4 MK III RAF Bomb Disposal, VA06401 Vauxhall 
Velox PA Stockport Borough Police, VA04105 Ford Cortina MKII 1600 GT Lancashire Police plus others similar. Conditions 
appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £60 
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4321. Vanguards & Solido a boxed group to include 4541 Renault Dauphine 1961, VA25000 Mini Cooper Red/Black, 
VA26000 Hillman Imp Red plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint 
boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

4322. Vanguards a boxed group to include PC2002 Police Panda Cars Of The 50s And 60s Set, VA19006 Rover P4 
Cheshire Police, VA34000 Ford Capri 109E Turquoise/White plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint 
in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

4323. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA07500 Morris Commercial Van British Railways, PO2002 Post Office 
Telephones Service Vans Of The 1960s Set, VA33001 Ford 300E Thames Van Brylcream plus others similar. Conditions 
appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £80 

4324. Vanguards & Lledo a boxed group to include RS1002 BRS Delivery Vans Of The 1950s, VA20000 Leyland Comet 
Tanker Power Petrol, VA7001 Bedford S Type Tanker Shell-BP plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £40 - £50 

4325. Vanguards & Oxford Diecast a boxed group to include WV2002 Whitbread Commercial Vehicles Of The 50s And 60s 
Set, Va9000 Ford Thames Trader Tanker North Eastern Gas, VA29000 Leyland Comet Dropside British Road Services plus 
others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £40 - £50 

4326. Minichamps a boxed 1/18 scale BL474 Bentley 4 1/2 Litre "Blower" in racing green racing number 9. Conditions appear 
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good box. 

 £60 - £80 

4327. Minichamps 1/18 scale BL533 Bentley Speed Six in green with tan interior and black hood roof. Conditions appear 
generally Excellent however exhaust is detached but is still present in generally Good box. 

 £50 - £70 

4328. Autoart a boxed 1/18 scale 75331 Lotus Cortina MKI in White. Conditions appear generally Excellent however model is 
missing window wipers and could benefit from a clean in generally Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

4329. CMC a boxed 1/18 scale M-048 Mercedes Targa Florio 1924 in Maroon with the racing number 10. Conditions 
generally appear Near Mint in generally Excellent box. 

 £80 - £100 

4330. CMC a boxed 1/18 scale M-063 Bugatti Type 35 Grand Prix (1924) in French racing blue. Conditions generally appear 
Near Mint in Good box. 

 £80 - £100 

4331. CMC a boxed 1/43 scale M-036K Mercedes-Benz 1954 Renntransporter in blue. Conditions appear generally Near 
Mint in generally Excellent box. 

 £50 - £70 
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4332. Schuco Classic Studio VI Auto Union No.06030 - tinplate clockwork Sports Car of recent limited edition production. 
Model is loose within box. Conditions appear generally Excellent in Good box. 

 £40 - £50 

4333. Schylling large tinplate "Golden Arrow" 1929 Landspeed Record Car an impressive model of recent limited edition 
production finished in gold with white driver figure & Schylling Collector Series the Sunbeam 1000 Land Speed Record Car. 
Conditions generally appear Mint in Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

4334. Western Models 1/43 scale WMS9 1933 Campbell Rolls Royce Bluebird. Conditions appear generally Near Mint in 
Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

4335. Western Models a boxed 1/43 scale WMS15 1929 Golden Arrow. Conditions appear generally Near Mint in Excellent 
box. 

 £40 - £50 

4336. Western Models a boxed 1/43 scale WMS23 1927 Sunbeam 1000 H.P. Record Car. Conditions generally appear Near 
Mint in generally Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

4337. Western Models a boxed 1/43 scale WMS25 1939 Railton Record Car. Conditions appear generally Near Mint in 
generally Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

4338. Western Models a boxed 1/43 scale WMS32 1930 Bentley 6.5 Litre (Barnato). Conditions appear generally Near Mint 
in Good Plus box. 

 £30 - £40 

4339. Brooklin Models (Lansdowne) boxed LDM81 1936 Bentley 4.5 Litre Concealed Drophead Coupe Chassis No. B121 GP 
Coachwork By H.J. Mulliner. Conditions generally appear Near Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

4340. Brooklin Models (Lansdowne) LDM 75 1930 Bentley 8 Litre Chassis No. YF 5002 Coachwork By H.J. Mulliner. 
Conditions appear generally Near Mint in generally Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

4341. Brooklin Models (Lansdowne) a boxed LDM 64 1950 Bentley MK VI 4 Door Saloon in Dark Green. Conditions appear 
generally Near Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

4342. Brooklin Models (Lansdowne) a boxed LDM 31 Bristol Type 400 By Permission Of Bristol Cars Limited in Maroon. 
Conditions appear generally Near Mint in generally Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

4343. Milestone MBC8 Sunbeam V12 Brooklands 1919 in Green & Silver with Racing No 1. Conditions appear generally 
Near Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 
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4344. Milestone a boxed MBC29 Malcolm Campbell's Bentley 4.25 Litre in Blue. Conditions generally appear Excellent 
however Bentley badge on the bonnet is detached however is still present in generally Excellent box. 

 £30 - £40 

4345. Auto Replicas a boxed A.R. 23 1937 Bentley Drophead Coupe in Maroon. Conditions appear generally Near Mint in 
generally Good box. 

 £40 - £50 

4346. Brumm, Corgi, Dinky, Minichamps a mainly boxed group to include 4x Brumm models including Bentley Speed Six, 
boxed Minichamps Bentley R-Type Continental 1954 & Bentley "Blower" 4.5 Litre Supercharged & Mercedes-Benz Classic 
Collection Mercedes-Benz 300 SL Prototype. Conditions generally appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
boxes. (7) 

 £40 - £50 

4347. Dinky, Corgi, Matchbox & Lledo a mainly unboxed group to include boxed Corgi 31002 Foden FG Cylindrical Tanker 
and Morris J Van "National Benzole", boxed Matchbox Dinky DY-13B 1955 Bentley R Continental, unboxed Dinky Bristol 450 in 
green racing number 27 plus others. Conditions generally appear Fair to Mint with generally Good to Good Plus boxes. (15) 

 £30 - £40 

4348. WSI a boxed 1/50 scale Volvo VN 780 6x4 + Box Trailer 3 Axle "Kawe Runaway Deer". Conditions generally appear 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Near Mint box. 

 £60 - £80 

4349. WSI a boxed 1/50 scale 02-1586 Mercedes MP4 Gigaspace + Reefertrailer "Penfro Peche". Conditions generally 
appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent box. 

 £60 - £80 

4350. WSI a boxed 1/50 scale 02-2620 Scania S Highline I CS20H 6x2 Tag Axle + Half Pipe Tipper Trailer 3 Axle "C. Doyle 
& Sons". Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent box. 

 £60 - £80 

4351. Tekno a boxed 1/50 scale Scania 5490A & Curtainside Trailer "Astran" Number 159 of 500. Conditions appear 
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Near Mint box. 

 £50 - £70 

4352. Britains a boxed group to include 7791 Knights & Sword Sword Castle, 7528 Wild West Cowboys & Indians 4 piece 
set. Conditions generally appear Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

4353. Lego, Meccano, Sega and others a boxed group to include Lego sets Lego City 60164, The Batman Movie 70910, The 
Ninjago Movie 70607 & The Lego Movie 70825, Meccano set, Sega Rally Championship Game, 4 in 1 Galaxy Warrior Robot & 
Binoculars with carrier case. All sets are unchecked for completeness. Conditions generally appear Fair to Mint in generally Fair 
to Excellent boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £60 

4354. Lledo a boxed group to include 21027 1934 Chevrolet Van "Exide Batteries", 35001 1932 Dennis Limousine "Post 
Office Telephones", 20012 1934 Model A Ford Truck "Pirelli Tyres", 22009 1933 Packard "Soho Dairy" plus others similar. 
Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (80) 

 £50 - £60 
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4355. Lledo a boxed group to include 30000 1939 Chevy "John Bull", 30005 1939 Chevrolet Panel Van "Spratts Dog Food", 
30006 1939 Chevrolet Panel Van "Brooke Bond Tea", 37000 1932 Ford Model A Panel Van "Canadian Club Whiskey" plus 
others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (80) 

 £50 - £60 

4356. Lledo a boxed group to include DG32003 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost in Gold, 32000 1907 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost, 
38000 1925 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost Green with Coach Lines plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to 
Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (79) 

 £50 - £60 

4357. Lledo a boxed group to include 50015 Days Gone Collectors Club 3rd Gold Edition, 28029 1934 Mack Canvas-Back 
Truck "Kaffee Hag", 69002 1960 Morris Minor Van "Club Spring 1995", 63003 1950 Bedford 30 CWT Delivery Van "Club 
Summer" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (79) 

 £50 - £60 

4358. Lledo a boxed group to include Dennis 1934 Fire Engine "London Fire Brigade", Model T Ford Van "North Eastern 
Daily Gazette", Dennis 1934 Parcels Van "BE-RO Self-raising Flour" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent 
to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (76) 

 £50 - £60 

4359. Lledo a boxed group to include Half Cab Single Decker Bus "Isle Of Man TT86”, Model T Ford Van "Marks & Spencer 
Centenary Year", Model A Ford 1934 Tourer, top up "Metropolitan Police" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear 
Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (77) 

 £50 - £60 

4360. Lledo a boxed Canadian Provincial Series group to include 1867 Nova Scotia, 1867 Ontario, 1870 Yukon plus others 
similar. Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (13) 

 £20 - £25 

4361. Lledo a boxed group to include Vintage Rolls Royce Car Collection set, The Beano Limited Edition Box Set 2005, The 
Royal Air Force Ground Crew Support Set, also in this lot are some promotional models. Conditions generally appear Excellent 
to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes. (34) 

 £40 - £60 

4362. Lledo, Corgi, Vanguards a boxed group to include Vanguards VA02510 Mini Cooper S Dark Blue, Corgi 96970 
Thornycroft Truck Circa 1930, Matchbox Y29 1919 Walker Electric Van, Lledo P1 1004 Pickfords Set plus others similar. 
Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (30) 

 £50 - £60 

4363. A mixed group to include a Boy's Own Paper March 1939, The International Box Of Metal Puzzles Series No1, a 
Jamboree Printing Set plus others. Conditions appear generally Good in Fair to Good boxes. (7) 

 £10 - £15 

4364. A mainly kit relayed group to include Airfix Fencing Field Gates, 2x PC Models Blackpool Pantograph Car Kits, Ratio 
Plastic Models Kit, 2x Riko Scenic Accessories Kits, 2x Atlas Edition Trams plus others similar. Conditions generally appear 
Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (15) 

 £40 - £60 
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4365. A boxed Junior Joe Davis Snooker set including miniature table 2x cues and a full set of miniature snooker balls. 
Conditions appear generally Good in Fair postage box. 

 £10 - £20 

4366. Matchbox, Majorette & Lledo a boxed group to include 7x Yesteryear models including Y-12 1912 Ford Modell T 
"Heinz", Y-13 Crossley "Coal & Coke" and others similar, 7x Lledo models including Rolls-Royce 1934 Playboy and others 
similar & 4x Majorette Monster Trucks. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (18) 

 £20 - £30 

4367. Dinky a unboxed group to include Heavy Bomber Junkers JU89, Giant High Speed Monoplane, DH Comet, Empress of 
Britain Ship plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Poor to Fair. (13) 

 £40 - £60 

4368. Atlas Editons, Corgi, Lonestar, Lledo and others similar a partially boxed group to include Corgi boxed 42901 Optare 
Delta "Go-Ahead Gateshead (Supershuttle S5), Atlas boxed London Transport RTW Double Decker, Matchbox boxed Y-28 
1907 Unic Taxi, unboxe3d Lonestar Double Decker Bus "Southern Vectis" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair 
to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (QTY) 

 £50 - £60 

4369. Atlas Editions, Oxford Diecast and similar a boxed group to include 110 Dinky Aston Martin DB5, Dinky 943 Leyland 
Octopus Tanker "Esso", 7905006 Mercedes 300 SL 1954, 3128001 Williams Renault FW14B 1992 "Nigel Mansell" plus others 
similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Mint boxes. (13) 

 £40 - £60 

4370. Minichamps, Rio, Vanguards & Progetto a boxed group to include 2x 430087091 Ford Focus Turnier White 1999, 
VA10304 Ford Cortina MKIII GT Hampshire Police, SL089 Fiat 128 Fire Brigade plus others similar. Conditions appear 
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £70 

4371. Majorette, Maisto, Universal Hobbies, Collector's Model and similar a mainly boxed group to include a Majorette 1/43 
scale trade pack including 12 models, 2x Collectors Models Ford Transit police Vans, Universal Hobbies Telephone Service 
van within Magazine issue James Bond perspex case plus others. Conditions generally Poor to Mint in generally Good to Near 
Mint boxes. (25) 

 £40 - £60 

4372. Corgi a boxed Chipperfields Circus group to include 11201 ERF KV Artic With Cases with Lions, Tigers, Pedestal & 
Tamer, 31902 Foden S21 Lorry & Trailer With Elephants, Pedestal & Rider, 14201 Foden S21 Articulated Tank Trailer With 
Hippo & Crocodile plus others similar. Also in this lot are 3 books, Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally 
Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £60 - £70 

4373. Corgi a boxed Chipperfields group to include 97885 Scammell Highwaymen Trailer & Caravan, 97888 Foden Closed 
Pole Truck with Caravan, 31703 Land Rover, Morris Minor Pick-Up, Thames Trader and AEC Fire Engine plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (15) 

 £80 - £100 

4374. A boxed AC081230 Holiday Trains iTrain Christmas Magic Express large scale set. Conditions appear generally Mint in 
Good box. 

 £20 - £30 
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4375. Matchbox a mainly boxed group to include 20x boxed Models Of Yesteryear including Y-22 1930 Model A Ford Van 
"Toblerone", Y-5 1927 Talbot "Taystee" plus others similar, a unboxed Super Kings Dodge Van "Its Only RocknRoll " & Battle 
Kings K-14 Recovery Vehicle & Superfast Model A Ford. Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint in generally Good to 
Excellent boxes. (23) 

 £25 - £35 

4376. Corgi, Vanguards, Lledo and others a mainly boxed group to include Vanguards VA08621 Jaguar XJ12 in Turquoise, 
8x unboxed Corgi racing cars, a Bayko Building set (Unchecked for completeness or correctness), Shell Sportscar Collection 
Jaguar XJS V12 plus others. Conditions range from Fair to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (28) 

 £50 - £70 

4377. Lonestar, Corgi, Budgie, Matchbox, Hot Wheels, Lledo, Welly and others a unboxed London Taxi group to include a 
large quantity of London cabs including Olympics specials, Beatles special and others. Conditions generally appear Fair to 
Excellent. (QTY) 

 £30 - £40 

4378. A large quantity of unboxed plastic and similar toys and vehicles including Majorette Ford Model A Van, Tonka Cattle 
Truck, "Brumm" Vehicle, Nikko Remote Control car plus others. Conditions generally appear Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £20 - £40 

4379. Corgi, Matchbox, ERTL and similar a unboxed group to include Corgi Juniors DC Comics Joker Vehicle, Matchbox 
Superfast 45 BMW 3.0 CSL, ERTL Postman Pat Van plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to Good Plus. (QTY) 

 £30 - £40 

4380. A mainly unboxed tractor group to include Siku Massey Ferguson 284S, Siku Fendt Vario 714, Britains Massey 
Ferguson 2680 plus others. Conditions generally appear Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £30 - £40 

4381. A unboxed truck group to include manufacturers such as Matchbox King Size & Super Kings, Corgi, Realtoy and others 
similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £20 - £30 

4382. A Thomas The Tank Engine and Friends group to include Tomy, ERTL & Golden Bear unboxed Thomas and Friends 
models all differing in size and scale. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £20 - £30 

4383. Dinky, Husky, Matchbox, Crescent, Majorette and similar a unboxed military group to include Dinky Bren Gun Carrier, 
Dinky 10 Ton Truck, Britains Jeep 4x4, Corgi Juniors Land Rover, Matchbox Battle Kings Artillery Truck plus others similar. 
Conditions generally appear Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £30 - £40 

4384. A unboxed fire service group to include manufacturers such as Majorette, Matchbox, Hot Wheels, Hongwell, Corgi and 
similar to include Fire Trucks, Vans, Cars Jeeps. Conditions generally appear Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £20 - £40 

4385. Mamod a group to include a boxed Mamod Steam Tractor, 2x unboxed Mamod or similar Steam Engines & a large 
quantity of steam engine photographs. Conditions appear generally Good to Good Plus in Good box. (3) 

 £40 - £60 
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4386. A train related group to include 2x boxed Mainline Railways models including 4x Amer boxed static trains, unboxed 
static trains Amer & Atlas Editions plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent in generally Good to Good 
Plus boxes. (QTY) 

 £40 - £60 

4387. A large quantity of plastic dinosaurs for children including Stegosaurus, Deinonychus, Trex, Raptors and others. 
Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £10 - £15 

4388. A large quantity of Aircraft to include manufacturer's such as Corgi, Atlas Editions, Dinky, Matchbox to include Dinky 
Spitfire & Junkers JU, Matchbox Boeing 747 plus others. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

4389. Corgi, Hasbro, Universal Hobbies and others a partially boxed TV & Film group to include boxed Corgi 04206 Special 
Agent 007 James Bond Aston Martin DB5, Marvel Comics Alarm Clock, Hasbro Obi-Wan Kenobi & Darth Maul boxed pair plus 
others similar. Conditions generally appear Good to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (QTY) 

 £40 - £60 

4390. Corgi, Dinky & Hot Wheels a unboxed TV + Film group to include 2x Aston Martin DB5 (Gold), 2x Chitty Chitty Bang 
Bang, 3x Batmobile, Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle, Lotus Esprit plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Poor to Good. (26) 

 £50 - £70 

4391. A Construction related unboxed group to include manufacturers such as Ros, Joal, Corgi, Dinky, Matchbox, Majorette, 
Siku, Tonka and others similar including Forklifts, Excavators, Tractors, Bulldozers and others similar. Conditions appear 
generally Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £40 - £60 

4392. A tinplate related group of vehicles to include Tonka Refuse Truck, Buddy L Jeep 4x4, Highway Patrol Police Car, 
Tonka Cruise Ship plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to Good to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £30 - £40 

4393. Corgi a unboxed group to include Whizzwheels Porsche Targa 911S, Whizzwheels Porsche Carrera 6, Bentley 
Continental Sports Saloon, Citroen DS19, Volkswagen Van "Toblerone" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to 
Excellent. (QTY) 

 £50 - £70 

4394. Majorette a unboxed group to include Audi Quattro, Fire Dept Range Rover and Trailer, Shell Lorry Tanker, Ferrari 
F40, Porsche Turbo plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

4395. A unboxed Diecast group to include manufactures such as Lledo, Corgi, Hot Wheels, Bburago, Matchbox, and others 
similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £30 - £40 

4396. A large quantity in 2 large boxes of mainly plastic and diecast trucks and trailer including Corgi Juniors Refuse Truck, 
Hot Wheels truck and trailer, trucks with curtainside trailers, car transporters and others similar. Conditions appear generally 
Good to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £30 - £40 
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4397. A Racing Car Related group to include a unboxed Minichamps Formula 1 Toyota Racing Car "C.DA.Matta", Samsung 
British Grand Prix 1990 Ferrari on Wooden Base, 9x boxed Vitesse & Onyx Racing cars, 8x boxed Magazine issue racing cars 
with magazines plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (QTY) 

 £50 - £70 

4398. Corgi a unboxed group to include Buick Regal "Kojak", Ford Gran Torino "Starsky & Hutch", Simon Snorkel Fire 
Engine, Chubb Pathfinder Airport Crash Truck plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

4399. Matchbox a unboxed Super Kings, Speed Kings, Battle Kings and similar to include K-6/11 Pick-Up Truck "Team 
Honda", K-17 Peterbilt Truck & Trailer "Christian Salvesen", K149 Ferrari Testa Rossa plus others similar. Conditions generally 
appear Fair to Good Plus. (QTY) 

 £40 - £60 

4400. A unboxed mainly truck related group to include manufactures such as Corgi, Hot Wheels, Matchbox, Oxford Diecast, 
Mattel, Realtoy and others similar including car transporters, refuse trucks, Curtainside Trucks and others. Conditions generally 
appear Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £30 - £40 

4401. Corgi, Matchbox, Dinky, Bburago, Majorette and others a unboxed Diecast group to include Corgi Ford Consul Classic, 
Dinky Coach, Matchbox Thunderbird 2, Bburago Ferrari Testa Rossa, Majorette Limousine plus others similar. Conditions 
generally appear Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

4402. Triang Spot on a unboxed trio to include Tourist 18ft Caravan, Volkswagen Beetle & Humber Super Snipe Estate Car. 
Conditions appear generally Fair to Good. (3) 

 £20 - £30 

4403. Dinky a unboxed group to include ERF Fire Tender, Spectrum Patrol Car, Pontiac Parisienne, Elevator Loader plus 
others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Good Plus. (19) 

 £40 - £50 

4404. Maisto, Bburago and others a unboxed larger scale car group to include Bburago Mercedes-Benz SSK, Bburago 
Mercedes 300 SL, Hot Wheels Ferrari Enzo plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint. (26) 

 £40 - £60 

4405. Corgi, Matchbox and others a unboxed mainly Farm/Construction related vehicle group to include Matchbox Superfast 
Fork Lift, Matchbox Super Kings Transporter, Corgi Juniors Bulldozer plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to 
Excellent. (QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

4406. A unboxed mainly truck related group to include Matchbox Super Kings Security Truck, Corgi Revopak Refuse 
Collector, Matchbox Super Kings Car Transporter, Corgi Clubs Ambulance plus others. Conditions generally appear Fair to 
Excellent. (QTY) 

 £30 - £40 

4407. Siku, Lonestar, Budgie, Tonka, Politoys, Britains and others a unboxed group to include Britains Massey Ferguson 
Combine Harvester, Siku British Caledonian Airways Coach, Lonestar tractor plus others. Conditions appear generally Fair to 
Excellent. (QTY) 

 £40 - £60 
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4408. A unboxed Diecast group to include manufacturers such as Corgi, Matchbox, Norev, Rio, Brumm, Hot Wheels, 
Majorette, Corgi Juniors, Dinky and others similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £50 - £70 

4409. Marx Toys a boxed "Auto Mac" the Automatic Wonder Truck with Driver in Blue & Yellow. Conditions appear generally 
Good Plus in Good box. 

 £40 - £60 

4410. Matchbox Models Of Yesteryear a boxed group to include Y-16 1904 Spyker Tourer, Y-12 1909 Thomas Flyabout, Y-8 
1945 MGTC plus others similar. This lot also include 2x Matchbox Dinky models. Conditions generally appear Good to Mint in 
Fair to Good Plus boxes. (32) 

 £30 - £40 

4411. Corgi a boxed Mini Cooper group to include 05506 "The Italian Job" Three Piece Mini Set, CC82207 Mini 40 in Old 
English White, CC82240 Mini Cooper Classic "Neil Burgess", CC82250 Mini Innocenti Cooper Export AVS 482N "Robert 
Stacey & Nicky West" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes. (14) 

 £40 - £50 

4412. Cararama, Oxford Diecast & Welly a boxed Mini Cooper group to Cararama include 4x 5 piece mini sets, Oxford 
Diecast Min017 Mini "Happy Birthday", Cararama Mini Cooper "Police" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Good to 
Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (31) 

 £40 - £50 

4413. A unboxed Diecast group to include Matchbox Superfast Racing Mini, Corgi Juniors Leyland Terrier "Daily Planet 
(Superman)", Matchbox Speed Kings Lamborghini Miura, Bburago Porsche 924 Turbo plus others similar. Conditions generally 
appear Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

4414. A unboxed Diecast group to include Matchbox Regular Wheels Commer Bottle Float, Matchbox Superfast 
Woosh-N-Push, Corgi Juniors Leyland Terrier "Coca Cola", Dinky Joes Car plus others. Conditions appear generally Poor to 
Good. (QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

4415. A unboxed Diecast group to include Corgi Commer 3/4 Ton Chassis, Matchbox Rolamatics Clipper, Lone Star Impy 
Flatbed Truck, Lesney Daimler Ambulance plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Fair to Good Plus. (QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

4416. Bburago, Welly, Maisto, Majorette and others a larger scale boxed group to include Bburago 3731 Porsche 356B 
Cabriolet (1961), Maisto Audi TT Roadster, Majorette 4210 Mercedes 500 SL, Welly 1941 Chevrolet Special Deluxe plus others 
similar. Conditions generally appear Good to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (12) 

 £30 - £40 

4417. Cararama, Oxford Diecast, Lledo, Corgi, Schuco a boxed group to include Corgi 60015 Road Recovery Set, Lledo 
DG213004 Harrington Horse Box "Epsom Riders", Cararama Rover 90 plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Good 
Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (51) 

 £40 - £60 
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4418. A unboxed Military group to include plastic tanks, jeeps, motorbikes, planes, helicopters and others similar. Conditions 
appear generally Good to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £10 - £15 

4419. Solido, Atlas Editions, Vanguards and similar a boxed group to include Vanguards VA05510 Ford Consul in Copper 
Brown, Remote Control Helicopter, Subbuteo 63000 England Team, Atlas Editions Southdown Bristol Lodekka FS plus others. 
Conditions generally appear Good to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes. (QTY) 

 £50 - £70 

4420. A larger scale vehicle group to include Hess Trucks and Police Car, Tinplate Porsche Carrera GT, Bburago Ferrari, 
Motor Max 1/12 scale Ford GT plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent. (23) 

 £40 - £60 

4421. A mixed group to include unboxed Scalextric cars and controllers, boxed and unboxed motorcycles and scooters, 
unboxed Diecast cars and others similar. Conditions generally appear Poor to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. 

 £20 - £40 

4422. Atlas Editions a boxed Eddie Stobart group to include RV232 Scania R560 Low Cab & Low Loader "Nicola Melissa", 
H777 Scania T Series Curtainside "Kerry Jane", H6363 Scania R440 Highline Tanker "Lynn" plus others similar. Conditions 
appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Mint boxes. (26) 

 £60 - £80 

4423. Atlas Editions a boxed group to include 5x The Greatest Show on Earth models, 3x Trams, 6x Police models, 3x 
Military models, 2x Bus models, 2x Classic Coaches models, 1x Tractor & 1x Renault 4CV "Police". Conditions generally 
appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Mint boxes. (23) 

 £60 - £80 

4424. Atlas Editions a boxed Dinky Toys group to include 943 Leyland Octopus Tanker "ESSO", 481 Bedford 10 cwt Van 
"Ovaltine", 14 Triporteur, 25 Camion Laitier plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Near Mint boxes. (12) 

 £40 - £50 

4425. Atlas Editions a boxed Dinky Toys group to include 539 Break ID 19 Citroen, 518 Renault 4L, 23D Auto-Union Racing 
Car, 526 Mercedes 190 SL plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near 
Mint boxes. (18) 

 £60 - £80 

4426. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 11401 & 11601 Triumph Roadster 20TR & Triumph Vitesse Mk 
II Convertible set, 13101 Atkinson Dropside 8W "Dents Of Spennymoor", 20301 Bristol VR Ser's II "East Yorkshire" plus others 
similar. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (21) 

 £40 - £50 

4427. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed bus group to include Post War London Leyland Buses limited edition bus set 4, 
15703 Plaxton Coach "East Kent", 25804SB Daimler DMS "Western National" Showbus 1999 plus others similar. Conditions 
appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (21) 

 £50 - £70 

4428. Creative Master Northcord a boxed pair to include UKBUS 5102 Mercedes-Benz Citaro "Stagecoach in London" & 
UKBUS 4001 Alexander Royale "Lothian Buses" (Model without wing mirrors but has certificate). Conditions appear generally 
Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 
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4429. Corgi Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include OM99191 Tamar Link set, 43516 Balloon Tram Car 
720 "Goosebumps", OM43709 Q1 Utility Bus "London Transport Hanwell Broadway" plus others similar. Conditions appear 
generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (25) 

 £60 - £80 

4430. Corgi Classics a boxed bus set group to include 96995 The Ian Allen Publishing 50th Anniversary Set, 97066 
Routemasters In Exile "Scotland", 97074 Routemasters In Exile The "South" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally 
Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (12) 

 £40 - £50 

4431. Corgi Classics a boxed bus/coach group to include 97113 Bedford OB "Warburton's", 97106 Bedford OB Coach "The 
Fred Bibby", 97180 AEC Regal "Grey Green Coaches" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Good Plus to Mint in 
generally Good to Excellent boxes. (23) 

 £60 - £70 

4432. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include CC25202 Fully Closed Tram "London Transport", 97824 Daimler Fleetline 
"Birmingham City", 96985The Thornycroft "East Surrey" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Good Plus to Mint in 
generally Good to Excellent boxes. (20) 

 £60 - £70 

4433. Corgi Classics a boxed circus related group to include 21701 AEC Closed Pole Truck With Closed Pole Trailer Set 
"John Corona's Pleasure Fairs", 16501 Scammell Highwayman Ballast With Closed Pole Trailer & Caravan Set "Carters Steam 
Fair", 97920 Scammell Highwayman "R.Edwards Amusements" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to 
Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £60 - £80 

4434. Corgi a boxed Heavy Haulage group to include 17601 Scammell Constructor and 24 Wheel Low Loader "Hills Of 
Botley", 17602 Scammell Constructor and 24 Wheel Low Loader with Load "Sunter Bros Ltd", 16901 Scammell Highwayman 
Ballast and Low Loader "Hallett Silbermann", 17501 Scammell Constructor "Siddle Cook" & 31010 Scammell Highwayman Low 
Loader with Luffing Shovel. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £60 - £80 

4435. Corgi a boxed truck group to include 55610 Diamond T980 Wrecker & Trailer With Pipes, CC16005 Volvo FH Step 
Frame Trailer "Anderson" (Model without wing mirrors) & CC18101 Scania R Series Topline Curtainside "Tyneside Express". 
Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

4436. Corgi a boxed truck group to include Truckfest CC13232 DAF XF Super Cab "Beamish Transport", CC12211 Scania 
Curtainside "Fagan & Whalley Ltd", CC13403 MAN TGA Curtainside "Ken Thomas Ltd" & 75201 ERF Curtainside "Eddie 
Stobart". Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

4437. Corgi a boxed Superhaulers group to include TY86721 Volvo Box Trailer "Nisa Today's", 59541 ERF 4 Wheel Rigid 
Lorry "Pickfords", 59539 ERF Curtainside "R.G. Bassett & Sons Ltd" (Millennium Livery). Conditions generally appear Excellent 
to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (25) 

 £60 - £80 

4438. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 96970 Thornycroft Truck Circa 1930 "Boots", 97091 Bedford Pantechnicon 
"Luckings", 97090 Bedford Pantechnicon "Riley's" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Good Plus to Mint in 
generally Good to Excellent boxes. (13) 

 £40 - £50 
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4439. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 8x Golden Oldies models, 22601 Bedford TK Tanker "Cadbury", 19201 
Bedford S Emergency Tender Set "Cambridgeshire Fire & Rescue Service", CC60003 SD.KFZ 7/1 Krauss-Haffei Semi-Track 
plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (15) 

 £50 - £60 

4440. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 3x 97366 Atkinson 8 Wheel Rigid "Tennant", 55901 Diamond T620 with 
Diamond T Load "Diamond T Motor Corporation", CC11610 Albion Reiver Platform Lorry "Pollock Musselburgh" plus others 
similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £70 

4441. Corgi a boxed group to include 80205 (Vintage Glory Of Steam) Foden Dropside Wagon With Crates "Pickfords", 
22101 Leyland Ergomatic Trailer Set "British Road Services" (Set is missing Leyland Ergomatic so just the trailer is present), 
97895 AEC Flatbed Truck & Trailer "BRS" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £40 - £50 

4442. Corgi a boxed group to include 15201 Scammell Scarab Delivery Truck Set "Mitchells & Butlers" (Set is missing inner 
packaging), 22504 Bedford TK Platform Trailer & Container "Guinness”, 97931 AEC Flatbed "Greenall Whitley" plus others 
similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £70 

4443. Corgi a boxed Eddie Stobart group to include 2x 97369 AEC Truck And Trailer "Eddie Stobart", 97940 ERF Flatbed 
"Eddie Stobart", 20903 AEC 8 Wheel Platform Lorry "Eddie Stobart" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent 
to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £40 - £60 

4444. Corgi a boxed Royal Mail & Post Office group to include 2x 08002 "Royal Mail" Mini Van Set, 23802 Albion Clydesdale 
Dropside Trailer "Post Office Supplies Dept", 15002 "Royal Mail" Scammell Scarab" plus others similar. Conditions generally 
appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (14) 

 £40 - £60 

4445. Corgi a boxed Tanker group to include 2x 16301 Scammell Highwayman Tanker Set "Guinness" (1 set is missing inner 
packaging), 97367 Scammell Highwayman & Tanker Trailer "Pointer", 24202 Leyland Octopus Elliptical Tanker "Power 
Petroleum" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

4446. Corgi a boxed group to include CS90063 (Fire Heroes) ALF 900 "Vero Beach", 07101 Corgi Collector Club Land 
Rover, 07403 "AA" Land Rover, CC07805 Ford Transit Van "British Gas" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear 
Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (28) 

 £40 - £60 

4447. Corgi a boxed truck group to include 1132 Scania Truck "Danzas", 56001 Corgi Mobile Roadshow Vehicle, C1246 
Scammell Container Truck "Dr Pepper", C1238 Seddon Atkinson "Radio 1" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear 
Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (15) 

 £40 - £50 

4448. Corgi a boxed group of sets to include D35/1 Bedford Coach & Morris 1000 Van & Ford Zephyr 50th Anniversary Battle 
Of Britain set, 97697 Leicestershire Police Set, 97700 Jaguar XK120 & Jaguar E Type & Jaguar MK2 Jaguar Through the 
Years set plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes. (17) 

 £40 - £60 
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4449. Corgi a boxed group to include 702 Breakdown Truck, 2x 471 Silver Jubilee Bus, 469 London Bus, 431 Vanatic US 
Custom Van, 56 Tipper Trailer & 41 1902 State Landau The Queens Silver Jubilee 1977. Conditions generally appear Good 
Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (7) 

 £30 - £40 

4450. Corgi a boxed group to include 94145 Mini Limited Edition in White, 59202 Jaguar Saloon "Central Police", TY82703 
"AA" Land Rover, 405 Ford Transit "Daily Crest" plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Good Plus to Mint in generally 
Fair to Near Mint boxes. (32) 

 £50 - £60 

4451. Corgi a boxed group to include Bedford O Series Pantechnicon "Brewer & Turnbull" Limited Edition, Bedford O Series 
Pantechnicon "Blackpool Tower Circus" Limited Edition, C906/8 Mack Truck "Bovril" plus others similar. Conditions appear 
generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (35) 

 £50 - £60 

4452. Corgi a boxed bus group to include Great Britain 92565 London Scene 4 Piece Set, C599/6 AEC Bus "Wisk", Q991/7 
National Garden Festival Tram, 1950 Halifax J.O.C. AEC Regent plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Good Plus to 
Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (17) 

 £25 - £35 

4453. Corgi a boxed group to include 3184 Datapost Despatch Centre "Royal Mail", 3109 The Best Of British Gift Set, 2x 
Corgi Playsets, Scammell Truck, Ford Escort, Renault 5 plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in 
generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (25) 

 £50 - £70 

4454. Corgi a boxed TV & Film group to include 00802 Austin 1300 Estate & Basil Fawlty, unboxed The Beatles Yellow 
Submarine, 05506 The Italian Job Three Piece Mini Set, CC00601 Lady Penelope's Fab 1 plus others similar. Conditions 
generally appear Fair to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (11) 

 £60 - £80 

4455. Corgi "Chitty Chitty Bang Bang" - "25th Anniversary Issue" with "Caractacus Potts, Truly Scrumptious, Jeremy & 
Jemima" figures. Conditions appear generally Excellent in generally Good box. 

 £40 - £50 

4456. Vanguards a boxed group to include IJ1005 "The Italian Job" Five Piece Set, VA07604 Land Rover "Met Traffic 
Accident Car S.E.T.A.C. Unit, VA08602 Jaguar XJ6 4.2 Series I & Towing Horse Box plus others similar. Conditions generally 
appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

4457. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA38003 Safari Rally Vauxhall Victor F-Series MKI "1959 Kenya Corporation", 
VA13000 Austin 7 Mini Green MiniVA55001 Ford Consul 3000 GT "Coys Historic Rally Of Great Britain 1998" plus others 
similar. (1 model is within the wrong box). Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. 
(10) 

 £40 - £50 

4458. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA11002 Morris Minor Van "Ovaltine", VA06600 Ford Transit Van MKI "Post 
Office Telephones", VA06201 Ford 5 CWT Van Model E494C "D. Woolfman Radio And Television" plus others similar. 
Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (14) 

 £50 - £70 
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4459. Dinky Toys a boxed trio to include 297 Silver Jubilee Bus, 124 Rolls Royce phantom V & 266 ERF Fire Tender. 
Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good boxes. (3) 

 £25 - £30 

4460. Dinky a boxed group to include 504 Foden 14-Ton Tanker in two tone blue, 667 Missile Servicing Platform Vehicle & 
666 Missile Erector Vehicle with Corporal Missile and Launching Platform. Conditions generally appear Fair to Good in 
generally Fair boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

4461. Minichamps a boxed group to include 430 040006 Opel Kapitan 1959 Yellow/White, 430043006 Opel Kadett A 
1962-65 Dark Red, 430 171012 Volvo 121 1966 Green plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

4462. Brumm, Vitesse, Verem, Rio, Gama and similar a boxed group to include Detail Cars 336 BMW 327 1941 With Soft 
Top 49714, Gama Opel Kadett, Rio Fiat Omnibus 18BL 1915, Vitesse L085 Mini 1000 Castrol Minicross Champion 1982 plus 
others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (14) 

 £50 - £60 

4463. Joal, Cararama, Winross and others a boxed truck group to include Joal 330 Volvo FH-12 Globetrotter XL, Winross 
Truck and Trailer "Ryder", Cararama Truck with Curtainside Trailer "R.F.Fielding" plus others similar. Conditions appear 
generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

4464. Oxford Diecast a boxed group to include 76SH003 Pat Collins Highwayman Ballast & Low Loader, 76QLD003 Bedford 
QLD Bertam Mills, 76TR005 The Happy Plaice Mobile Trailer plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Excellent to Mint 
i9n generally Good to Excellent boxes. (13) 

 £40 - £50 

4465. Solido, Majorette, ERTL, Verem and similar a boxed group to include Solido 2006 Depanneuse "Police", Russian 
Diecast A15 Limousine, ERTL Checker Cab, Majorette Cadburys Collection set plus others similar. Conditions generally appear 
Good to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (21) 

 £50 - £60 

4466. Corgi, Cararama, Hot Wheels, Welly and similar a boxed group to include Corgi 61212Morris Van "Royal Mail", GE 
Fabbri James Bond Tuk Tuck "Octopussy", Hot Wheels Volkswagen Caddy plus others similar. Conditions appear generally 
Good to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (QTY) 

 £40 - £60 

4467. Action, Revell, Saico, Signature Models and similar a boxed group to include Action Monte Carlo 400 Rematch Looney 
Tunes Hauler, Revell 08944 Messerschmitt KR200 Cabrio-Limousine, Signature Models Limousine plus others similar. 
Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (16) 

 £40 - £50 

4468. A Diecast Catalogue and Book related group to include Dinky, Corgi, Vanguards & Matchbox Catalogues, Lledo 
Magazines, Sports Cars books, The Dinky Years Book & The Corgi Years Book. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint. 
(QTY) 

 £20 - £30 
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4469. Matchbox a boxed group to include 62 Renault 17TL, 62 Mercury Cougar, 6 Mercedes 350SL & 5 Seafire. Conditions 
appear generally Good to Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes. (4) 

 £20 - £30 

4470. Matchbox a boxed group to include TC2 Tanker Set "Shell", MB47 Jaguar SS100, MB54 Airport Foam Monitor, MB-2 
Rover Sterling plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (27) 

 £50 - £60 

4471. Matchbox a boxed Super Kings & King Size group to include K-16 Ford LTS Articulated Tanker, K-133 Refuse Truck, 
K-8 Caterpillar Traxcavator, K-9 Fire Tender plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Good to Mint in generally Poor to 
Good Plus boxes. (13) 

 £60 - £70 

4472. Matchbox Models Of Yesteryear a boxed group to include 4 Piece G-5 Gift Set (Missing End Flaps On 1 Side), Y-16 
1904 Spyker Tourer, Y-2 1911 Renault, Y-4 1930 Model "J" Duesenberg plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good 
to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (13) 

 £30 - £40 

4473. Matchbox Models Of Yesteryear a boxed Maroon box group to include Y-25 1910 Renault AG "James Neale & Sons", 
Y-30 AC Mack Model 1920 "Acorn Storage", Y-28 1907 Unic Taxi, 2x 3 piece set plus others similar. Conditions generally 
appear Good Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (87) 

 £80 - £100 

4474. Matchbox Models Of Yesteryear a boxed straw box group to include Y-5 Talbot "Liptons Tea", Y-13 Crossley "Coal & 
Coke", Y-12 1912 Ford T "Langholm Engineering" (Promotional Model) plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Good 
Plus to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (65) 

 £60 - £70 

4475. Matchbox Models Of Yesteryear a boxed group to include YS-161929 Scammell 100 Ton Truck-Trailer with G.E.R 
Class E42-4-0 Locomotive, YS-39 Passenger Coach & Horses 1820, Y-12/45 1912 Ford T "Silver Jubilee Edition plus others 
similar. Conditions generally appear Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (18) 

 £30 - £40 

4476. Matchbox a boxed group to include Y-31 1931 Morris Courier Van "Classic Toys For A Jolly Colourful Read", DY-25 
1958 Porsche 356A Coupe, Pills, Potions & Powders Special Edition Gift Set, 7x Great Beers Of The World models, 2x Power 
Of The Press Models plus others similar. Conditions generally appear Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. 
(25) 

 £50 - £70 

4477. Lledo a boxed group of sets to include North Yorkshire Moors Railway, Reach For The Sky, The Golden Days of the 
Film Industry 24 Carat Gold Plated set, Kellogg's Frosties set plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to 
Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (32) 

 £50 - £60 

4478. Lledo, Oxford Diecast and similar a boxed group to include 61002 1953 Pontiac Delivery Van "Milwaukee Ambulance", 
SL36000 1938 Chevy Pick-Up "Coca Cola", DG006166 Model T Ford Van "Quality Street" plus others similar. Conditions 
appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Mint boxes. (71) 

 £50 - £60 
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4479. Lledo a boxed group to include BR1002 The Bygone Days Of Road Transport set, DG165000 Scammell Artic Sheeted 
Trailer "Tetley's", DA1002 The Dandy Dec 4th 1937 Set plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good to Excellent boxes. (33) 

 £40 - £50 

4480. A large quantity of mainly OO Scale Railway Buildings and Accessories including bridges, buildings, houses plus many 
others - some are made from kits others are scratchbuilt - conditions are generally Poor to Fair.  (lg qty) 

 £20 - £30 

4481. A large quantity of empty boxes to include Mamod Rolls Royce - Fair; plus a large quantity of mainly (1/18th scale) 
empty boxes including Kyosho, BMW X6; Autoart Dodge Viper GTS; Guiloy Chrysler Atlantic plus others - conditions are 
generally Fair to Excellent - (qty contained in large open boxes) - see photo. 

 £15 - £20 

4482. Matchbox (1992) "Thunderbirds" - Thunderbird 2; Corgi "Captain Scarlet" Spectrum Pursuit vehicle; Matchbox "Red 
Arrows" x 2; plus some other more recent issues and Matchbox Super Kings Bus - conditions are Fair to Good Plus - see photo. 

 £10 - £15 

4483. Unboxed group to include Kirk Models Ford Tipper; Britains Super Major Tractor; Corgi Juniors Volkswagen; Lledo 
"Shredded Wheat" Delivery Van; Budgie Toys (Morestone) Tipper plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Excellent - see 
photo.  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

4484. Britains 176F Acrobat Rake - dark orange, cream - Excellent, inner carded display is Good Plus to Excellent, outer 
carded box is Fair; Corgi 04405 Mini "RAC Rally"; Matchbox Skybusters a quantity (comes with some empty boxes) plus 
unboxed to include Corgi Juniors "James Bond" Citroen 2CV - conditions are generally Fair to Mint in generally Good to Good 
Plus packaging where applicable - see photo.   

 £30 - £50 

4485. Faller 665 Railway aluminium wire mesh 2 x packs (100 x 80cm) - conditions appear to be generally Near Mint to Mint 
(still in factory packaging).  (2) 

 £5 - £10 

4486. EFE Corgi Original Omnibus group of Buses & Coaches including Bedford OB Coach "Southern Vectis"; Portsmouth 
Leyland PD2; London Transport Leyland Atlantean XA9; GMT Mark 1 Short Leyland National; London Transport Dual Door 
MCW Metrobus; plus others similar - all generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent Plus boxes apart from 3 original 
Omnibus models which have the usual crazing/shrinkage to paintwork and only Fair (25) 

 £60 - £80 

4487. Oxford Diecast, EFE, Corgi Original Omnibus group of unboxed Buses & Coaches including East Midland 
Routemaster; Tynemouth AEC Renown; London United Enviro 200 etc along with 6 x various Vanguards 1/43rd scale cars; 
Corgi 1/43rd scale Morris Traveller; Revell 1/43rd scale Mini Cooper & Oxford Diecast Steam Roller - models would benefit from 
cleaning as most are very dusty from display and some models have wing mirrors or other small parts missing - Good to 
Excellent unboxed (30) 

 £40 - £50 
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4488. White Metal Bus Kits all of which have been professionally constructed & painted including Barton Bedford OB Coach; 
Lincolnshire Road Car Company Bristol L Type Single Decker (seats loose within body); Bristol Omnibus Bristol L Type Single 
Decker (front axle bent out of shape & left hand front wing loose); Lincoln Corporation Leyland PLSC Lion (seats loose within 
body); Barton Leyland Tiger Coach (front axle & wheels loose) - Good Plus to Excellent Plus unboxed; Westwood kits AEC 
Regal III Single Decker sprayed in Grey primer (does not have glazing fitted) Excellent in Fair box and White Metal Steam 
Roller with Caravan & Water Tank Trailer ( front roller detached but still present ) Excellent in Fair associated box (7) 

 £70 - £90 

4489. Group of 1/76th OO gauge 4mm scale White Metal Kit Built Buses all professionally constructed & painted (1) 
Lincolnshire Road Car Bristol Lodekka; (2) Nottingham Corporation AEC Regent; (3) West Bridgford UDC AEC Regent II; (4) 
GWR Maudsley Single Deck Bus; (5) Leeds Corporation AEC Regent III - Excellent to Near Mint (5) 

 £100 - £120 

4490. Group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm scale White Metal Bus Kits all of which have been nicely constructed & painted (1) 
Southdown Leyland PD2 (2) Notts & Derby Bristol; (3) Greater Manchester PTE Leyland Titan; (4) National Holidays Volvo 
Duple Dominant Coach (1 luggage rack loose within body) (5) similar resin kit of Barton Front Entrance Leyland PD1 - Good 
Plus to Excellent (5) 

 £60 - £80 

4491. Group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm scale white metal kit built London Transport Buses - all nicely constructed & painted 
(1) Routemaster (wheels, axles & springs detached but still present, seats also loose within body); (2) Dual Door Leyland 
National; (3) Daimler Fleetline DMS; (4) Leyland Titan Dual Door (front doors loose but still present, base & some seats also 
loose); (5) MCW Metrobus (wheels, axles & springs loose but still present) - Good to Excellent unboxed (5) 

 £50 - £60 

4492. Group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm scale London Transport White Metal Bus Kits all professionally constructed & painted 
(1) Q Class Trolley Bus (some seats loose within body); (2) AEC RT (has incorrect Routemaster fleet number); (3) Leyland STL 
(front axle wheels & springs loose but still present); (4) RF Single Decker- Excellent to Excellent Plus (4). 

 £50 - £60 

4493. Group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm scale White Metal London Area Bus Kits all professionally constructed & painted. (1) 
Green Line Leyland TF (one side destination board loose but still present); (2) Green Line AEC Regal T-Class (has incorrect 
fleet number and rear wheels, axle & springs detached but still present); (3) London Transport AEC Regal T-Class with 
Weymann Body Bus; (4) London Transport- Two tone green with silver roof, front entrance STL (chassis a little loose); (5) 
London Transport AEC Regent Tilling open staircase ST (rear wheels, axle & springs detached but still present); (6) General 
Omnibus Open Top NS; (7) Shillibeer's Horse Drawn Omnibus - Good plus to Near Mint (7). 

 £120 - £150 

4494. Group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm Scale White Metal London Transport Bus Kits to include model road replicas 
Routemaster RMA, Routemaster RCL and Leyland Atlantean XA; ABS Models RT & RF (RF has been partly constructed); The 
Model Bus Company RT with craven body; RLH and front entrance STL and Historic British Road Vehicles Daimler Fleetline 
DMS -all unchecked for completeness but appear Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes (9). 

 £80 - £100 

4495. Group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm scale White Metal Bus Kits including model road replicas Routemaster RMA & 
Routemaster RCL; Brackenborough Bristol Lodekka & Leyland PD2 with MCW Orion bodywork; W&T Kits - Midland red BMMO 
SOS Type FEDD and BMMO Type D9 ; Varney Midland Red S6 Single Decker; ABS Models AEC Breakdown Tender with 
Crane and Eames 1927 Maudslay ML3 Single Decker - all unchecked for completeness but appear Excellent to Mint in Fair to 
Good Plus boxes, a couple of which are still factory sealed (9). 

 £80 - £100 
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4496. Group of 1/72nd OO Gauge 4mm Scale White Metal Bus Kits including Pirate Models Leyland Olympian London 
Transport dual door version, Leyland Lynx, Mercedes Midi-Bus, Optare City Pacer Minibus and Leyland Titan London Transport 
dual door version; Anbrico Leyland /ECW B51 Coach and Dennis Dominator with Alexander R-Type body; Lowland Buses 
Volvo B10M Plaxton Paramount Expressliner Coach; ABS Models Plaxton Supreme Coach, Alexander M-Type Coach & 
Seddon Midi Bus (the last two kits are Westwood Kits reissued by ABS models) - All unchecked for completeness but appear 
Excellent to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes, a couple of which are still factory sealed (11). 

 £80 - £100 

4497. Group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm scale White Metal Bus Kits including Pirate Models Duple Dominant Coach, AEC 
Harrington Grenadier Luxury Coach, Duple 320 Coach, Bristol VRT Series 3, General Omnibus NS type with covered top & 
open staircase and Guildford GF General Omnibus Single Decker; RTC Models 1931 Dennis Dart; Historic British Road 
Vehicles 1934 Dennis Ace; ABS Models Leyland/MCW Orion and Westwood AEC Regent V- all unchecked for completeness 
but appear Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good boxes, 4 of which are still factory sealed (10). 

 £80 - £100 

4498. Group of Anbrico 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm White Metal Model Bus Kits (1) 1927 Leyland TD1 with open staircase; (2) 
Leyland PD2 Highbridge; (3) Leyland PD2 Lowbridge; (4) 1952 Leeds AEC Regent Mark III with Roe bodywork; (5) 1947 
Crossley DD42; (6) AEC Burlingham half Cab Coach; (7) 1955 London transport AEC RLH with Weymann Lowbridge body; (8) 
Leyland PLSC3 Lion with rear door - all unchecked for completeness but appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes 
(8) 

 £80 - £100 

4499. Anbrico Group of 1/76th OO 4mm Gauge White Metal Bus Kits (1) Leyland PD2 Highbridge; (2) Burlingham Seagull 
Coach; (3) 1938 Leyland TS8; (4) 1938 AEC Regal; (5) 1936 AEC Regent with Weymann body; (6)1936 Daimler COG6 with 
Weymann body; (7) AEC Burlingham Half Cab Coach; (8)1955 Bedford SB Coach with Duple Super-Vega body- all unchecked 
for completeness but appear Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes (8). 

 £80 - £100 

4500. Anbrico Group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm scale White Metal Bus Kits (1) Alexander Y-Type Coach; (2) Bristol- ECW 
RELL; (3) Plaxton Panorama 1 Coach; (4) Leeds Dual Door Leyland Atlantean with Roe Body; (5) Bristol- ECW FLF; (6) 
Bristol - ECW SC4LK; (7)1938 Karrier E4 Trolley Bus with Weymann body- all unchecked for completeness but appear 
Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes (7) 

 £70 - £90 

4501. Group of 1/72nd OO Gauge 4mm Scale White Metal Bus Kits. Pirate Models Open Top Guy Arab Birmingham AEC 
Regent I, Birmingham Leyland half cab piano front Trolleybus, 1925 Midland Red SOS Charabanc and Bristol VRT Series 3; 
Brackenborough Leyland PD2 with MCW Orion body; The Model Bus Company Leeds AEC Regent III with Roe body and open 
top Leyland Titan TD3 and Nu-Cast Southdown Leyland Titan PD3 with Northern Counties full front body- All unchecked for 
completeness but appear Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good boxes a couple of which are still factory sealed (9). 

 £90 - £110 

4502. Group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm Scale White Metal mostly commercial vehicle kits including Highway Models AEC 
Merryweather Fire Engine with wheeled escape ladder; ABS Models Albion Chieftain Flat Truck & London to Liverpool Horse 
Drawn Mail Coach; Eames 1926 Thornycroft 4 Ton Box Van & Albion 2 Ton Motor Lorry; Langley Miniature Models AEC 
Mammoth Major Flat Truck; Mopok Traction Engine; Pirate Models Austin FX4 Taxi; Midget Models Austin Cambridge- all 
unchecked for completeness but appear Excellent to Mint in Fair to Good boxes, some of which are still factory sealed and 
Highway Models Leyland FT4A Pump Escape Fire Engine- again unchecked for completeness but appears Near Mint in Fair 
associated box (10) 

 £40 - £50 
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4503. Anbrico 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm Scale White Metal Tram Kits. 3 x BT33 Coventry/Nottingham open balcony Double 
Decker with 3-window lower saloon & 4-wheel truck; 2 x CT44 all enclosed Double Decker with 4-window lower deck saloon & 
4-wheel truck; CT44B Belfast style all enclosed Double Decker with 4-window lower deck saloon & 4-wheel truck; BT43 
Edinburgh style open balcony with 3-window lower deck saloon & 4-wheel truck and OT40 Reading Open Top with 4-window 
lower deck saloon -  all unchecked for completeness but appear Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good boxes (8). 

 £80 - £100 

4504. Anbrico Group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm Scale White Metal Tram Kits (1) Bradford Corporation open balcony Double 
Decker; (2) Sheffield Roberts Car; (3) Southport Short Toastrack; (4) Reading Open Topper with 4-window lower saloon; (5) 
Brighton/Edinburgh Open Topper with 3-window lower saloon; (6) Belfast all enclosed Double Decker with 4-window lower deck 
saloon & 4-wheel truck; (7) Dundee all enclosed Double Decker with 3- window and lower deck saloon & 4-wheel truck- all 
unchecked for completeness but appear Excellent to Mint complete with Tenshodo Power Bogies in Fair to Good plus boxes (7) 

 £80 - £100 

4505. Tramalan Group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm scale White Metal Tram Kits (1) Leeds 601/602 Streamlined Single Deck 
Railcar; (2) Leeds Middleton Bogie; (3) Rotherham English Electric Single Ended Tram; (4) Sheffield Domed Roof Car; (5) 
Glasgow Single Deck Bogie Car - all unchecked for completeness but appear Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes 
(5). 

 £100 - £120 

4506. Tramalan Group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm Scale White Metal Tram Kits (1) Birmingham Radial Class Open Balcony 
Double Decker with 4-wheel truck; (2) Bristol Standard Open Topper; (3) Blackpool Conduit Car (original condition); (4) 
Demi-Car Single Decker (as used in  Maidstone/Chester/Barrow/Doncaster etc); (5) Kitson Standard 1884 Steam tram Engine; 
(6) Falcon 1886 Bogie Double Deck Steam Tram Trailer along with 3 x Keil Kraft West Ham Corporation Type A Tram Plastic 
Kits with corresponding Tramalan white metal conversion kits (1) Glasgow Corporation Ex-Paisley; (2) Leicester all enclosed 
Double Decker; (3) LCC/London Transport M-Class (packet has been opened & resealed) - all unchecked for completeness but 
appear Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good Plus boxes (12). 

 £120 - £150 

4507. Tramalan Group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm Scale White Metal Tram Kits. (1) Manchester Corporation California 
Combination Bogie Single Decker; (2) Blackburn Milnes all enclosed Bogie Double Decker; (3) Sheffield flush sided standard 
Double Decker; (4) Liverpool Streamlined Baby Grand- all unchecked for completeness but appear Excellent to Near Mint in 
Fair to Good Plus boxes (4). 

 £80 - £100 

4508. BEC Kits Group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm Scale White Metal Tram Kits. (1) London Transport Works Car (includes 
parts to construct either Stores Van / Snowbroom or Snowplough); (2) Open vestibule enclosed top 4-wheeled Truck Car;(3) 
LCC Open Top Car Number 106; (4) 4-Wheel Truck open vestibule & open balcony car double decker; (5) 4-Wheel Truck open 
topper; (6) 4-Wheel Truck open topper with reverse staircase - all unchecked for completeness but appear Excellent to Mint in 
Good to Excellent boxes (6). 

 £90 - £120 

4509. BEC Kits group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm Scale White Metal Tram Kits (1) Leeds Horsfield; (2) Manchester Pilcher; (3) 
Manchester Standard Bogie Car; (4) Glasgow Hex Dash Standard Car; (5) Glasgow Coronation - all unchecked for 
completeness Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Excellent boxes along with PC Models 3 x Sprung base trolley kit all appear 
Mint in Excellent factory sealed plastic bags (8). 

 £100 - £120 
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4510. Group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm Scale White Metal Tram Kits. BEC Kits include 2 x Open Balcony & 1 x Open Top 
4-Wheel Truck Tramcars; Tennents Black Country Trams Dudley & Stourbridge Single Deck Tram; K's LCC E-Class Single 
Deck Car; ABS Models London LCC Horsedrawn Tramcar, Southampton Open Top Car & Leeds (Ex-Hull) Kipper box - all 
unchecked for completeness but appear Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes and Heaton Park Tramway 
Manchester California Combination Single Decker (this is a none motorised kit sold by the Heaton Park Tramway where this 
preserve Tramcar runs from the Tramalan White Metal Masters) again unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent in 
Fair plain white box. (9). 

 £110 - £130 

4511. Group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm Scale Motorised Tramcar Kits all of which have been professionally constructed & 
painted (1) Anbrico Nottingham all enclosed 4-wheel Double Decker; (2) Anbrico Dundee Corporation all enclosed 4-wheel 
Double Decker; (3) BEC Kits Leeds Horsfield; - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair to Good Boxes (4) Birmingham 4-wheel open 
balcony Double Decker plastic kit- Excellent in Fair incorrect box (4). 

 £80 - £100 

4512. Group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm Scale White Metal Motorised Tramcar Kits all of which have been nicely constructed 
& painted (1) Glasgow Reconditioned Hex Dash Standard; (2) Glasgow Coronation- both are Excellent to Excellent Plus in 
Good & Poor boxes; (3) Manchester all enclosed Standard Bogie Tramcar - Excellent unboxed (one bogie requires attention) 
(3). 

 £90 - £120 

4513. Group of 1/76th OO Gauge 4mm Scale Plastic Bus & Tram Kits. Tram Kits include 2 x Blackpool Balloon & 2 x 
Blackpool Standard Trams (one open balcony & one all enclosed); Bus Kits include Tower Models 3 x Leyland Olympian 
(Blackpool, London Buses & London Metrobus versions) - all unchecked for completeness but appear Excellent in Fair to Good 
boxes. 

 £15 - £20 

4514. Tenshodo 12 x Various Motor Bogies - all Near Mint to Mint in Near Mint to Mint plastic cases, outer white card sleeves 
are Fair to Good plus (12) 

 £120 - £150 

4515. Oxford Diecast 1/72nd Scale De Havilland DH89 Dragon Rapide- HRH King Edward VIII personal transport registration 
G- ADDD - Mint complete with display stand in Near Mint box but outer card sleeve is only Fair. 

 £10 - £15 

4516. Metaxa 7 Star Gold Label Greek Speciality Liquor - Bottle still unopened & sealed Excellent in Fair box. 

 £10 - £20 

4517. Matchbox, Dinky a unboxed group to include Matchbox Home Stores, Matchbox Garage, Dinky Police box, Lesney 
Saracen Personnel Carrier plus others. Conditions generally appear Fair to Good. (8) 

 £10 - £15 

4518. A Nintendo Gameboy group to include a Nintendo Gameboy Device & 11 Games including Mario Golf, Tetris, The 
Amazing Spiderman, WWF Superstars 2, Mortal Combat, Terminator, Bugs Bunny Crazy Castle, Pit-Fighter, Super Mario Land 
2, Robocop & Track & Field. All are unchecked for working order. Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint. (12) 

 £20 - £25 
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4519. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear "The Yesteryear Book 1956-2000 - Millennium Edition" - this hardback issue covering 
the full range of Matchbox Models of Yesteryear - condition is generally Mint (unmarked) in a Near Mint plain outer transit 
carton. 

 £40 - £50 

4520. Corgi "The New Great Book of Corgi 1956-2010" by "Marcel R Van Cleemput" - this comprehensive hardback book 
with over 1000 images is generally Mint - superb example and already becoming hard to find. 

 £50 - £60 

4521. A mainly matchbox related magazine & book group to include Matchbox Books, Calendars, Paperwork, Mica 
catalogues and similar. Also in this lot are Corgi catalogues Bburago catalogues, Diecast related books and others similar. 
Conditions generally appear Good to Mint. (QTY) 

 £30 - £50 

4522. A book and magazine related group to include Modeller, Train, Aviation and similar related magazines, Dandy Annuals 
and others. Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £10 - £15 

4523. A cabinet related group to include 2x Wooden Cabinet Height 37.5cm, Width 25.5cm & Depth 5cm in postage boxes, 1 
large glass and wooden cabinet Height 67.5cm, Width 56.5 cm & Depth 8cm with box & a Flat pack cabinet/display case. 
Conditions generally appear Excellent to Near Mint. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

4524. A mixed group to include a Silver-Reed Portable Typewriter, a unboxed Portable 5.5 inch Black & White Television with 
AM/FM Radio with instruction manual & 2x Kodak Brownie 8 Move Projector. All are unchecked for working order. Conditions 
generally appear Good to Near Mint. (4) 

 £25 - £35 

4525. A mixed group to include a large quantity of Barbie and similar Dolls in different sizes including 7x boxed miniature 
Barbie and Friends models, unboxed Barbie and accessories, Macdonald's Toys, Pokemon Soft Toy and others. Conditions 
generally appear Good to Mint. (QTY) 

 £20 - £40 

4526. A mixed group to include a boxed Egyptian Chess Set, Danbury Mint Pewter Her Majesty's Yacht Britannia, Oxford 
Diecast & Lledo models, 3x Magazine issue Ship models, Danbury Mint The Royal Air Force Museum Harrier plus others. 
Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Mint boxes. (17) 

 £40 - £60 

4527. A mixed group to include unboxed Matchbox & Tonka models, Wooden Car, Teddy Bears Picnic Set, Marbles, VHS full 
set of Famous Warplane's and some Disney VHS as well as others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint in generally 
Fair to Excellent boxes. (QTY) 

 £20 - £40 

4528. Action Man a unboxed Action Man figure with Dog Tag, Manual, Cloths & Accessories. This lot also come with extra 
what appear homemade clothing. Conditions appear generally Good to Excellent (Figure does have some stress fractures). 
(Small QTY) 

 £20 - £30 
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4529. A boxed Pedigree Sindy group to include Bed and Bedclothes, Dressing Table and Stool, Wardrobe (Which include 
Clothes) & Bedside Table and Lamp. All are unchecked for completeness see photos. Conditions appear generally Good to 
Excellent in Poor to Good boxes. (4) 

 £20 - £40 

4530. Dinky & Corgi a boxed group to include 290 S.R.N.6 Hovercraft, 102 Joes Car, 956 Turntable Fire Escape, 1138 Car 
Transporter & 1130 Circus Horse Transporter with Horses "Chipperfields Circus". Conditions generally appear Fair to Excellent 
in generally Poor to Good boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

4531. Matchbox, Dublo Dinky, Budgie, Husky and similar a unboxed group to include boxed Matchbox 52 B.R.M. Racing Car, 
Husky NSU RO80, Budgie Esso Petrol Tanker, Dublo Dinky Volkswagen Van plus others similar. Conditions appear generally 
Poor to Near Mint in Good Plus box. (QTY) 

 £30 - £40 

4532. Dinky, Corgi, Matchbox and similar a unboxed group to include Dinky Humber Hawk, Corgi Citroen Safari, Corgi Jeep 
FC-150, Corgi Volvo P1800 "The Saint" plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Poor to Good. (QTY) 

 £40 - £50 

4533. Lego a mixed group to include 103 set, boxed Lego Railway Track, Boxed Lego 374 Fire Engine and others similar, 
Also in this lot is Lego Collectors Guides and instructions for Lego Railway and similar. All sets are unchecked for 
completeness. Conditions generally appear Good to Near Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (QTY) 

 £30 - £40 

4534. Lego a boxed trio to include Number 5 Basic Set, Number 30 & 350 sets. Contents are unchecked for completeness. 
Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus boxes. (3) 

 £20 - £40 

4535. Scalextric a mixed group to include 2x boxed C023 Scalletti-Arrow Racing Car, 2x boxed C265 Standard Hand 
Throttle, boxed Track, Unboxed Seating Stand, 2x Scalextric in trays plus others. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint 
in generally Poor to Excellent boxes. (QTY) 

 £30 - £40 

4536. A book, annual & magazine related group to include Thomas The Tank Engine books, World Of Wonder Magazines, 
Tell Me Why Magazines, Enid Blyton Books, Ladybird Books, Blue Peter Annuals, Teddy Bear Annuals and others. Conditions 
appear generally Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £20 - £30 

4537. A mixed group to include games such as Ker-plunk, Eureka, Jungle Book Give A Show Projector, Cigarette Cards, 
Sooty Game plus others. All games are unchecked for completeness. Conditions generally appear Fair to Excellent. (QTY) 

 £30 - £40 
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4538. Corgi, HM Hobbymaster, Oxford Diecast & Atlas Editions a boxed group of military aircraft comprising of 3 x Aviation 
Archive, 3 x Hobbymaster, 1 x Oxford Diecast and 1 x Atlas Edition to include a Oxford Diecast 1/72 scale 72AA001 an Avro 
Anson Mk I N9732 500 squadron, RAF Detling, a Corgi (Aviation Archive) AA32816 a DH Mosquito, no.627 squadron, RAF 
Woodhall Spa, September 1944, a Corgi (Aviation Archive) AA32008 (Aces of the Commonwealth) a Hawker Hurricane Mk I, 
HM Hobbymaster 1/48 scale HA7109 (Airpower Series) a Spitfire         Mk XIV no.91 squadron, Flight Lieutenant HD 
Johnson, West Malling, July 1944, HM Hobbymaster 1/48 scale HA7803 (Airpower Series) Spitfire Mk.2A “XR-D” - Pilot William 
“Bill” Dunn along with others. Conditions although not checked completeness or correctness generally appear to be Good to 
Good Plus although some of these aircraft do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to display purposes therefore may 
have smaller delicate pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer packaging (please note some packaging does 
suffer from slight crushing and also some have old price tickets attached). (8) 

 £60 - £70 

4539. Tamiya, Airfix & Revell a boxed mixed scale group of military aircraft and similar to include a Tamiya 1/48 scale 
(Aircraft Series No.105) an Avro Lancaster Bomber Mk1/3, with parts appearing to be unmade and still bagged in Good outer 
pictorial box (price sticker), an Airfix 1/72 and 1/48 scale “The Dam Busters” 617 squadron 60th Anniversary Gift Set which 
appears to be still sealed in Good pictorial box, an Airfix 1/76 scale set no. 03302 RAF Refuelling Set with parts appearing to be 
still bagged and unmade in Good outer pictorial box and a Revell 1/72 scale 04397 Fairey Gannet AS Mk1/4 with parts also 
appearing to be unbuilt and bagged in Good outer pictorial box. (Please none of these kits have been checked for 
completeness or correctness). (4) 

 £50 - £60 
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Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be 
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25%).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE Purchasers will be charged a total 
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable which
will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.

If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible, 
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults. 
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the 
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the 
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone
bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls
due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX

Sort Code: 40-51-62  
Account: 42076703  
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703  
Bank Swift code: HANDGB22 
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd 



Conditions of Sale (Continued)

Estimates
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity, 
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a 
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

Reserves
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a reserve on
a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the placed reserve or
£10 whichever is greater.  The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed
with Vectis Auctions beforehand.  This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

Late Withdrawals
(a) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top and
bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(b) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the midpoint
between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

Payment of proceeds of auction
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the right to
withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment.  If the buyer fails to make payment within the calendar
month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the
amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each lot
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each lot might realise

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.
The website address is: www.vectis.co.uk  e-mail address is: admin@vectis.co.uk
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